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Editor’s foreword
The volume we are presenting this day is rather a novelty at the Department of Romanian
Language and Culture at the University of Turku. Romanian studies have always been a
relatively small unit within the Department of Romance Languages and their beginnings
are situated in year 1975, when Professor Lauri Lindgren initiated them in collaboration
with the Romanian counterpart, which has periodically provided qualified native lecturers.
During the past four decades, Romanian language has had the chance to benefit from the
support of several other representatives of local academia, culminating currently with
Professor Eija Suomela-Salmi, Dean and supervisor of the Department of Romanian.
This year marks the 39th anniversary of Romanian in the Finnish university curricula. We
consider that the time has come to issue this publication, focusing on contributions on
Romanian culture in global context. For this, we invited collaborators that primarily have
experience in the teaching and researching of Romanian culture and language at
universities throughout the world. Most authors are or used to be lecturers of Romanian,
abroad or overseas, and we would argue that they are highly experienced in dealing with
intercultural topics. They all have tackled in their research the interferences of Romanian
culture with other cultures, European or not. Also, they are all Romanian nationals, so the
approach is in this respect unidirectional, and it was purposefully done so.
Concerning structure, the volume opens with a contribution on the image and the brand of
Romania (A. Crăciun) before splitting into three directions. The first, European Cultural
Interferences, is focusing on interculturality per se between Romanian and several
European cultures (authors between brackets): Spanish (G. Orian), French (F. Oprescu),
Italian (G. Chiciudean), Czech (A. Bruciu-Cozlean, M. Ciortea), Finnish (S. Miloiu) or
Portuguese (L. Bădescu). Some of those are familiar to researchers of Romance cultures,
but the part relating to Finnish, for instance, presents without a doubt a less researched
area, tackled historically by the author. Interesting and relevant nonetheless, especially
because the present book is published in Finland. One of the aims was precisely bringing
Romania closer to Finnish readers, guiding them into discovering the actual place that our
culture has among others.
The second part, Global Echoes, envisages more remote cultures, listing namely
interferences with Indian (O. Ivancu), Chinese (P. Apachiței) and American phenomena (T.
Roșu). The authors in this section have all first hand information; they investigated the

topics for years in the respective cultures, for the former two, or looked for novel sources
in relevant archives for the latter. The following questions are addressed in this chapter:
How Romanians and Indians are seeing the urban spaces? What are the (surprisingly) rich
Sino-Romanian relations? How communist Romania received hollywoodian culture?
The last part is called Culture and Language. Mostly culture in the article on the
similarities between the Romanian concept of "dor" and Portuguese "saudade" and the
ensuing metaphors (R. Ciolăneanu). Mostly language in the one concerning Romanian
language on the internet, a thorough investigation into the relations with the newest online
platforms (C. Mladin).
To sum up, we are confident that the content of the volume brings sufficient and relevant
arguments toward acquiring a clearer perspective of the relations of Romania with other
cultures. We covered both classical and modern views, social and cultural, literature and
language. From the very beginning of this endeavor, when approaching the authors and
negotiating the topics of their contributions, we stated, and we maintain this position, that
we were not looking for exclusively scientific and scholastic articles. The silver lining of
the volume was to keep the content accessible and, if possible, intriguing. While browsing
through the pages, you will find essay-like paragraphs, rhetorical questions, personal
views. We embraced this kind of approach, a more flexible and humane one.

Paul Nanu
Turku, 2014
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Romania: Sketches for a Brand Identity
Alexandra CRĂCIUN

Item Description
The government of Romania's biggest fear is to 'sell the country.' They do whatever
they can to make foreign investment difficult. Perhaps they are afraid someone will
buy it, fix it, and then make it hard for the crooked government to have it good. It's
about time someone had the guts to SELL ROMANIA TO THE HIGHEST
BIDDER. And we thank eBay and the rest of the capitalist world for making it
possible.
Hence, for sale is a non-functional eastern-european country named Romania. The
item is sold AS IS, for parts or repair, absolutely NO RETURN or warranty of any
kind! It's a broken country! Don't come back to me and say I didn't stated it clear
enough, or that you just changed your mind. All parts may or may not be there.
Many are rotten, and will need replacement (see government). Many parts will need
to be refurbished (see large percentage of population). But make no mistake! If you
fix it, this could be one GREAT COUNTRY, and one GREAT PEOPLE. It could be
like Star Trek The Next Generation's Federation!
It contains vast mineral and geographical resources, though badly managed by its
population. Some bordering countries: Bulgaria, Ukraine, Hungary, etc. Well known
partly because of: AIDS infected orphans, executed dictator named Ceausescu, ultrahigh literacy which seems to be of no help, Count Dracula, cheap prostitutes,
extremely high corruption, highly intelligent undergrad students obtaining high
scores in competitions like the ACM programming contest and the William Putnam
math competition, amazing hackers (computer programmers), violent miners,
extremely high percentage of employed immigrants abroad, Nadia Comaneci,
bankrupt government, etc. I will happily answer any questions you may have via
email. For reasons undisclosed I am obliged to sell many of my other beloved
countries. Stay tuned and check soon for my other auctions. This is sold with NO
RESERVE so please bid early or the bid snipers will outbid you in the last minute.
The starting price is ridiculously low so it gets sold. Let the market decide what this
country is worth. I have excellent feedback and will make sure you are satisfied.
Item Photos: Many photos can be found on the net. It's really a very beautiful
country. Payment: I will contact the buyer immediately after the auction end and
expect a response within three days. Payment is to be made within 7 days of the
auction end. I accept Paypal, Bidpay, MoneyGram, and Western Union, or
International Money Order. I prefer Paypal which is also cheaper for the buyer than
the other methods. Shipping: Local pick-up only! You go there and can just have it
all for yourself. Hope you can fix it.
This was probably the strangest experiment in terms of country branding worldwide.
Romania was on sale on eBay under the above description. The tender has started
from 1 USD. The second offer was 2,25 USD and in the afternoon the price reached
9

10700 USD. By the end of the day, with an offer of 99,9 millions USD, Romania
was delisted. The value was lower then the brand equity of Nepal: 9 billion USD in
2013, and much, much lower than the actual brand equity of Romania. Of course
this was happening 20 years ago, not long after the revolution of 1989.
According to the estimations of BrandFinance’s Nation Brands Flying the Flag Report1,
the brand equity of Romania in 2013 scored 121 billion USD, ranking 46 out of 100
countries. In comparison with 2012, according to the nation brand estimations, Romania
was loosing 36 billion USD, but it was still perceived as more valuable then Portugal,
Greece, Dominican Republic or Morocco. Finland, Qatar or Peru were scoring better
results in terms of nation brand equity.

Figure 1. BrandFinance Nation Brands: Flying the Flag Report, December 2013

Of course, the concept of measuring the value of a country brand is pretty new. Professor
Simon Anholt, one of the founders of the nation brand concept, has developed a Nations
Brands Index, launched in 2005. Using an alternative methodology, the Country Brand
Index developed by FutureBrand and promoted by the Forbes magazine is one of the most
popular nation brand evaluations. Culture, natural heritage, value system, quality of life,
business environment where the items assessed within a quantitative research connected
with Global Experts Opinion, as mentioned in the research methodology. As a result, in
2012-2013 Switzerland, Canada and Japan were considered leading countries in terms of
1

BrandFinance: Nation Brands Flying the Flag Report, December 2013, p. 20-21, online edition,
http://www.brandfinance.com/images/upload/brand_finance_nation_brands_2013.pdf.
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branding, while Romania - situated closer to the bottom of the list - was “labeled” as a
weaker brand than Bahrain, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Ghana or Ukraine.
Having in mind the fact that FutureBrand is headquartered in London - and a recent demarketing campaign run by the UK government was targeting Romania in order to stop
the migration - may be not surprising that, this was affecting the overall perception of the
country brand.

Figure 2. Posters used in the You won’t like it here campaign, UK, 2013

The concept of the campaign was: “You won’t like it here” and it was focused on the idea
that life in UK is awful, trying to persuade Romanian and Bulgarian immigrants to stay
away from Great Britain. A Romanian leading newspaper, “Gândul”, was reacting by
“fighting discrimination with humour” as mentioned in their campaign presentation submitted for the Eurobest Festival.
The campaign based on a series of online messages under the headline “Why don’t you
come over?” has gathered in 2013 some important European advertising prizes: Grand
Prix - PR at Eurobest; Grand Prix - Digital Campaigns, Gold - PR Campaigns, Silver Integrated Campaigns la Golden Drum 2013; Gold - Best of PR, Silver - Online at
ADC*RO, best regional campaign - European Excellence Awards. The core idea was that:
if the British people do not like UK, they could come to Romania - “We my not like
Britain, but you will love Romania”. Cultural stereo-types as well as day-to-day life
insights were used within simple and straight headlines, on red or blue backgrounds, in the
colors of the UK flag.
Interesting activations were crowdsourcing the messages using an application where
anyone was able to upload its own headline within the campaign template. A special
website gathered messages from people willing to offer their couches to the coming Brits,
and over 300 “couches offers” were gathers in 2 days. The whole campaign was
11

generating two million EUR of free media, becoming one of the most important national
country branding campaign.

Figure 3. Posters used in the campaign Why don’t you come over?, Gândul, 2013

In terms of impact, this campaign was considered more visible than the official rebranding
campaign developed by the Romanian Ministry of Culture three year ago. Officially
launched in 2010 at the Shanghai World Exhibition, under the headline “explore the
Carpathian garden”, the most important Romanian country branding campaign after 1989,
was gathering some “free media” space too. Kicking off a promotional campaign with a
plagiarism scandal is not the most orthodox way to attract clients. But in Romania, it may
work. On the day Romania’s “explore the Carpathian garden” tourism campaign was
launched at the Shanghai World Expo, a blogger revealed that its logo—a green leaf—
resembled that of a British clean-transport company. A Belgian designer then claimed to
have produced the image and marketed the rights through an online library. The company
responsible for the campaign, THR-TNS, a Spanish-British joint venture, claims the
similarity between the two images is coincidental2.

2

Plagiarism in Romania. Carpathian copying. Did a Romanian tourism campaign take a leaf out of
someone else’s book? The Economist, Aug 5th 2010, online editon
http://www.economist.com/node/16743965.
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This is the way The Economist announced the rebranding of Romania with a budget of
900.000 euro allocated for concept and strategy and a media budget of 75 millions EURO
for 3 years. The campaign was based on an extensive research, gathering opinions from
over 10.000 people from different countries. After 100 interviews, 2 focus groups, and a
quantitative research with 1200 interviews in Romania and 10800 interviews in Europe
and USA, the target of the campaign was described as: discerning travelers. The
conclusion was that Romania needs a repositioning in relation with the beauty of the
countryside and the proposed communication concept was “the Carpathian garden”.

Figure 4. Romania logo, used before 2010

Figure 5. Romania logo, used after 2010

Figure 6. Image sock design featuring the leaf from the logo of Romania

It was the basically the third positioning statement after “The Land of Choice” and
“Simply surprising” used by an official communication campaign trying to sketch the
identity of the brand Romania.
Year

Tagline
1995

Budget

Eterna și fascinanta Românie: Eternal and
Fascinating Romania, a luxury book, 10.000
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6-7 mil. USD

issues
2004

Romania

mereu

surprinzătoare

-

Simply

2 mil. euro

surprising: Ogilvy: 3xTVCs
2007

Fabulospirit:

concept,

and

strategy,

no

100.000 euro

execution, GAV&Scholtz and friends
2009

Land of choice TBWA

1,6 mil. euro

Media: TV: Eurosport, CNN & online

sponsored by BRD
Societe Generale

2010

Explore the Carpathian garden THR & Taylor

900.000 euro + 75 mil.

Nelson, Media plan: 3 years,

Figure 7. Most important Romania branding campaigns

The communication strategy was designed and developed by THR, a Spanish agency
specialized in tourism.
As mentioned before, the new country logo, created a lot of buzz and a strong negative
reaction. But according to the theory that “there is no negative PR” and everything that is
creating awareness could be helpful, we may argue that the whole debate related to the
new logo has increased the visibility of the campaign. Surprisingly, after this
“embarrassing” launch, the campaign was increasing the number of tourists, bringing
Bucharest on the 5th place of the Tripadvisor’s “recommended destinations”. But in terms
of country brand ratings, the brand Romania was continuing to loose “weight”. Between
2009 and 2011 while the campaign has developed, Romania was descending from place
79 to place 101 in the Country Brand Index developed by FutureBrand.
Year

Country Brand Index (CBI) FutureBrand

2008

Romania ranking 76 out of 78 countries

2009

Romania ranking 81 out of 102 countries.

2011

Romania ranking 101 out of 113 countries.

Figure 8. Source: Country Brand Index, FutureBrand

Even more surprising, a poll conducted by ziare.com website, right during the “explore the
Carpathian garden” campaign was proving a relatively low awareness. At the question
Which was the most successful campaign promoting Romania?, the answers were far from
reflecting the impact of the big budgets used for fining out a relevant country brand
positioning:
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1. 28.98%: I don’t know
2. 25.29%: Made in Romania
3. 16.31%: Eternal and Fascinating Romania
4. 15.41%: Explore the Carpathian garden
5. 9.42%: Romania, land of choice
6. 2.74%: Romania, simply surprising
7. 1.85%: Fabulospirit
As one could easily may notice, the best scores were not received by the last rebranding
campaign, but by some other “programs” that were generating more buzz. Made in
Romania was not really a promotion campaign, but rather a program that was discussing
the possibility to reinforce the local use of the Romanian products. Eternal and Fascinating
Romania, ranked second, was just the name of a luxury book published by the Romanian
government that was followed by a lot of buzz and negative rumors because of an
exaggerated budget.
As a conclusion, we may say that, by now, at official level, no relevant campaign was able
to focus the real identity of the country brand, and to configure a relevant positioning for
Romania. Alternative identity sketches like the campaign developed by “Gândul”
newspaper were trying to fill the gap using the people commitment to get involved and to
promote a new, fresh and positive identity. A new concern about the country brand is
arousing in Romania after several decades of negation resulted from an overheated use of
national symbols in the propaganda of the communist regime. A new concern about
Romania’s perceived identity is arousing after a wide spread confusion in Western
countries between Romania, Romanians and the Roma population migrating in Europe
because of the name similarity, and in spite of an totally different ethnic and cultural
heritage. This is providing a new environment based on a high social response for any
questions related to the Romania country brand, and a good context for reshaping the
nation brand image. But for any new “nation identity sketches” we should bear in mind
that the most important rule in branding is a long term consistency. So too many sketches,
with no coherent overlapping, could lead to a country brand schizophrenia.
References
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I.
European Cultural Interferences

Romanian Presences in the Spanish Literary Landscape after World War
II.
The Case of Romanian Writer Vintilã Horia and the Journal „Destin”
(Madrid)
Georgeta ORIAN

Abstract
The purpose of this article is to inventorize a series of Romanian presences in
Spanish literary life after World War II, with an emphasis on writer Vintilă Horia
(1915-1992), namely on his reception in Spanish bibliography. Entering this
literary space in the context of a hostile climate coming from the France, Vintilă
Horia, is above all, 1960 Gouncourt prize winner (and subject of the scandal that
came with it), for the novel Dumnezeu s-a născut în exil [God Was Born in Exile].
Residing in Spain since the beginning of the 50’s, after a few short periods of time
spent in Argentina and France, the Romanian writer shapes, in time, his literary
portrait due to a complex activity and enjoys a certain amount of popularity in the
Spanish and European literary world. Another part of the paper focuses on a case
study on the Romanian journal “Destin”, published in Madrid during 1951-1972,
that led to the birth of a publishing house bearing the same name. For Romanians
in exile, they both represented ways to make their work known. Its longevity and
the notoriety that many of its collaborators had, turned this journal into an
important point of reference amongst the publishing works of Romanian exile
literature. By portraying a phenomenon which was common to all countries that
had met totalitarian regimes, Romanian exile literature, namely these Romanian
presences in the Spanish literary space, make up an argument in favor of
Romanian culture continuity, in spite of half a century of repression and
censorship.

Introduction
Romanian literary life after the Second World War is split into three clearly defined
directions, especially from the point of view of the political context: “official” literature
(the one created within the borders of the country and one that would only see the light
of print after passing a close and severe censorship filter); “drawer” literature or
dissident, subversive literature (which only became known to the Romanian reader after
the 1989 Revolution, when a considerable phenomenon occurred in terms of editing,
recovering memoirs, journals etc., written during communism and kept secret by their
19

authors); exile literature (produced outside country borders by Romanian writers who
had chosen to stay abroad or leave the country in the post war years, completely aware
of the instauration of a totalitarian regime).
The most substantial groups of Romanian writers in exile1 was formed in Spain (Aron
Cotruş, Alexandru Gregorian, Alexandru Busuioceanu, Alexandru Ciorănescu, Vintilă
Horia, George Uscătescu, Traian Popescu, Radu Enescu, Aurelio Răuţă etc.), France
(Basil Munteanu, Emil Cioran, Eugen Ionescu, C. V. Gheorghiu, Mircea Eliade, N.
Caranica, Virgil Ierunca, Monica Lovinescu, George Astaloş, Paul Goma, Matei
Vişniec, B. Nedelcovici, Dinu Flămând, Sanda Stolojan etc.), USA (Mircea Eliade, I. P.
Culianu, Petru Popescu, Norman Manea, Matei Călinescu, Sanda Golopenţia etc.), but
we can find important figures of Romanian philology in Italy, Switzerland, Portugal,
Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, South America, Canada, Australia.
Once the fact that exile will be long term was accepted, the intellectuals’ conception of
exile and its role changed as well. As such, apart from tradition preservation and the
definitive separation from realist-socialist literature in the country, the act of
communication in exile also implied: own artistic creations, characterized by the
specific conditions of exile; the cultivation and study of the Romanian language; the
recovery and presentation from a perspective opposite the official one of “adjusted”
Romanian authors (Mihai Eminescu, Lucian Blaga, Vasile Voiculescu); literary
actuality in the country and echoes thereof in the host-country.
All these were accomplished through cultural associations (L’Association FrancoRoumaine; Centre Roumain de Recherches; Fundaţia Regală Universitară Carol I
[Royal University Foundation Carol I]; Cenaclul de la Neuilly [Literary Circle of
Neuilly]; Institutul Român de Cercetări şi Biblioteca Românească din Freiburg
[Romanian Research Institute and the Romanian Library in Freiburg]; Cenaclul
“Apoziţia” şi Centrul Cultural Român de la Munchen [Literary Circle “Apoziţia” and
the Romanian Cultural Centre in Munich]; Asociaţia Culturală Hispano-Română din
Salamanca [Hispano-Romanian Cultural Association in Salamaca]; Asociaţia Culturală
Românească şi Fundaţia Culturală Română de la Madrid [Romanian Cultural
Association and the Romanian Cultural Foundation in Madrid]; Asociaţia Românilor
1

A synthesis of Romanian literary exile after the War, can be found in the work of German researcher
Eva Behring, Scriitori români din exil 1945-1989. O perspectivă istorico-literară, translated from the
German by Tatiana Petrache and Lucia Nicolau, reviewed by Eva Behring and Roxana Sorescu,
Bucharest, Editura Fundaţiei Culturale Române, 2001.
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din Canada [Romanians Association in Canada] etc.), publishing houses (Limite, Ethos,
Destin, Carpaţi, Casa Pribegiei etc.), magazines (“Cahiers France-Roumanie”, “Caietele
Inorogului”, “Revista Scriitorilor Români”, “Înşir’te, Mărgărite”, “Luceafărul”, “Caete
de Dor”, “Orizonturi”, “Destin”, “Cuvântul Românesc” etc.) spread on various
continents.
The attempts to synthetize, clarify and define that came from each new generation of
critics and readers, produced different perceptions regarding the phenomenon of
Romanian literary exile. Without a detailed understanding of every aspect, this exile
literature holds the risk of being treated as the literature of a group and nothing more.
Issues like bi- and plurilingualism, the political context, the preservation wish of an
ethno-identity, the struggle to promote a positive image of one’s own country abroad,
are some of the aspects which cannot be ignored in a dialogue about the writers of exile.
In addition to this, the fact that the Romanian literary phenomenon abroad has not yet
been entirely recovered, must also be taken into account.
Romanian specialty bibliography, specifically the one focusing on exile literature – a
phrase no (longer) accepted by a substantial part of literary critique - contains works of
incontestable value: that of studying in detail writers that literary histories and general
interest works merely list or offers modest spaces to. Up to a certain point, this fact is
justifiable: the information is found in various tomes, mainly follows common
coordinates (essential biographical data, possibly some biographical incident, major
titles and a few words about the author’s main work). More or less heated debates have
attempted to organize, to establish the place these authors have and, above all, to
establish whether or not they hold a place in our literary history, whether or not they
belong to Romanian literature.
The case of Romanian Writer Vintilă Horia (1915-1992)
Entering the Spanish literary space in the context of a hostile climate coming from
France, Vintilă Horia, is above all, Goncourt prize winner of 1960 (and subject of the
scandal that came with it), for the novel Dumnezeu s-a născut în exil [God Was Born in
Exile]. Residing in Spain since the beginning of the `50s, after a few short periods of
time spent in Argentina and France, the Romanian writer shapes his literary portrait in
time, due to a complex activity and enjoys a certain amount of popularity. If in Romania
his work is not fully known and if we can only talk about critical works on his subject
21

now (without taking literary histories and dictionaries into account); in Spain he is
naturally “integrated” in the literary life, through permanent re-publishing his books
(especially the novel Dumnezeu s-a născut în exil), and also through his mentioning in a
series of specialty publications.
Starting with the type of work addressed to the reader interested in a certain level of
information, we find Vintilă Horia in Quién es quién en las letras españolas, in his
capacity of Professor for Contemporary Universal Literature at the Faculty of
Information Sciences, from Complutense University in Madrid; this volume contains an
updated history of his published papers, as well as his ongoing literary projects with
emphasis on his activity as “colaborador en la mayor parte de los periódicos españoles y
gran número de los europeos y americanos”2. The dictionary entries dedicated to him
reuse the same information3, with an emphasis on some novels, without neglecting the
author’s intense activity in journalism, essays or his approaches found at the border
between sciences.
Moving past the level of general interest dictionaries, Vintilă Horia enters specialty
dictionaries 4 , literary histories 5 and even manuals 6 ; he is gradually assimilated; he
passes through different essential phases of this absorption – from “foreign writer” to
“writer of Romanian origin”, then to a writer whose ethnic origins or any kind of
affiliation no longer need mentioning. This shows a natural integration within the

2

Quién es quién en las letras españolas, 3ª edición, patrocinada por la Dirección General del Libro y
Bibliotecas, Madrid, Instituto Nacional del Libro Español, Ministerio de Cultura, 1979, pp. 231-232.
Information about project-novel Nuit et après demain represents a novelty in this sense. While consulting
the manuscris in the author’s library, we have determined that this was the initial title of the novel
Persécutez Boèce!,
3
N(éstor) N(AVARRETE) M(EDINA), HORIA, Vintila, in vol. BOMPIANI, Diccionario de autores – de
todos los tiempos y de todos los países, apéndice, tomo I, A-LL, Barcelona, Edición Española HORA, S.
A., 2001, p. 458.
José Antonio PÉREZ-RIOJA, Diccionario literario universal, Madrid, Editorial Tecnos, 1977, p. 469.
Gregorio SANZ, Diccionario Universal de efemérides de escritores (de todos los tiempos), Madrid,
Editorial Biblioteca Nueva, S. L., 1999, p. 213 and p. 918.
4
Federico Carlos SAINZ DE ROBLES, Ensayo de un Diccionario de la Literatura, tomo III, Autores
extranjeros, tercera edición, corregida y aumentada con más de 1500 fichas, Madrid, Aguilar, S. A. de
Ediciones, 1967, pp. 613-614.
5

Francisco RICO (al cuidado de), Historia y crítica de la literatura española, vol. VIII, Domingo
Ynduráin, Época contemporánea: 1939-1980, con la colaboración de Fernando Valls, Barcelona,
Editorial Crítica, Grupo editorial Grijalbo, 1980, p. 338.
6

Felipe B. PEDRAZA JIMÉNEZ y Milagros RODRÍGUEZ CÁCERES, Manual de literatura española.
XIII. Posguerra: narradores, Pamplona, Cénlit Ediciones, S. L., 2000, p. 165.
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Hispanic writings of the time7. The French, Italian or Portuguese critique8 also show an
interest towards the Romanian writer through translated editions or writings, dedicating
a special section to exile writers from the former Eastern bloc9.
Ferdinando Castelli’s book, originally entitled Letteratura dell’inquietudine, is worth
mentioning in a few lines: seventeen chapters are dedicated to writers whose works fit
the sensitive topic in the author’s opinion. The list of these writers stands in lieu of a
comment: Baudelaire, Gérard de Nerval, Arthur Rimbaud, Léon Bloy, Franz Kafka,
Max Jacob, Georges Bernanos, William Faulkner, André Malraux, G. T. de Lampedusa,
Pär Lagerkvist, Dino Buzzati, Boris Pasternak, Vintila Horia, Graham Greene, Simone
de Beauvoir, Eugène Ionesco. All chapters follow the same structure: the author’s
comments on representative work/works of the writer in question, a biographical sheet,
a selection of texts and Spanish bibliography (every translation of his work in Spanish).
In Vintilă Horia’s case, Castelli focuses on the novel Dumnezeu s-a născut în exil [God
Was Born in Exile], which is said not to have the force or the depth of Doctor Jivago;
they have a profound level of suffering, horror towards tyranny, a desire for freedom
and the hope for a renewed world. God is born in exile when life becomes the pure
expression of suffering and major human experiences come up at every step, generating
the feeling and cult of freedom. Vintilă Horia’s novel is – in the Italian critic’s opinion –
a subtle synthesis of historical, fantastic, psychological, spiritual events which make up
a vast structure, upon which the novelist projects his own fears, his hopes and his art.
The sadness and fears give the book therapeutic value: Horia writes to explain his
feelings to himself, to meet himself, to better know himself, with absolute sincerity.

7

Guillermo DÍAZ-PLAJA, Vintila Horia o la geografia desgarrada, in vol. La letra y el instante.
Anotaciones a la actualidad cultural 1961-1963, Madrid, Editora Nacional (Paseo de la Castellana, 40),
1967, pp. 15-21.
8

Jérôme CARCOPINO, El destierro de Ovidio, poeta neopitagórico, in vol. Contactos entre la historia y
la literatura romanas, traducción del francés por Victorio Peral Domínguez, Madrid, Espasa – Calpe, S.
A., 1965, pp. 51-142.
Ferdinando CASTELLI, Dios ha nacido en el exilio. Vintila Horia, in vol. La literatura de la inquietud,
traducción de Ismael Fernandez Gago (traducción de la tercera edición italiana, publicada por Editrice
Massimo de Milán, con el título Letteratura dell’inquietudine), Madrid, STVDIVM Ediciones, [1968],
pp. 405-419.
Joao Bigotte CHORÃO, Vintila Horia ou um camponês do Danúbio, Lisboa, Ediçōes do Templo, 1978,
col. „Campo livre”.
9

E. REICHMANN, (Écrivains) Roumains en exil après 1945, în vol. Dictionnaire universel des
littératures, publié sous la direction de Béatrice Didier, volume 3, P-Z, répertoires, index, tables, [Paris],
Presses Universitaires de France, 1994, pp. 3306-3307.
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One very important (and well known) critique milestone is Emilio del Rio’s
comprehensive book Novela intelectual [Intelectual novel]10. We can already talk about
a serious study on Vintilă Horia’s work which, as the reading of this book shows us, can
be framed perfectly within a group. The author dedicates a chapter to each of the writers
Andres Bosch, Manuel García-Viñó and Carlos Rojas, and the thematic and stylistic
vicinity thereof can also be found in other critique tomes (according to other literary
historians, the “group” also includes Alfonso Albalá). Taking a closer look, we can talk
about a tendency that can be resumed as follows: catholic writers, very conservative,
very traditional, whose work is based on an obvious reaction towards social literature
and among which Vintilă Horia holds a comfortable place. Even on a personal plane we
can talk of a certain “group” cohesion, and collaboration on a professional level stands
as proof: they generally write for the same publications, they write prefaces or
comments for each other11, they pay each other visits. Emilio del Rio finds a common
idea in the four writers, namely that each man is a sacred history; the manner in which
their works are presented, communicated, the idea of spiritual dialogue, communion
with the divinity, inside a personal trajectory that does not walk past Christian values.
The critical reception of Vintilă Horia’s work must not ignore an effort that still has to
wait for a Romanian translation: Monica Nedelcu’s doctoral thesis12. Monica Nedelcu is
an excellent hispanist, whose premature death has stopped a methodical research, and
above all, an academic accent on Vintilă Horia’s work. The author decided to talk about
the space of exile in four French novels: Dieu est né en exil, Le chevalier de la
résignation, Les impossibles, Une femme pour l’Apocalypse. According to her opinion,
they form a unit that explains through symbols the Christian civilization between the
limits of Christ’s birth and the Apocalypse, namely between two limit-spaces, Romania
and Spain, the geographical and linguistic periphery of old Romania. The analysis of
Romanian space is performed from the perspective of this spiritual centre.

10

Emilio (del) RIO S. I., Novelas y diario de Vintila Horia, în vol. Novela intelectual, Madrid, Editorial
Prensa Española, 1971, colección „Vislumbres”, pp. 165-206. The critic comments upon Vintilă Horia’s
two novels, Dumnezeu s-a născut în exil şi Scrisoarea a şaptea, as well as Journal d’un paysan du
Danube.
11

Vintilă Horia prefaces, in a tone of praise, a very popular novel of Manuel García-Viñó. Cf. Prólogo, in
vol. Manuel García-Viñó, La granja del solitario, Barcelona, Plaza y Janés, S. A., Editores, 1969, 198 p.,
pp. 7-10.
12
Mónica NEDELCU, La obra literaria de Vintila Horia. El espacio del exilio en cuatro novelas
francesas, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Facultad de Filología, Departamento de Filología II,
Collección Tesis Doctorales, Madrid, 1989.
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Romanian Journal „Destin” in Madrid
Cultural communication among exiled Romanian after World War II is a complex
process, carried out in several stages. After the first (somewhat confusing) years,
Romanian exile “closes the ranks” around some magazines, cultural associations,
publishing houses, literary circles or radio stations, so that now (from a certain distance
which facilitates a more thorough understanding, but also a more appropriate framing in
literary history), the provenance, political orientation, goals, accomplishments are
aspects in need of clarification. “Luceafărul”, “Orizonturi”, “Destin”, “Caete de dor”,
Institutul Român de Cercetări şi Biblioteca Românească din Freiburg [Romanian
Institute for Research and the Romanian Library in Freiburg], the literary circle
“Apoziţia”, the publishing houses “Caietele Inorogului”, “Destin”, “Carpaţi” or “Casa
Pribegiei”, the Europa Liberă radio station, are only some of the institutions to illustrate
Romanian culture resistance in exile.
By “coagulating” a considerable area of Romanian traditionalism in exile, “Destin”, has
been, for more than twenty years (1951-1972), a melting pot that kept inside a desire for
the birth of a free Romanian spiritual space. The magazine appeared in 1951, in Madrid,
with George Uscătescu as editor-in chief, and with a staff of editors that included: I. D.
C. Coterlan, Nicolae Mariţia, C. L. Popovici, A. Răuţă. In time, the structure of the
editorial staff goes through certain changes: in 1954 Vintilă Horia joins in, then Emil
Ionescu, Horia Precup, Vasile Uscătescu. From 1969 the editorial staff writes under the
name “Gruparea Destin” (which also included N. Caranica, M. Cismărescu, Horia
Stamatu, Octavian Vuia). Rigorously organized from the beginning, the journal contains
three important columns – Studies, Notes, Comments and Documents – as well as a
“Romanian bibliography”, a veritable “data bank” which diversifies with each edition,
ensuring and proving the circulation of Romanian books in the world, a column for
which informative value stands in the first place.
The founders note since the first edition that they see emigration as a “process of
historical and spiritual disintegration and, as such an emigrant mentality is a spiritually
fruitless attitude”. Romanian intellectual elites are seen as “monads of Romanian life
and culture”, and the magazine postulates are shaped like a “fecund obsession”, “a
culture with universal opportunities, with universal responsibilities” and “the fadeless
image of the crucified Homeland”.
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The first editions of the journal attempt to draw attention of the adoptive country’s
cultural world towards Romania, as a subdivision of the geopolitical space it belongs to.
Articles such as: Fundamentele Sud-estului European [Fundaments of South-East
Europe] (I. D. C. Coterlan), Rusia: Omul, Istoria şi Cultura [Russia: Man, History and
Culture] (C. L. Popovici), Problema Statului Românesc [The Case of the Romanian
State] (G. Uscătescu), Problema viitorului culturii europene [The Issue of European
Culture’s Future] (C. L. Popovici) a.s.o. – are meant to establish the coordinates of
certain permanent “issues” of Romanian culture. Substantially documented and spread
onto generous spaces, the materials have a voice with missionary accents, by trying to
send the idea to an audience based on the conviction that, if certain things are
told/written, they will definitely be heard as well.
In edition number 6-7 August 1953, Mircea Eliade talks about The Destiny of Romanian
Culture, in relation with Romanian history: “A review of Romanian history would
suffice to understand why Romanians were not able to make culture in the Western
sense of the word: namely, why they could not build many massive cathedrals, why they
did not build stone castles and cities, why they did not gather art treasures, why they did
not write many book and did not collaborate, along with the West to the progress of
science and philosophy” (p. 21). The historian of religions notes the resistance chances
of the Romanian people, under Soviet occupation, chances provided by its own history,
which has founded him a profoundly Christian spirituality, centered around the mystery
of redeeming death and that of self-sacrifice. Life inside the European cultural space
remains a central problem: „culturally, and spiritually, Europe is completed by
everything the Carpathian-Balkan space has created and kept”.
Whether they focus on history problems (G. Uscătescu, Fenomenul nationalist [The
Nationalist Phenomenon], no. 4-5, Nov. 1952; V. Horia, Eseu despre interpretarea
ciclică a Istoriei [Essay on the Cyclic Interpretation of History ], no. 6-7, Aug. 1953; Al.
Busuioceanu, Utopia getică [Getae Utopia ], no. 8-9, May 1954; Al. Busuioceanu, Mitul
dacic în istoria şi cultura Spaniei [The Dacian Myth in Spanish History and Culture],
no. 4-5, Nov. 1952 a.s.o), or on those related to the Romanian language or literature
(Ion Popinceanu, Neologismul în limba română [Neologism in the Romanian Language],
no. 6-7, Aug. 1953; Manuel Alvar, Consideraţiuni asupra Atlasului Lingvistic al
României [Notes on Romania’s Linguistic Atlas], no. 1, June 1951 a.s.o), the materials
published in “Destin” have, during the first years (1951-1956), one conviction: keeping,
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communicating, saving everything that could be kept-communicated-saved from the
cultural baggage of the exiled who, outside country borders, were hoping to achieve
something both for those at home and for themselves.
A certain milestone was recorded in 1956. Researcher Eva Behring13 offers a special
role to the Noul Itinerar [New itinerary] signed by George Uscătescu in no. 10/1956,
where the editor-in-chief advocates for creativity. Following the tradition of
preservation and cultivation, Uscătescu introduces the idea of accomplishing a new free
culture of exile and through the medium of exile. He does not stand far from the ego of
those who, soon enough will believe that Romanian culture was only created in exile.
After this innovative moment, the magazine’s appearance is visibly changed: vast
studies, with scientific arguments, are not predominant anymore; the three main
columns are merged into one, literary creations take up more and more space and the
editions are thematic14. Even the graphics improve substantially. It is becoming more
and more obvious that the “Destin” writers are no longer a group, but a grouping which
shapes opinions and has ideological and cultural authority inside the Spanish cultural
space. In 1954, “Carpaţii” Journal is printed in Madrid, under the supervision of Aron
Cotruş with Traian Popescu and N. S. Govora as editors and among its collaborators
Pamfil Şeicaru, Vintilă Horia, V. Buescu, Ovidiu Vuia and others. The founders and
collabolators’ belonging to the former right wing in Romania constitutes the common
ground that “Carpaţii” shares with “Destin”.
By compacting twenty five editions in sixteen books (for easily understandable reasons,
double or triple editions were printed), “Destin” represents a faithful mirror of the
“senior exiled generation”, of those in the first wave, of traditional “old men”, situated
more or less towards the right, who have assumed the role of “hanging on” to the values
they left the country with. Among the collaborators: Grigore Cugler (Apunake), O.
Bârlea, V. Buescu, Al. Busuioceanu, G. M. Cantacuzino, Mircea Eliade, Grigore
Gafencu, N. I Herescu, V. Horia, V. Iasinschi, V. Ierunca, Basil Munteanu, Gr. Nandriş,
Ion Raţiu, A. Răuţă, Vasile Uscătescu, Dinu Adameşteanu, Şt. Baciu, N. Caranica, Radu
Enescu, Ionel Jianu, Şt. Lupaşcu, P. Miron, Horia Stamatu, Pamfil Şeicaru, Octavian
13

in Scriitori români din exil 1945-1989 [Romanian Writers in Exile 1945-1989], Editura Fundaţiei
Culturale Române, Bucharest, 2001.
14

Omagiu românesc lui Martin Heidegger [Romanian Homage to Martin Heidegger ], no. 21-23/1971;
special edition at the 100th Anniversary of the 1859 Union no. 11/1959 or Închinare lui Mihail Eminescu
[Reverence to Mihail Eminescu], no. 13-14/1964.
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Vuia, Valeriu Anania, Monica Lovinescu, L. M. Arcade, Petru Comarnescu, I.
Negoiţescu, Constantin Noica, J. Popper, Antoaneta Bodisco, George Ciorănescu,
Alexandru Ciorănescu. The mere listing of the most popular signatures is the business
card of a journal, representing the most important Romanian publication in Spain.
Conclusions
Studied in parallel, the cultural mediums in the country and those in exile went through
a period of fervent and dramatic, sometimes convulsive movements; a period of around
ten-fifteen years after World War II, up until things start to come into place, even if not
in the most satisfactory possible manner. The years of oppression and “cleansing” in the
country came with a chaotic movement in the beginning; a chaotic type of organization
of the exiled who digested with difficulty and great trauma the idea of staying in exile
for a longer period, or for the rest of their lives even. The ranks at this point, were being
closed. This is rather an almost organic reaction of those who, being left without the
fundamental points of reference in existence, attempt a reconstruction, in a different
plane, but, if possible, at the same dimensions: classic Romanian works are being
reedited, anthologies are put together, journals or cultural societies are founded, there is
an intense correspondence between the different meridians of exile. Political exile is
becoming organized, through its first “generation”, that of “seniors” and the most well
known figures are Mircea Eliade, Eugen Ionescu, Emil Cioran, Constantin Virgil
Gheorghiu, Vintilă Horia etc. – who gain fame in short time. The role of this type of
opinion creators/informal leaders was decisive: they represented the pillars of a
literature that had been, for almost 50 years, written in exile – a phenomenon which was
present in every country that ever knew totalitarian regimes.
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Strategies to Promote Romanian Culture
Diplomats as Writers in Lusitanian Space
Laura BĂDESCU

Abstract
The promotion of Romanian culture in the Lusitanian area was rather influenced by
the presence to the diplomatic mission in Lisbon of important personalities such as:
Mircea Eliade, Mihai Zamfir, Theodor Baconsky, Gabriel Gafiţa etc. Our corpus
includes two analysis categories: texts published in Portuguese and texts published
in Romanian. From both perspectives, of alterity and of lector to whom the corpus
addresses, the toposes identified in each category of texts reveal different promotion
strategies for the Romanian culture.
1. Cultural diplomacy. Institutions, projects, visibility
Cultural diplomacy has been defined as the process of projecting outside the system of
cultural values of a state and of promoting it in terms of bi/multilateral relations. Cultural
diplomacy activities have many points in common with those of institutional culture,
namely with those of the official culture, being nowadays supported by the government
through the Division of Cultural, Educational and Scientific Relations (DRCES) in
collaboration with the Public Diplomacy Department1. Cultural projects performed by the
two departments of MFA in collaboration with the Romanian Cultural Institute are among
the most visible abroad. ICR (Romanian Cultural Institute) joining the network of cultural
institutes in Europe - EUNIC (European Union National Institutes for Culture)2 in 2007
has significantly increased the visibility of cultural activities in defined media.
In regard to the cultural diplomatic policies, it appears that ICR opted for strategies
specific to the Nordic and Anglo-Saxon countries 3 , based on flexibility, cooperation,
interaction with host countries. Suggestive in this respect is Cantemir Programme4 as well
as various projects 5 dedicated to cultural foreign journalists abroad, to the Romanians
around the borders, to foreign researchers, to translators etc. At the same time, ICR has
1

http://www.mae.ro/index.php?unde=doc&id=5011&idlnk=1&cat=3.

2

Founded in Prague in 2006, EUNIC had in 2010, 30 cultural institutions in 26 countries as affiliates.
During 2010, the President of ICR took over the presidency of EUNIC.
3

On cultural diplomacy models see: www.romaniaculturala.ro/articol.php?cod=14722.

4

http://www.programulcantemir.ro/.

5

http://www.icr.ro/bucuresti/burse-si-rezidente/.
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also opted for actions specific to Latin countries and the French speaking countries, based
mainly on a top-down more academic approach, focusing on the promotion of export of
cultural national goods (see main programs undertaken in cooperation with the National
Center of Books: TPS6 or 20 authors7).
From the activity report of ICR (2006-2010) on the translation of Romanian literature in
different languages one can see that through the programs mentioned above 184 books
have been translated8. Although only two titles9 under the ICR’s logo were published in
Portuguese, many more have entered the Lusitanian cultural area, as proven by public
funds for books registered at Biblioteca Nacional de Lisboa or by the various websites
promoting Romanian-Portuguese cultural relations etc10.
2. Diplomats as writers
A diachronic analysis on the diplomatic environment (Baconsky 2007a: 29-34) has
highlighted within each generation the permanent presence of humanists, be it writers,
critics or poets. The forty-eighter generation, so generously passionate, but represented in
a dilettantish way in terms of the diplomatic class, was continued in a Byronic way in the
times of united principalities, and ever since the Junimists era until the interwar period
gained a Wilsonian dominant feature maintained by virtue of social customs and a caste
reasoning. Political movements after 1989 enabled the cognition and adoption of the
Western model which propelled ever since the last century economic or legal-trained
technocrat diplomats11. The international framework of public diplomacy has given way to
cultural policies, relying thereby on finding new ways of communication, understanding
and acceptance of different identities. The local prejudices regarding the writer-diplomat
were not based on the profile of Milescu or Antioh Cantemir, but are relatively recent,
descended from Alecsandri model, and less from the model of Ghica or Kogalniceanu (see
in this respect Baconsky 2007a: 32-33).
6

http://www.cennac.ro/anunturi/tps-1/prezentare-12.

7

http://www.cennac.ro/anunturi/20-de-autori-2/prezentare-16.

8

http://www.cennac.ro/documente/fisiere/CENNAC%20-%202006-2010%20site.doc (accessed on
September 15, 2010).
9

According to officially published data (http://www.cennac.ro/anunturi/traduceri-aparute-cu-sprijinul-icr7/op-38) in Portuguese were translated by means of the above mentioned programs only: Gheorghe
Ceausescu's Nascimento formação da Europa - (original title: Naşterea şi formarea Europei), Fim de
Século, Lisbon 2008, Portugal, translated by Corneliu Popa, and Mircea Eliade, Diario portugues, translated
by Corneliu Popa, Lisbon Editora Guarra &Paz. However, in the actions of cultural promotion on ICR
Lisbon website much more published books are reported, mainly translations from Romanian to Portuguese
10

http://www.lusorom.com/html/carti.html.

11

See Magalhães 2005: 95−114; Leonard 2002: 8−45, passim; Langholtz, Stout: 2004: 1−28 passim.
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This cliché was perpetuated until the first decades of the twentieth century, when the
Romanian diplomacy has brought together important names of Romanian culture, such as
Mircea Eliade, Al. Duiliu Zamfirescu, Lucian Blaga, Aron Cotruş, Eugen Ionescu, Nicolae
Petraşcu.
After 1989, the reintroduction of the cultural dimension in diplomacy was required by the
exigencies of the international context. Cultural policies were thus supported by the
representatives of the academic and cultural environment, most of them politically
unaffiliated when in office: Vlad Alexandrescu, Teodor Baconsky, Gabriel Gafita, Emil
Ghiţulescu Maria Sipos, Grete Tartler, Mihai Zamfir etc.
We can see that for the Romanian embassy in Lisbon the tradition of promoting cultural
diplomacy by means of the highest representatives was a very special one because there,
writers like Alexandru Duiliu Zamfirescu (1938), Lucian Blaga (1938-1939), Mihai
Zamfir (1997-2001) Teodor Baconsky (2002-2005), Gabriel Gafita (2006-2009) were
active. It should be remembered that one of the most visible journalistic activities of a
member of the diplomatic legation in Lisbon was that of Mircea Eliade when he served as
cultural attaché (1941-1945).
3. Corpus of texts
Taking as reference the presence of the Portuguese space in the work of some of these
writers, we shall proceed to the definition of two categories of texts.
The first contains the texts published in Portuguese. We shall mention here only a few
titles: Mircea Eliade12, Os Romenos, Latinos do Oriente13 (Eliade, 1943), idem, Salazar e
a Revolução em Portugal14; Mihai Zamfir, Uma casa dois mundos15; Teodor Baconsky16,
O Poder do Cisma – Retrato do Cristianismo Europeu etc.

12

For the work published in Portugal see http://www.lusorom.com/html /mircea_eliade1.html. Note that
Eliade's journalistic activity during the Portuguese period was included in Eliade 2006a, Eliade 2006b Romanian edition, Eliade 2008 for the edition in Portuguese.
13

Reedited Os Romenos, Latinos do Oriente, Vega Editora, Lisabona, 2007, 94 p.; included also in Eliade,
2008: 304.; About this M. Eliade wrote: „ Os romenos, latinos do Oriente was published, the first book
about us in Portuguese, and I am very proud of it.” (Eliade 2006a: 186).
14

Excerpts translated by Victor Buescu, Acção, ano III, n. 128, 30−9−1943, pp. 1−4

15

The novel had successive launches in Portugal, through ICR and MFA, and in Brazil. See:
http://www.realitatea.net/traducerea-in-portugheza-a-romanului-acasa-al-lui-mihai-zamfir-va-fi-lansata-pe8-iunie_531487.html; http://www.hotnews.ro/stiri-cultura-5785914-cartea-uma-casa-dois-mundos-mihaizamfir-lansata-lisabona.htm; http://www.nosrevista.com.br/2009/01/23/uma-casa-dois-mundos/.
16

See also http://www.santegidio.org/uer/lisbona2000/086_IT.htm.
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The second category includes texts in Romanian, with a Lusitanian topic: Lucian Blaga,
La curţile dorului (1938); Mircea Eliade, Salazar şi Revoluţia în Portugalia 17 (Eliade,
1942), Jurnal portughez, (Eliade 2006a, Eliade 2006b) Mihai Zamfir, Jurnal indirect.
Scrisori portugheze, Se înnoptează. Se lasă ceaţă, (Zamfir, 2006); Teodor Baconsky,
Insula cetăţii. Jurnal parizian – 1991-1994, cu o postfaţă din Lisabona – 2003 (Baconsky,
2005), Turn înclinat, Fragmente de arheologie profetică, (Baconsky, 2007a see essays:
Asemănări; Lisboa; Fernando Pessoa – Cartea neliniştirii, 460; Eliade portughez etc.).
4. Toposes
4.1. The texts published in the Portuguese space
By going through the first category of texts, we can observe the cultivation of certain
archetypal assemblies or structures applied to the historical development, focusing
constantly on otherness and unity.
Of all the structures of the imaginary, the couple otherness / identity is the most current
one, expressing, through a complex system, the relationships established between Us and
the Others. Otherness is not presented in terms of conflict, the elements that make up the
toposes involved oppose each other only apparently, as they gather marks of identity. The
public defining of self, in the alien space, involves a strongly persuasive character, aiming
at the acceptance of self-image by the others. The elements that make up this identification
strategy accumulate certain commonplaces, inducing to the reader the feeling of
development of the field of knowledge.
The toposes or criteria that substantially contribute to the close perception are: the
geographical topos, the cultural topos – with its linguistic, literary-artistic extensions, etc.
– the religious and political topos.
The interaction between the mentioned texts and the discourses performed in situations
with a strong political character (see the speech uttered by Lucian Blaga18 in Portugal on
the occasion of accreditation letters) or the dissemination texts (see the interview given by
H.R. Patapievici to the daily newspaper "Diario de Noticias", March 14th, 2007, on the

17
18

Electronically:http://ro.altermedia.info//images/meliade-salazar-si-revolutia-in-portugalia.pdf.
See the speech in Turcu, 1995: 214.
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occasion of the opening of ICR-Lisbon19) shows unequivocal similarities regarding the
development of an imaginary picture of otherness.
The geographical topos reveals the physical distance, relying on a game of spiritual and
inbred identity20. Consistently, the geographical topos requires the presence of the cultural
topos. But the assembly of its articulations is extremely complex. Mandatorily affirming
the Latinity of language of the two peoples, either by brief mentions or extensive
demonstrations 21 (see Eliade 2006b: 235, 220, 232, 275, etc.), the cultural topos is
dominated by the personality and the formation of each author. The Latin miracle
obsession prompted Eliade to elaborate a history of "Latin solidarity" of the last century,
admirable as "subject for a philosophy of culture study". Moreover, he notes that during
the utterance of political discourses, one of the terms which is of interest is that of Latinity:
The scene at the Palace: the old general Carmona, the providential president - who, instead
of shooting Salazar according to the Romanian custom, made him the dictator of Portugal
– listened while leaning on his sword Iuraşcu’s letter, slowly shaking his head whenever
he heard the word "Latinity" (Eliade 2006: 96).
We shall mention here only some of the commonplaces that order the cultural topos.
Among them there is the lack of translations, and hence the need for short compendiums
of Romanian literature 22 etc. Gradually the cultural topos will acquire the Portuguese
experience of some prestigious figures belonging to the Romanian culture. Thus, Lucian

19

http://www.icr.ro/lisabona/evenimente-5/horia-roman-patapievici-presedintele-institutului-cultural-romandin-bucuresti.html#void.
20

"Survivors of the same Universal Empire, we follow the same ideas coming from the same source and we
express it in sister languages. United by common ideals of civilization, international solidarity and peace, our
two countries give always a concrete form to their land affinities and similar tendencies" (Turcu, 1995: 214).
"Portuguese and Romanian, the most remote Latin nations [...] just as the Atlantic is Portugal’s lung, the
Danube and the Black Sea is the fulcrum of Romania [...] "(Eliade, 2006b: 220), "Portugal is for Romania
the brother from the other pole of Latinity" (HR Patapievici. loc. cit.).
21

"Born in the Carpathian Mountains of Transylvania, in the eastern stronghold of the Latin world, I feel
very happy that it I have the honor to represent Romania in Portugal, which is the other western citadel in
Europe, of this Latinity, whose miracle of civilization and glory will shine forever in the life of humanity" or
H.R. Patapievici, loc. cit. "For us, whom we belong to Oriental,Latinity to be present in your country means
to get united with the Western Latinity" (Turcu 1995: 214).
22

For this see the Romanian writers invoked by Eliade 2006b: 274-277.
Likewise, see also Mihai Zamfir, Tres romances sobre a historia contemporanea,
http://coloquio.gulbenkian.pt/bib/sirius.exe/issueContentDisplay?n=33&p=89&o=p
Mihai Zamfir, Trajectoria de um romancista – Marin Preda:
http://coloquio.gulbenkian.pt/bib/sirius.exe/issueContentDisplay?n=58&p=69&o=p
Mihai Zamfir, Uma hipotese semantica sobre a lirismo,
http://coloquio.gulbenkian.pt/bib/sirius.exe/issueContentDisplay?n=66&p=28&o=p
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Blaga reminded us of Duiliu Zamfirescu’s presence in Portugal, Mircea Eliade highlighted
Blaga's personality, and our contemporaries rely, almost without exception, on Eliade23.
The religious topos implies in relation to the texts published in Portugal a differentiation
dictated by the political moment of their occurrence. Between Salazar's Portugal, which
went through a period marked by an unequivocal conservatism and Portugal, a country
with full rights in the European Union, the religious topos generates discussions that
involve the circumstantial elements of the political topos.
Eliade portrayed an Antonio de Oliveira Salazar24, a practicing Catholic with a theological
formation assumed constantly throughout life. Catholicism practiced at the top prompted
Eliade in Românii... [Romanians...] to emphasize the seniority of Christian religion for
"Daco-Romans" vigorously supported by the mostly Latin Christian vocabulary. While
establishing the religious topos projected as a civilizing factor, Eliade had constantly
introduced symbolic terms such as Rome, the Latin West, Christendom considering them
essential for the defining moments in the history of the Romanian people (Eliade 2006b:
231-234 passim). He did not neglect its customary dimension for "what one can see by
closely studying the religious life of Romanians is the naturalness of their Christian faith:
anima naturaliter christiana" (Eliade 2006b: 266).
We can note that Eliade brought within the religious and historical toposes symbols of
perpetuation of the memory of events, of idealization and sacralization, pursuing mainly
the echo which they might have had in the memory of a Catholic people founder of one of
the greatest empires of the world.
The contemporary perspective on the religious issue that Theodor Baconsky drew in the
volume of essays O poder do cisma. Retado do cristianismo europeu requires an approach
primarily oriented towards the complexity implied by its reception.
The book, reported in Portugal25 with some diligence, re-edited, apparently, the volume
Puterea Schismei, un portret al creştinismului European [The Power of the Schism, a
23

See Turcu 1995: 214; M. Eliade 2006b: 277; Baconsky 2007b: 67–74; H.R. Patapievici, loc.cit. "Mircea
Eliade - who greatly appreciated the Lusitania culture – during his mandate as cultural attaché (1941-1944),
expressed this feeling vividly in the publications of that time. [...] ICR opening is marked by Mircea Eliade,
one of the most original thinkers of the twentieth century..." etc.
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Eliade will depict in his Portuguese works successive portraits of Salazar (Eliade 2006a: 96; Eliade
2006b:7–219, 321–327 etc.).
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Portrait of European Christianity] (Baconsky 2001). In fact, only a few texts have been
taken from it (O poder do cisma, A igreja ortodoxa: Historia e preconceito, O cachimbo
de Eliade), the others being selected from the author's publicist work in line with the
expectations and horizons of the Portuguese reader interested in the daily customs (see:
Ponto e pontualidade, Triunfo do fait divers, O casal: um esboço antropologico), in the
cultural values and intellectual elite (see: A geração em fotograma, Sobre os mitos, Cioran
au o disciplina da ambiguidade, A querela das elites).
The religious topos no longer aims at the minimal otherness, but at typological one:
Catholicism versus Orthodoxy. O poder do Cisma [The Power of the Schism], the essay
which gives the title of the volume, defines in diachrony and synchrony the relations and
perceptions that the two concepts employ. By launching an exciting speech whose initial
protocol uses seductive phrases through the virtual drive such as: the great reconciliation,
the intensification of contacts between Orthodoxy and Catholicism etc., the author sets
multiple dichotomies (“Orthodoxy is conservative and defensive, Catholicism is evolving
and offensive”), explained by the poly-faceted relations, maintained by each of the
churches with the laic society, with politics, with its own self-consciousness and own
values. The lack of relationships between the two apostolic churches seems decisive. The
solutions of their reconciliation draw pan-European political advantages. The association
of a religious topos with a political topos places the political problems of a United Europe
in the current reality.
The settlement of disputes and "the obligation to combine the already existing elements in
a most profitable arrangement" would result in the overcoming of the schism and, in fact,
in the strengthening of democracy.
4.2. Portuguese-themed texts published in the Romanian space
Portuguese-themed texts published by diplomats as writers in Romania, update the same
toposes, but in a different manner. As one can see from the inner experience gained in the
Portuguese space, by appealing to the biographical genres on the line of border literature
represented mainly by journal, epistolary novel, journalistic literature, the texts no longer
seem subject to the constraints of propaganda, be it unintentional. Analogy works mainly
in order to discover a model that we could take on: the Portuguese one. The contrast and
%C2%ABO-Poder-do-Cisma-Retrato-do-Cristianismo-Europeu%C2%BB/d/25965207,
http://www.criticaliteraria.com/9727542492, http://www.icr.ro/lisabona/evenimente-5/tele-viziuni-lusoromane.html, http://www.lusorom.com/html/carti.html.
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changes introduced are no longer claimed by a rhetoric of unity, but by one of the local
descent.
The geographical topos no longer repeats with so much obstinacy the physical distances
quantified in continental extremities. Reformulations, although they replace the common
place of approaching distances remind one of the imaginary geographies, equalling
Arcadia (see Zamfir, 2006b: 16) such as: “when I say Portugal, I think about something
metaphorical, one country simultaneously close and distant, a privileged realm, where
Romania is perceived only in terms of its general outlines” (Zamfir, 2001).
The urban, punctual descriptions, which assemble comparative structures sometimes
populated by déjà-vus of the following type multiply:
“Lisbon, corrugated and decrepit city [...]. First impressions, an interwar Bucharest
between Bauhaus Cubism and Art Deco Parisian quote. We are in full accord with
the Romanian spectra of the place: on the one hand, Mircea Eliade, former cultural
attaché (who had lived there for almost five years), and on the other, Carol II,
former monarch exiled to Esturil [...]. On the street, the people seem like they were
brought from Focșani or Pitești [...] On the street, Portuguese mixes in a familiar
uproar, like a Romanian which one is able to recognize behind a wall without
being able to analyze it” (Baconsky, 2007a: 298).
The authors’ formation and their involvement in the local cultural life draw many
directions of cultural topos. The representative Jurnal indirect: scrisori portugheze
[Indirect Journal: Portuguese Letters] is organized around data related to events (EXPO '98,
the Carnival in Rio, Fatima and Porto 2001) or to cultural personalities of the world. To
illustrate the Portuguese cultural phenomenon, the following portraits remain outstanding Amália, Eça de Queirós or the Enfant Terrible, Manuel dos Santos Lima, Eduardo
Lourenço, José Luís Peixoto.
Latinity no longer appears as a constant element of the cultural topos, which indicates the
change of the perception paradigm. One can note that when it is present, it is related to a
religious topos that criticizes the ills of contemporary society:
We are very proud of the Romanian Orthodox Latinity conceived as an island in
the Slavic ocean and a metaphor of Europeanness [...]. The problem is that our
public life is heavily impregnated with the Slavic mentality: its truth is personal,
not objective as in Western democracies (Baconsky, 2007a: 238).
The religious topos is mainly presented in niche academic texts by the reiteration of some
commonplaces reminiscent of Eliade: “Of all Western peoples, the Portuguese are closest
to orthodox Christology [...]” (Baconsky, 2007a: 131).
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The political topos, most commonly addressed in this category of texts, brings to the fore
the idea of a united Europe. The great politicians are replaced with human assemblies people, companies, political parties, etc. The reception register suffers, by time, substantial
changes: Salazar turns from a rescuer hero into a tyrant. Eliade's study is neglected,
forgotten, avoided, even if it substantially contributed to the Western bibliography26.
The changing of the contemporary reader’s horizon requires other landmarks turned into a
model:
“In the eyes of an alien who has not been there for 10 years, the today show is
formidable: a renaissance, and beyond it, the respectability of a concerted national
effort [...]. However, this revival is admirable, I say, enviable. There are few, they
have no resources [...]. They lost their empire. They experienced a long
dictatorship with its consensual hypocrisies, with its phony nationalism, full of
repressions and arbitrary definitions. They are helped by the more powerful Spain
and - over the ocean – by giant Brazil [...]. Stick to water, elongated in a rather
barren corner of the continent, these people were able to come to light: their
diplomats are now more respected than ever. Their political elite is consistent and
responsible. [...] A nice story, annoyingly beautiful for their Romanian cousins
[...]” (Baconsky, 2007a: 303).
The dependence of the political topos on an emotional, circumstantial memory causes
uncertainties and arbitrary repositioning. Thus, we mention here that Salazar "wins" in
2007, with 41% of the votes expressed, the contest organized by TV channel RTP for the
designation of the greatest Portuguese of all time, surpassing Vasco da Gama, Luís Vaz de
Camões or Fernando Pessoa. The identity of the political circumstances of the old
totalitarian regime in both countries leads to anticipative formulations:
I know from my Portuguese experience that in societies suffocated by totalitarian
systems, most people hover almost naturally from one extreme to the other. This is
what happened to our cousins in the western part of the Iberian Peninsula. After
Salazar's rule collapsed in 1974, the electorate (confused by the air of democracy)
was influenced in no time by the extreme leftism magnetism. Salazar was not an
actual dictator, but only an authoritarian leader, an ex -"savior" of the economy,
who was more like De Gaulle than like Hitler” (Baconsky 2007c).
5. Conclusions
Consistently, in the Portuguese space, Romanian culture was promoted by the similarities
it has with the Portuguese one. Through the parallel made between the two categories of
texts proposed here, we can distinguish in most cases, the orientation towards the cultural
26

By publishing this book, of which some fragments shall appear in the Portuguese media, Eliade joins the
intellectuals, who, from Paul Valéry in the early 1930s and until Kojève in the early 1950s, helped crystallize
the "Salazar myth '" (Florin Ţurcanu, Lisabona (Lisbon) in Eliade 2006a: 41).
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performance of the reader circumscribed to a certain ethnic group. The pressures it exerts
become significant.
The promotion of a self-image in accordance to the expectations of the Portuguese reader
imposed the use of a cultural pattern centred on the use within the mentioned toposes of
certain common values: Latinity, Romanity, translations, Christianity, heroism, etc. The
abandonment of this pattern in case of texts destined to the Romanian reader or the
decrease of the insertion of some of the constituents, as well as the change of the authors’
perspective indicate in most cases that this pattern functioned in the Portuguese texts by
virtue of a coherence linked to the phenomenon of promotion of two cultures in a series.
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Pavel Dan and Cesare Pavese – Two Literary Destinies
Gabriela CHICIUDEAN

Abstract
Analysing Pavel Dan’s and Cesare Pavese’s work, although there are differences,
some similarities regarding the influence of biographies and space is visible. Both
writers are born and raised in rural areas, where silent peasants were used to hard
land work. Both are considered realist writers and both were compared with
Faulkner. Pavese is also considered a modern writer. Pavel Dan was described both
as traditionalist and modernist. The short stories of both writers may be structurally
reduced to a unique event. An important symbol for Pavese is the hill, a muted
witness of the heroes’ loneliness. The plain is the main symbol in Dan’s work.
Loneliness is a major theme met in their short stories and a feeling they experienced
for a long time. One of the similarities in the short stories of the two writers is the
use of autobiographical elements. Pavese’s literature is a symbiosis with biography,
a meditation upon the self-abnormality, a result of an intense experience and of a
careful self-analyse. Some literary critiques stated that Pavel Dan has no imagination
and uses his reality transformed into text. Exile is another important theme in both
creations. Pavese was exiled in the proper meaning of the expression. Pavel Dan was
expelled from college and had to finish his studies in another city, Tulcea, with an
antagonist landscape compared to the writer’s native land. Another antagonism is
met in both creations – rural/urban. Carlo Dionisotti and Sergio Antonelli discuss
this antagonism in Pavese’s work. Also Dan uses this opposition. His short stories
presenting life in the city envisage the lost hopes and dreams of the children and
young people coming from the rural areas, hoping to help their families remained in
the village. These people always end as unhappy, lonely personalities, living fears
isolated in the crowd.
Cesare Pavese was born on 9th of September 1908 in Santo Stefano Belbo, while his
parents were on holiday near Torino. He was the second child of the Paveses. His father
dies very early, after serving as employee of the Court House. The mother was an active
and severe woman, having as descendants rich merchants. Cesare attends Massimo
D’Azzeglio College between 1923 and 1926 and this is the time of his first literary
experiments. He later attends the University of Torino, a period when he translates into
Italian Melville’s Moby Dick. He finishes his PhD thesis on Whitman’s poetry in 1929.
Due to the fact that Pavese supports B. Croce, who condemned the alliance between
Vatican and Mussolini through Lateran Concordat, his thesis is rejected until 1930.
Pavese’s mother dies shortly after he gets his PhD and this leaves an important mark in his
life.
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Pavese denounces the Mussolini regime in 1935 and that leads to his arrest and
condemnation to three years of house arrest. He regains his freedom after one year and
suffers a breakdown followed by a suicidal attempt (he previously tried to kill himself
when he was 18). Meanwhile, his first volume of poetry is published, under the name of
Lavorare stanca. He writes between 1936 and 1938 the short stories gathered under the
name of Notte de fiesta. Pavese continues to translate from Sinclair Lewis, Ch. Anderson,
John dos Passos, Charles Dickens, William Faulkner, Daniel Dafoe, John Steinbeck etc.
He publishes the novels Il Carcere (1939), La spiaggia (1941), La tenda (1940), Feria
d’agosto (1944), La terra e la morte (1945), La Cassa in collina (1948), Il diavolo sulle
colline (1948), La luna e i falo (1949) etc. He receives Strega Award in 1950 and the same
year, on the 27th of August, in Torino, he suicides. After his death, other works are
published, among them are Verra la Morte e avra i tuoi occhi (poetry, 1951) and Il
mestiere di vivere: Diario 1935–1950 (1952).
Pavel Dan is the fourth child of Simion and Nastasia Dan and was born on 3rd of
September 1907 in Tritenii de Sus. He lives a normal childhood with a predilection for
loneliness and observation of the surrounding world. After the joy of discovering the
miracle of the hand-written alphabet during primary school, the next important educational
step is attending the College for Boys “King Ferdinand” in Turda. Leaving the native
village and his mother behind leaves an important mark in his life, later transmitted into
his short stories. The student Pavel Dan leads inside the small industrial town a difficult
life, gaining his livelihood as a private tutor. It was a hard work, consuming his energy,
but the young man replenishes his vital forces using his activity in “Titus Maiorescu”
Reading Society in his college. The reading society was conducted by Teodor Murăşanu,
who was Pavel Dan’s teacher and mentor. Another event that marked Dan’s existence was
his expelling from college due to his unauthorised participation to a ball event. The young
man will later finish college in Tulcea, where his uncle, Paul, was living and will get his
maturity exam in Ismail in 1927. After his returning home, he will attend the Faculty of
Letters in Cluj-Napoca, studying Romanian and Latin. This is the period when Pavel Dan
starts thinking of being a writer.
1930 is an important year of his existence. He goes to the weekly literary gathering
conducted by Victor Papilian. This is the environment where strong friendships link Pavel
Dan with the literary critic Ion Chinezu, the literary historian Ion Breazu and the poet
Radu Brateș. Same year signifies Dan’s literary début in “Darul vremii”. After graduation,
waiting to obtain a job as a professor, Pavel Dan makes a living as librarian or pedagogue.
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In 1932, he becomes a teacher of Latin and Greek in Blaj, The College “Saint Basil the
Great”. Pavel Dan is disappointed by the town where plenty of teachers of canonical law
and traditions were living. The people in Blaj, a town with dusty streets and small houses,
are reluctant to spiritual renewal, caring only about past and history. In this desolate
landscape, Pavel Dan desperately sinks into his work – as writer and teacher – and is
tempted by the idea of writing a PhD dissertation using the materials hidden in the Library
of Blaj. Unfortunately, he has no access to the archives and meanwhile he is forced to
become a student once again to complete his Greek studies.
Starting with 1933, Pavel Dan publishes short stories in “abecedar” (Banii, Bătrîneţe,
Cîrjă, Jufa, Necazuri, Noaptea) and “Gînd românesc” (Poveste ţărănească). Next year
publishes in “Pagini literare” (Drumul spre casă, Intelectualii, Vedenii din copilărie),
“Blajul” (Îl duc pe popa, La închisoare), “Gînd românesc” (Poveste ţărănească II, Sborul
de la cuib) and “abecedar” (Precub, Tuia). Next year means fewer literary productions,
because Pavel Dan is weaker and sicker. He publishes a few short stories in “Blajul”
(Corigenţe, Studentul Livadă), in “Gînd românesc” (Fragmente, Copil schimbat), in
“Pagini literare” (Pedagogul) and in “Gîndirea” (Priveghiul). 1936 will be the publishing
year for Înmormîntarea lui Urcan Bătrînul, in “Gînd românesc” and Întîlnire, in “Blajul”.
In the autumn of 1934, Pavel Dan marries Georgina Giurgiu and next year, although very
sick, he gets his capacity exam in Bucharest. 1936 comes with the joy of welcoming a son,
Sergiu, his main concern while being hospitalized abroad in Vienna.
A month before the age of 32, the Transylvanian writer dies without accomplishing his
dream of writing a novel of the weald and without having the joy of seeing his short
stories gathered into a volume. Urcan the Old will appear only in 1938 at Editura
Fundaţiilor Regale. The writer’s diary and his correspondence unveil a writer “tortured by
the desire of an important literary creation and the intention of writing a vast work, in
twenty volumes, under the name of The Children of Our Days. The Exiled, the first
volume, would have been the saddest, followed by The Peasants, in three volumes, and a
series of short stories describing all the social ranges. A series of legendary names would
have been called The Children of Other Times”1. From this Papinian project, only a few
fragments, apparently with no connection between them, see the light.
The very few unfinished works left behind are fragments of a broken mirror, marked by
the terror of failure, the suffering of an unfinished work. Although not put into practice,
1

Pavel Dan, Ultimul capitol, Cluj-Napoca, Editura Dacia, 1976, p. 264.
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Pavel Dan’s project knew to underline his creations through a coherence of the pieces,
perhaps more valuable than a whole. Although Pavel Dan’s work is gathered in just three
volumes – the short stories intended by the author to be published, The Diary edited by
Sergiu Pavel Dan and the sketches remained as manuscript and redeemed by Nicolae
Florescu, in The Last Chapter – it is obvious that the ensemble of Dan’s short stories has
an unique structure and functionality, contains a leading idea and organisation principle.
To a closer look, we may discover an organic development of the work, a network built
around a nucleus, more exactly around an individual belonging to a family, a village and a
specific geographical area. The interior system of interdependencies may be relative easily
followed on levels, from the outside to the inside and vice versa, from the individual to the
group, from his relationships with the family to the relationships with the rural society and
its neighbourhood, and, last, but not the least, in observance of the reactions of the
individual moving from a rural to an urban environment.
Although the work of the two writers is pretty different, several similarities appear from
biography and the usage of space. Both writers are born in rural zones, where harsh and
quiet peasants were working the land. While Langhe, the areal where Pavese was born, is
an arid land, the trouble in Transylvanian Plain was that peasants hadn’t had enough land
to work for a living. Even wood was rare in Transylvanian Plain and the peasants had to
warm up in winter with droppings and loaves.
Pavese and Dan are both considered to be realistic writers and affinities between their
work and Faulkner’s work were established in the literary critique. Pavese is also
considered a modernist writer and Pavel Dan was placed both under traditionalism and
modernism. When considered as realistic, Pavel Dan’s work was compared with Liviu
Rebreanu’s novels. We considered this inappropriate since Pavel Dan never lived to write
his novel. As for the short stories, there are discrepancies between the artistic choices of
the two writers for the epic construction and the technique, which is basic and scholarly to
Pavel Dan. Still, his work manages to break through due to the discourse, witch is
elaborated. The Transylvanian writer does not use large descriptions, but uses instead
significant details, that give force and dynamicity to his short stories. Rebreanu uses an
omniscient narrator, an objective one, with a minimal presence and a neutral and not
implicated voice. Dan uses a homodiegetic narrator, the only one that perceives reality and
transmits it through his voice. Using just one narrator for his stories, Pavel Dan gathers
fragments into a huge puzzle.
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Pavel Dan’s short stories can be reduced to a singular unique event, “on a single
dimension as epic – usually in the quotidian regime”2. The tale is short, simple; even the
larger stories from Urcăneşti series have a linear intrigue. Example given, Uliana enters
the neighbour house to steal money, Toader kills himself in a fountain and is buried, two
old friends and their wives meet and chat, a teacher is visited by several acquaintances that
ask for favours for their children, a student is walking looking for his girlfriend and so on.
The same simple tale appears also to Cesare Pavese, his stories also being reducible to one
unique event. An engineer from Piemont, in The Land of Exile, works to a highway
somewhere in the south of Italy; he’s alone and reads a lot, bathes into the sea and
sometimes talks with a worker whose girlfriend left him. Hoodoo has as main character a
worker in a store, ugly and ignored for his physical appearance, living alone, reading in
the store when his boss is not seeing him, finding a friend in a new colleague, just to be
fired the next day. Another story3 presents two runaway young men showing up into a
small hotel at night to find the next day a guide to sneak into French territories. Other
story4 presents a jail where, next to some regular inmates, a priest appears, sleeps into the
cell of a runaway murderer and leaves the next day to his house arrest. Three orphans from
Celebration Night are servants into a monastery and are treated like animals. One of them,
Biscoe, decides to escape. In Friends, two old friends meet again after a long time and one
of them is disappointed by the fact that the other is not tempted anymore to travel and
drink, preferring the life as a married man. First love shows the image of an adolescent
living in the country and having two categories of friends: the children from the village
and Nino, the son of some rich people. He shares a wonderful summer with Nino and fells
for his sister. He is deceived by the fact that Nino’s sister prefers to have another
boyfriend. An important symbol in Pavese’s work is the knob, as geographical element
witnessing everything from the loneliness of the characters to their walks, wanderings,
runaways, sorrows or joy, their entire evolution.
The most important geographical element in Pavel Dan’s work is the Transylvanian plain.
He wrote into his diary: “I never had a piece from this world to put a fence around it and
say: this is mine!”5 – as Papini, Pavel Dan’s favourite author, used to say. So, Dan is using
imagination to put a fence around a territory and transform it into his territory. The
2

Victor Cubleşan, Postfaţă, in Urcan bătrînul, Bucureşti, Editura 100+1 Gramar, 2002, p. 192.
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Cesare Pavese, Noapte de sărbătoare, Bucureşti, Univers, 1983, pp. 37-46.
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Giovanni Papini, Un om sfîrşit, Bucureşti, Editura pentru Literatură Universală, 1969, p. 65.
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Transylvania Depression is a huge amphitheatre surrounded by hills and mountains. From
the Carpathian Arch one may see the mountains and “…hills with numerous villages,
towns and cultures, crossed by wide roads”6. The knob areal where Pavel Dan was born
and raised is different from the rest of the hills. The corridor without forests has “wide
swampy valleys, ponds, few vegetation, usually small villages and isolated houses”7. It is a
specific relief, because, on the other side of the plain, the hills are covered by rich forests.
The plain is somewhere in the middle of the depression, but it seems that its name covers
by convention a larger area. The plain is for Pavel Dan a matrix of the imagination, a
fictive space, its geographical and ethnical representation being of secondary importance.
The map of the imaginary land is different from the geographical map, because Pavel Dan
opted to isolate the universe of the ancestral plain, as stage for his characters. The field
becomes the stake of the world, ruled by moral laws and the village is the continuous play
with specific characters. They act and consume all their energy, always looking for a
solution to surpass difficulties. Nature itself is a still character on the “wide scene” 8
surrounded by empty hills. Like Pavese, without offering concrete information about the
geography of action, unless necessary to the narration, Pavel Dan do not intend to violate
the sacristy of the space, keeping it magic. Moreover, the space is dressed into feelings
similar to that of the writer, the coldness and loneliness filling the characters. Nature,
many times treated like a character, is a curtain that falls anytime a change of scene is
required or when characters enter or leave the scene.
Loneliness is a major theme to both writers, it is a deep feeling both knew and lived.
Pavese always tried to communicate (e.g. his novel Your Villages) and loneliness is always
present in his short stories. In The Land of Exile9, the main character is transferred into the
south of Italy and lives “so anxious” and lonely to the seaside, with the impression that the
whole world was ending there. The village is not welcoming and the engineer, alone on
the streets, alone in the pub, spends day at night on the beach, listening to the sound of the
sea, or inside the hotel, studying maps, reading, smoking and dreaming to a transfer.
Berto10, the sick hard working man, lives alone and does not even speak at work, unless
someone asking something. When a younger colleague tries to speak with him and to treat
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him like a human being, Berto painfully smiles “with the unexpressed cowardly fear and
not humanly loneliness in his eyes”. Giusto from Misogyny helps his sister, although he
hated the company of the tourists. In the mountains, at night, in the little hotel, “the silence
was so deep, that anyone may say that even the grass speaks or the rock says something
when rolling”. The sound of a cricket scares the character as if a human perturbed his
thoughts. Stefano11, the engineer condemned to house arrest somewhere in the south of
Italy, like the character in The Land of Exile, experiences the loneliness of “forgotten
places”, reading, bathing and making long walks on the beach or on the empty streets of
the small town. In the beginning, Stefano spent his nights “awake into the small house,
because the unfamiliarity of the day appeared more pregnant during night, making him
anxious like some kind of ants were circulating through his blood. In the darkness, his
senses change the murmur of the sea into a roar, the breath of air into a strong wind and
the memory of faces into pain. The entire village flung at night over him, over his laid
body. The awaken sun only brought him peace. Sitting in front of the son, Stefano was
listening to his freedom, each morning resembling with liberation”. After meeting Elena,
Stefano begins to search for the loneliness, wanting to live alone into a burrow. He realizes
that “you may be alone when someone doesn’t suffer you are not there, but the real
loneliness is an unbearable prison”.
Biscione, the character from Celebration Night, is an abandoned child, a servant into a
monastery, although, in theory, has everything a simple man might want: shelter, food,
clothes – even if poor ones – and two friends, still feels the loneliness. Same feeling is met
in Friends where Redhead, returned from the war in Africa, find he has no drinking and
wandering friends no more. Same feeling is present to the priest condemned to house
arrest and stopping for a night of sleep into a jail. After exchanges some words with other
inmates, he returns to his loneliness and thoughts. There is also Berto12, the child that is
comfortable no more between the children from the village nor along Nino, the spoiled son,
but painfully lonely, of a rich family; there is also Carlotta from Suicides, the woman left
by the husband and by the lover, too, a woman that kills herself from loneliness. Even the
main character from the same short story, hurt by another woman and enjoying getting
revenge on Carlotta, feels a strange joy returning home on empty streets and wandering
careless while running away from the woman which loved him. Ginia, the woman loved
by everyone, with a rich husband and many friends, is looking for love in other places, to a
11
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young man wanting just loneliness or to her boyfriend from the days of the youth.
Loneliness is the feeling Amalia experiences. She is a young woman ashamed by the
poverty of her family, avoiding meeting people of the same age or other people. Even her
family was living in the urban area, Amalia’s father acts like a peasant, cultivating wheat
in front of the cottage they lived in, a cottage build on the ground, from scale boards and
carton. She cannot be alone neither in summer at the pool 13, where, even the group of
friends is a big one, she “cannot escape loneliness and waiting not even in the water”. The
one going down has as purpose “the moments of loneliness under the green water, a
hideaway. Going back on the surface, he leaves the quiet impression that he does not wait
anymore for anything”. Other examples for loneliness may also be given in an endless row.
Loneliness is an important literary motive for Pavel Dan’s work, too. The characters from
the Transylvanian village, experiencing inner dramas, do not talk, they close their feelings
inside. Loneliness, coldness and dumbness dominate them. Dumbness is in Ursita a space
interval which separates or links the loneliness of the characters. Toader is mute in front of
the women’s curses and so is Simion in front of Ludovica. Iambot, the student, never says
a thing “but always smiles and this is why nobody observes his quietness”14. Somewhere
in the village, in the only room of an old house, three generations are fighting poverty,
each generation with its loneliness: the old parents, the student and the sister with her
children banished by the husband15. The ill student is living a powerful drama, forced to
abandon school and return to the village with no hope to continue his studies. He can’t
even reintegrate in his family anymore.
Another house, perhaps on the same street shows Nastasia trying to get along with her
husband and the neighbours, especially Uliana, a woman that steels at night their money
from selling a cow16. Another night, at the margins of the village, in a small and humble
room, in “clog, darkness and silence”17, a man is dying and fighting the terrible thought
that his wife and children will no longer have any support18. Everywhere is dark, cold and
“snows burying everything”19 or the world seems drowned by rain. The icons are dark, the
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light is dim and a harsh silence is in the winter night. All these images grow a secret
atmosphere, a fight between sleep and vigilance, between life and death.
Troubles imagines a long hot summer day, when a child, after assisting a fight between his
parents hears the visitor in their house, a lonely man looking company to his neighbours.
Cirja, the poor peasant mocked in the market, makes himself justice in a violent way and
then turns into muteness, waiting for the process to establish his fault. The priest Gheorghe,
arrested for his religious convictions puts everything calmly into order, hides the books
incriminating him and quietly prays. When the time comes, he leaves the village to go to
prison, followed by a long row of upset people, villagers, “old men, children, with no hats
on, sad and quiet, like a burial convoy”. The teacher20 which left the village long ago gets
a telegram that his father died and begins to feel the loneliness of the room and the things
he ignored before. To his native house, his mother does not find her words; the people are
seeing him as a stranger, so he feels himself like a branch torn from the body of the village,
thrown into the world and pray to all the strong winds. The fact that he cleaned the mud of
the village from himself facilitated his break and estrangement. Another teacher from
another story,21 alone and tired, lives in a poor room and is knocked on by a lot of people
asking favours for stupid students. His company under the frayed blanket are the lamp
“sleeping on its feet” and the stove dozing while leaning against the wall. Like the
characters gathered around the pool in Pavese’s story, the student from Tuia searches his
girlfriend on the streets, alone with his memories, while people are pushing him from one
side of the street to another. While evening comes, he feels more and more disappointed.
A young student from The Young Lady is visiting Mărioara, the teacher of the village. He
meets to her house the teacher from Beiu and the assistant notary. All of them are secretly
in love with the same girl and are hoping for a better future.
The Old Urcan’s Funeral is an ample story that concentrically describes the drama of a
peasant left by his children and friends. He decides to take his wife and move to the little
cottage at the entrance of the property and protests begging in other villages. He gradually
rejects all around him and talks to nobody except his shoes and the big fat cat. When death
appears as a certainty, he rejects everything from the present in order to return into
memories. The disinterest for the present life and the memories surpassing reality are an
exercise for the act of dying. Urcan and his wife do not leave their room at all, they feel no
20
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need to move into the outer world and the mere suggestion of it is more than enough for
them. “Three summer days long as three winter nights”22, Urcan watches his wife, the
objects from the room, thought about his 52 years of marriage and cried in silence, the
same silence that covers all the people and things in Pavel Dan’s prose. “They lived three
days in their cottage, no one looked for them, no one asked about them, talking about
people and their youth” 23 . While this quietness exists in their cottage, Simion and
Ludovica, inside the big house are living in stress, brutally fighting from time to time and
periods of silence like an arch “so tensed that no one dared to touch it so not to be guilty of
breaking it”24.
When Simion from Death Watch is feeling his near death, he says good-bye to all things in
his yard and everything that is dear to him seems to silently participate to his drama. Other
time, “a long moment of silence”25 that flows “toilsome”26 while “the snake of muteness
awakes”27, indicate the change of narrative tempo. The present is opening to illo tempore,
the humans perceiving something tragic and unique. Even the animals sense the loneliness
of spaces, because the frogs on the lake “are laughing and quarrelling”28, but stop and hide
away when they realize the loneliness and quietness around.
The autobiographical elements are another resemblance between Dan’s and Pavese’s
works. Pavese’s literature is born as a symbiosis with biography and the meditation on the
own malformation, as a result of an intense experience and self-examination. Some
literary critics considered that Pavel Dan has no imagination and uses reality decanted into
a personal form29. On the contrary, Ion Vlad considers that Dan’s pages are a coming back
to a “small world he feels easy to breath in” or to Transylvanian Plain with its wave-like
hills, “leaving the impression of large isolated spaces, covered in silence, ample, almost
monographic reconstructed”30.
We consider that Pavel Dan proves some sort of immaturity, feeling he has the necessary
time to assimilate an infinite space. He wrote: “I am a plant showing up in the sun too late.
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I lost my roots”31 like Papini, that feels he is mainly a Tuscan: “I am a Tuscan – not just an
Italian. The true country of a man is not the kingdom or the country he belongs to. Italy is
too big for each Italian: the native country has to be small”32. We may say that Pavel Dan
is most of all a Transylvanian, his native country being The Transylvanian Plain. He loves
and understands the Transylvanian sky, even when clouds are covering it, the acacia forest
and all the details around.
Just as Pavel Dan, “Pavese remains in the Italian literature the writer which transformed
himself into the character of creation, the poet witnessing and participating to a human and
social contemporary drama, with deep significations. He fights to overcome isolation in a
world of isolated people”33.
As a consequence of introducing biographical elements into writing, the exile appears as
an important theme, more pregnant to Pavese than to Pavel Dan. Due to his house arrest,
Pavese narrates events from that time in The Land of Exile, The Intruder or The Jail.
Expelled from school, Pavel Dan has to finish his studies in Tulcea where his uncle, Paul,
was living. He feels like an exiled person in the town on the Danube and melancholy at the
thought of the native land is omnipresent. The image of a sad spring, “dusty, windy and
cloudy”34, in Tulcea actuates his feelings for the native territories and makes him write: “I
want to leave, to get out from this world. I want to go in my world, in Transylvania…to
see my folks, my friends, mu parents, my girlfriends”35.
Another resemblance between the works of the two writers is the antagonism rural/urban.
Carlo Dionisotti and Sergio Antonelli discuss this phenomenon into Cesare Pavese’s
creation. Dan Pavel transfers into his novels about the rural world all the hopes of the child
leaving home for school, all the dreams of the students to become important people,
having a job and money to help those remained in the village. He also describes the
anxieties, the fears and the failure of the individuals that cannot adapt to urban areas,
ending unhappy and lonely, thinking to a secure space. The old parents near stoves are
sitting on their chairs thinking about their children living among strangers and ask
themselves: “– Where could Pavel be? […] – Who knows how many troubles on his head!
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answer philosophically the father, lifting up the hand from the stove”36. In another space,
the student, the teacher, the lawyer, the engineer and other characters with origin into rural
world are a world lacking material means, facing moral humiliation; they are a world of
losers and failure. The man from the village contested for a long time the urban
civilisation, as a form of protest. The nostalgia for the rural world gives, according to
Nicolae Balota, “a literature of remorse”37 more than a literature of exile. The literature of
remorse is the expression of an intellectual crisis. Writers coming from rural world, passed,
like all writers from the inter wars period, through an inner crisis, a cloudy moment,
generating a prose of “moral exam”38, a satire of “a «torn branch» from the rural tree”39.
Transylvanians manifested a special respect for the urban world where children had access
to publication but, in the same time, refused urban elements of living. The refusal is
always combined with an aspiration for an upper urbanism and civilisation. The city as
artificial space was considered to have a bad influence on culture, because the isolated
town space is just a laboratory development for spirit in the world of science and
metaphysics. The soul is lost into the land of science and technique. The urban horizon is
not an open one, while the village world has the advantage of opening in front of the eyes
fields, valleys. Houses built everywhere in the city, especially in the vertical space, just
close the horizon. The urban space offers a view from “a civilised and noisy prison”40.
We would like to make a short reference on the social and historical conditions the two
writers experienced. They create the differences in their work. While Italy was
economically better developed, Mussolini’s regime was leaving deep scars. Meanwhile, in
Transylvania, was the time of the first Romanian schools.
The beginning of the 20th century was marked by a growth of capitalism and
industrialization, confusing the hierarchy of nations and modifying the relationships
between them. The growth of the cities and the industrialisation are realised in the
detriment of rural world that was built on tendencies disappearing into the new world. The
village and the rural family had to disappear, due to its lack of maturity and this process
will lead to a long modernisation, a first step for the mechanical agriculture.
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After the first territorial redrawing of the European countries in 1912 – 1913, the first
signs of the economic crises will degenerate into bitter fights41. The conflicts grow deeper
and 1914 is the year when World War I starts. New borders are settled into the European
territory after the war (1919) through internal decolonisation of multi ethnical empires –
German, Austrian, Turkish and Russian. Independent states appear in Europe 42. At the
beginning of the `20s, a new European disorder appears due to bolshevism, a danger
feeding imbalances, economical problems and national frustrations. Inflation comes next.
It permitted the military operations to be financed in the war time and later “makes the
states an easy job to pay for their debts”43. It perplexes the public opinion, ruins the small
businessmen and weakens the relationship between governments and citizens. The market
cannot be controlled and supervised and this leads to “a drift of prices, salaries and
monetary mass, a drift that the decision factors are not prepared for”44.
Until the World War II, the European world is going to be shaken by the Crash in 1929,
culminating with the Big Crisis of the `30s. Mussolini created in Italy between 1922 and
1943 a fascist state, using propaganda and terror. As a prime-minister and later as
president of Repubblica Sociale di Salò, Mussolini dreamed about a rebirth of the glorious
Rome and of the Italian Renaissance, using all his energy to create Italy on this kind of
pattern. The economy of that period reduced unemployment, growth the quality of Italian
Railways, organised The State Police and started fighting the Sicilian Mafia in the south of
Italy. The immense price for all of these was the vilification of all Italians outside the
country. The Italian economy during fascism has several stages. The first was marked by
liberalism, due to the fact that the Economy and Finance Minister was administered by
Alberto de Stefano (1922 – 1925). In 1926, the crises of inflation affects all the small
businesses and 1931 is the year when Italy enters the World Economic Crisis. The
economical politics of the fascist regime differs in time and led to producing armament
and war preparations, a process that permitted an economical launch of the country. In
spite of this, after the World War II, Italy stays an agrarian country and the
industrialisation planned by the Nazi was not applied. The heavy industry develops against
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the industry of small goods. The autarchic politic promoted by fascist and the invasion of
Abyssinia favoured war instead people.
The social and historical situation in Europe explains in a manner the structures and
transformations from the Romanian cultural world, but there were internal factors as well,
that determined the appearance of spiritual crises. Several philosophical orientations,
determined by the development of the human thinking, are based on the confrontation
between materialism and idealism, dialectics and metaphysics, rationality and antirationality.
After The Union a large number of writers appear and they have several interactions with
foreign literature. They try to detach their writing from a bucolic state and prefer European
themes. Looking for new esthetical approaches, the Romanian literature will pass through
similar stages with the European literature.
The cultural life of the Transylvanians has slightly different problems. After The Union in
1918, the young people may study now into Romanian also. The University of Cluj is
founded, Romanian colleges are founded and the number of schools accessible for the
children of the peasants increases. Cluj, seen before as a Hungarian centre, attracts
Romanian intellectuals. Academic courses in Romanian are organised and the university
becomes a “centre of irradiating Romanian culture. A series of writers begin to live here in
order to help the birth of a local culture. The number of cultural publication grows in
domains as literature, theatre, cinema, music, sport etc. reading societies and literary
circles are founded, press is developing”45, more libraries and bookstores appear every day.
Pavel Dan studies literature between 1927 and 1931, when the entire cultural life in Cluj
was centred on the university and the students were very well organised. They had an
active life, respected their teachers and loved the effort and the desire for creating a
university comparing with the European universities. They participated to scientific
debates, reading societies and literary circles, to national and international congresses and
conferences. The students tried to participate to all the events that were appealing to them,
all the cultural events in Cluj.
Due to the lack of an upper leading social class interested in culture, the literary life in
Transylvania developed with hops, violent break-through or furious silences. The majority
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of writers were coming from the rural world, because the unique social class in
Transylvania was the peasantry. The intellectuals from the rural world did not form a
separate class, even if they did exist. The Transylvanian writers come from rural world
and, in order to integrate into the urban world, they “practice a rupture between their
origins and their social models”46. Pavel Dan gathers into a crystal ball the poor landscape
of Transylvanian Plain, permitting melancholy and sadness to bloom from it. While
resting, he retraces images in a tempo of a broken clock. Time and space are changing at
the slightest rotation of the sphere, showing new characters and events that only in
appearance have no connection one to another. Each story has its own, well established
place, some events seem to follow like day after night, other seems to happen
simultaneously. Melted into his prose, Pavel Dan claims a right to the Transylvanian Plain
from the land of the dead. It is the land he worked paying with his life, the universe with
its people, fields, smoke and seasons, with ceremonials for dinner, with the memory of
family and childhood. All these elements come to life to every single reading and the
narrator watches over them.
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The Anxiety of Cultural Influence
The Exponential Case of Benjamin Fondane
Florin OPRESCU

Abstract
This study starts from a debate in today’s cultural context, regarding the relation
between periphery and center, between marginal and dominant cultures, in the
context of the multiculturalist “deteritorialisation”. The anxiety of influence, subject
preferred by Harold Bloom in the field of literature, could be used in a larger field of
cultural influences during the past century. The Romanian culture represents a
typical case of cultural confluences and influences, a true case study to demonstrate
the anxiety of influences. In such a context, the image of Benjamin Fundoianu seems
to be relevant for the individual with diffuse cultural identity, anguished by the
dominant cultures by their dominant authors. The literature is an unquestionable
proof of a culture seeking its identity, trying to avoid the authority of the models.
But even this anguish of cultural influences could it represent a distinct trait of a
unique cultural identity? It is this question I am trying to address in the present study.
In his Exercises of Admiration, E. M. Cioran proposes a portrait of an artist as a hermit, a
reflection of a rare balance between spirit and physiognomy. Cioran’s portrait reveals one
of the most special figures of Romanian artists who actively participated in the French
Avant-garde in the 20th century1. Before becoming Fondane, after his exile in Paris, he is
tributary to Fundoianu and to his Romanian formation as an artist. During his Romanian
period he would be a specialist of Chestovian existentialism that he would try to associate
with the Dada movement, in the period of its conflict with Surrealisms. His formation was
indebted to the idea of rejecting any literary determinisms and idyllic realism, having the
conscience of literary criticism as an “organic solution” 2 . We can identify a certain
reliance with the geographical Moldavian landscapes and other cultural ones that had an
important contribution to his creation, especially features such as slowness (la lenteur),
sleepiness (la torpeur), and even boredom (l’ennui). In fact, evoking Fondaneʼs chapter
about the boredom of his study concerning Baudelaire, the same Cioran certifies a
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connection between those themes and Fondane’s Moldavian heritage. “Paradise of
neurasthenia, Moldavia is a province of a desolate charm, truly unbearable”. Cioran places
Fondaneʼs boredom into the tradition of the Romanian symbolist poet George Bacovia,
who Fondane often mentions in his essays, because he is “the poet of Moldavian boredom,
less refined, but more corrosive than the spleen”. This way we understand that, “the
experience of the abyss has, as I could see, faraway sources”3 for Fondane.
But can we identify and add, at this image of the hermit, “his eloquence that made us
forget – while he was speaking – his fragility and his vulnerability”4, a transparent and
undefined image of his Romanians, Moldavians heritage and influences, as Cioran tries to
persuade us? Are those deep, solemn, tragic landscapes through their contradictions, in
conjunction with the permanent sentiment of uprooting the motif that generated the acute
sentiment of the abyss that stigmatized his maturity as human being and as artist? Could
we speak about a relation Fundoianu-Fondane, as we could speak about Emil Cioran-E.M.
Cioran, Eugen Ionescu-Eugène Ionesco? In fact, Mircea Martin, one of the important
Romanian critics that recovered the image of the “Romanian” Fundoianu, shapes every
hypothesis of his book, Introducere în opera lui B. Fundoianu [Introduction to the work of
B. Fundoianu], on this double cultural representation that the critic finds complementary.
Martin tries to define the spiritual upbringing of the young artist in the context of the
Romanian inter-war period, back in the `20s, one of the more eccentric period of modern
Romania, discussing Fundoianuʼs articles of cultural philosophy that he published into the
magazines of the time and his book of poetry, entitled Peisaje [Landscapes], from 1923.
We distinguish a double artistic portrait, the first from his articles published in Romanian
magazines such as “Rampa”, “Sburătorul literar”, “Integral”, “unu”, and the second one,
from the explicit poetics of the volume Images et livres de France5 [Images and Books
from France], an expression of his French cultural background. Having “the pride of
singularity” 6 , Fundoianu practiced a permanent interior conflict, due to the connection
between the past as tradition, understood as conflict with the literary tradition, or the
literary canon, experienced in his Romanian literary activity, and his biographical past. If
the tension generated by the antagonism and the gap between social modernity and artistic
modernism in the Romanian context is permanence on the Romanian stage, a pressure that
3
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will mark his artistic path, in his exile is a permanent search of identity. In terms of art, he
will overpass traditionalism and the Russian influence, even the symbolism dominant in
his Landscapes, gaining the Dada experience of his fellow citizen, Tristan Tzara, but in
terms of identity we felt the gap as a never-ending process of defining himself.
In fact, Fondaneʼs image and his double, Fundoianu, emerge clearly after a comparative
lecture of two cardinal texts of his literary destiny: the Foreword of his book, Images et
livres de France7 and the Foreword of the volume Landscapes, entitled Câteva cuvinte
pădureţe [Some wild words]. Those two texts represent the clearest image of the
harrowing contradictions of a man who had lost and denied his roots, a man in search of a
double identity: national and cultural.
The Foreword of the book published in 1930, containing the poems of his Romanian
period (1917-1923), anticipating through his unrest the exile in France, the second
essential stage8 of his life, surprised his iconoclast vision, through his denial of any idyllic
description of the tradition. This attitude is possible in a context favourable to insurgencies
against any traditions and against any cultural influence. But the critics of the idea of
cultural imitation and the relations between the founding of Romanian modernity and the
domination of the French cultural model are permanent in the 19th century. Fondaneʼs
discourse is a pro-domo one, which reveals his misery and his complexity, similar to the
autobiographical projection that we could later find in the image of his Rimbaud le voyou
[Rimbaud the Outlaw], the “unhappy without a reason” and the character that could define
Fondaneʼs destiny, through the term paradox, “the only truth accepted by Fondane” 9. If we
look backwards, we could find the idea of refusing the imitation at the first Romanian
romantic generation of 1848 and during the 20th century the same thought is to be found in
Lucian Blagaʼs philosophical system, who published during the year 1930, in his Trilogia
culturii [Trilogy of Culture], the text Influenţe modelatoare şi catalitice [Modelling and
catalytic influences]. In consonance to Fondaneʼs ideas, but exploiting only the field of the
philosophy of culture, Lucian Blagaʼs theory regarding cultural influences and their
7
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antinomies is based on two traditions that determined the globalist vision related to
Romanian culture. First of all, Lucian Blaga deepened his knowledge regarding the
philosophy of culture in Vienna, during his doctoral studies, reading, understanding and
applying the theories of Frobenius and Spengler regarding the morphology of culture and
also the psychoanalytical theories of Freud. This theoretical background will encourage
Lucian Blaga to research the Romanian cultural field, an atypical one, founded at the
crossroads of cultures: Western, Eastern and Oriental. Romanian culture, coming out of
this interaction, is understood as a contact culture. But those ideas, regarding the need of
authenticity, are shaped after another tradition, as Blaga’s theories are connected to Titu
Maiorescuʼs idea of esthetical autonomy (who, during the second part of the 19th century,
was the founder of the liberated art from any pressure or influence, either cultural, or
political). Moreover, Blagaʼs theory is in synchrony with Eugen Lovinescuʼs programme,
who speaks about the “mutations of esthetical values”, in order to conclude that the need
for the authenticity of forms of art was a major objective in the process of Romanian
modernisation, due to the political pressures that Romania underwent until the end of the
19th century.
Considering the work of art as a “cosmoid” 10, as an organic and particular world, Lucian
Blaga will try to permanently define the stylistic matrix, a category that he considers
essential in this process of the anxiety of influence11 of Romanian culture. He will adopt a
critical position against the theories of spatial symbolism of Frobenius and Spengler,
because “placing a certain feeling of space into the generative frame of every culture,
essential for the system, that the diffused soul of one culture, could be symbolized through
a certain space”12. Blaga’s attitude over this spatial symbolism is rather critical, because “a
vision of space is not the single factor which determines the cultural style”. The theses of
cultural morphology are associated with Freud’s psychoanalysis and the projected
objective is to find “the stylistic matrix of the unconscious” of an original culture,
although every culture is also a result of unavoidable “contaminations”.
Despite his romantic spirit and a certain psychoanalytical surplus, Lucian Blaga’s thesis is
trying to recover the collective existence that will be a solution, a remedy against modern
rationalism. His ideas from 1936, concerning modelling and catalytic influences, will
10
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confirm a dynamic philosophy of the “cosmoid” culture, in complex relations with the past
and with the other cultures. Following his theory, French culture is authoritarian and
modelling, and the catalytic influence of the German culture is open, permitting the
influenced cultures to develop by themselves, functioning only as a stimulating essence in
the process of encouraging those cultures to “be yourself!” Lucian Blagaʼs observations,
even if they prove a clear adherence to the German culture, are relevant regarding his
vision about the morphology of cultural influences and even a certain anxiety of influence:
“the French is, in his style, more measured, more discrete, more classical that the German.
The German is, in his style, more unmeasured, more excessive, more particular, more
Romantic than the French. The German Gothic is more Romantic than the French Gothic,
the French Baroque is more classical than the German one. The German Classical is more
Romantic than the German Classicism, which is Classical up to academism”13.
Associating Fundoianuʼs avant-garde ideas to the morphological thesis of Blaga, to Emil
Cioranʼs radicalism from his third Romanian essay, The Transfiguration of Romania
(1936), or to the negation of Eugen Ionescu in his volume No (1934), we have to admit
that this is the spirit of the inter-war Romania, a spirit of defining a culture and its new
beginnings after the First World War. “Nobody wants to understand that the poet is born
in a moral environment, in a culture bouillon, and that he kips, on his face, the marks of
obstacles”14. It’s about Bloom’s anxiety of influence applied to the morphology of culture,
doubled by the tragic consciousness of the cultural authority. But in such a context, of a
cultural “bouillon”, after the First World War, in a country that had just had its first
complete historical union in 1918, and a country in a process of modernization, the
affirmation of Olivier Salazar-Ferrer, “Fondaneʼs revolt is metaphysical”15 is partially true.
His unrest, his denial, such as the attitude of the whole Avant-garde, and not only the
Avant-garde if we think about Cioran and Ionescu, is in the spirit of the new century and
new Romania, it is a form of art, often having an esthetical position. We have to
understand that the desire of anarchy and the denial of any tradition that connected
Romanian culture to cultural models from elsewhere, is a very important objective of the
young artists of those generations. First they discover the tautologies that founded the
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national culture and second of all, they argued their hypothesis with metaphysical
arguments.
The parasitism and the provincialism of which Fundoianu speaks in his Foreword suggest
a link which Blaga will call later a cultural modelling influence, such as the French one,
demanding an own voice, an original cultural path, under the catalysis of German culture.
Like Cioran and Blaga, Fundoianu considers that only Eminescu, in Romanian literary
tradition, situated himself under the catalytic German influence; if we agree with Blaga’s
taxonomy, we manage to overpass those two characteristics that enslaved his culture,
parasitism and provincialism.
In fact, Fundoianuʼs critical reaction against a culture that could not support the taste of
destruction or the need for reconstruction is a constant feature of these young artists. As a
representative voice for this attitude, Cioran will admit, in his late text Mon pays/ Ţara
mea [My Country] that: “We, the youth of our country, we lived in Madness. This was our
everyday bread. Situated in a corner of Europe, despised and ignored by everybody, we
want to determine the world to speak about us…I was grateful to a point to my country
because it offered me such a chance of a formidable heartbreak”16. This is the unhappy
consciousness that we could recognise in Fundoianu too, powered by the revolutionary
spirit and by the iconoclasm of the Avant-garde against a culture clinging to its
conservative traditions and to the models that influenced its destiny. Also Cioran, in
Cahiers [Notebooks], reacts at the curse of being Romanian, left over in a corner of
Europe, at the crossroads of empires: “All these happy, serious people, French,
English…Oh! I am not from here, I have besides me centuries of continuous unhappiness.
I am born in a nation without chance. The happiness stops in Vienna; beyond, the curse!”17
The critical reactions regarding Fundoianu’s position in his metatext of Landscapes are
also generated by a common patriarchal “duty” of our critics to defend a national culture
and its traditions. If Eugen Lovinescu mentioned an “excess of denial”, Pompiliu
Constantinescu considered Fundoianu “a colonist” himself or, recently, Mircea Martin has
discussed his “aberrant, denigrating radicalism”. This “aberrant” spirit was the engine of
the artistic modern age, an attitude of being against the cultural order established years ago
and it was not only the Romanian case.
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Explaining “The signification of Dada”, Fondane understands the movement in a context
of a humanity crisis. In fact, in this essential text concerning Dadaism, “Fondane takes
conscience about this crisis of reality, and he denounces the idealism of culture, its
artifices, its illusions, in short, a large phantasmagoria of concepts and images that we
have to tear apart to resituate the real loss”18. His artistic perspective is a result of three
joint directions, stages in his formation: a. the identity crisis from his Romanian period
represented by his articles and poems from Landscapes; b. his iconoclastic period of
denial and revolt from Rimbaud the Outlaw; c. the harrowing existentialism or the
philosophy of despair that Fondane will go through and deepen starting 1924, moment of
meeting Lev Shestov in Paris. Following the tendency of this young generation, through
his subversive and iconoclast position against traditional values, the next step of this
process of negativity is against his personal existence and his personal history. We find
such a turning perspective in another foreword to Landscapes, from 1929, called Some
wild words. This flashback over his past, after six years of Parisian exile, gives us the
image of this true splitting personality Fundoianu / Fondane, because he admitted this gap,
this fracture, but he would publish the book. In this way, the two forewords are a sort of
baroque ostentation, if we recover Jean Roussetʼs 19 term used to define one of the
important categories of the modern baroque.
“The present volume belongs to a poet dead around 1923 at the age of twenty four. Since
then, his traces have been lost over the continent … Dead? No, killed, according to all the
rules of art, according to a longue mental uraemia, while his will of fulfilling and his will
of existing were in a harsh battle, losing, one or the other, their feathers and their blood
like the roosters in a battle in Flandre. I survived the one who had fallen on the ground.
The moment has not arrived yet for me to decide if I am the dead or the assassin” 20.
Except a reactionary formula, similar to the manifesto of the Avant-garde writer Ilarie
Voronca, from The Activist Manifest for the Youth, Fondane proposes a preamble to his
well-known False Treatise of Aesthetics (Faux traité d'esthétique, 1938), recovering a preexistent model of Romantic poetry and later on reclaiming himself from Rimbaud, “the
unhappy without object”.
Out coming from “the paradise of neurasthenia”, from Moldavia of the symbolist Bacovia
and in the context of the First World War, the Landscapes emerge first of all as a reaction
18
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and as a protest “against the mechanic landscape, the bullets, the barbwires, the tanks” and,
at the same time, they are rooted in the “darkness of the spirit”, spirit that will find poetry
a curative formula, an escape from the real landscape full of violence. In fact, this poetry is
seen as “the only way of knowledge”21, similar to the False Treatise of Aesthetics, because
“the terrestrial paradise was the Idea”. All these thoughts appear as an anticipative
synthesis of the bifurcated theories from his Parisian journey (1923-1940). His essay,
Rimbaud the Outlaw, should not be seen only as an anti-Bretonian reaction, but as an
“emotional attitude”, as a kind of hybris, also a Baroque category, a violent expression of
understanding art, from Greek antiquity seen as an origin of the tragic conflict. Besides,
from his Romanian project with the theatre Insula (The Island), Fundoianu considered that
any drama should resemble Manoleʼs 22 tragedy, the master builder of Romanian
mythology, trying to eliminate action, similar to the Shakespearian drama, Hamlet, in
which the tragedy of the main character reflects one long succession of Baroque
imperfections, placed on top of a true plague of conscience. This way, contrary to
Rimbaud le voyant of André Rolland de Renéville, to Rimbaud le catholique of Paul
Claudel or to the surrealist mage of André Breton, the Rimbaud of Fondane is Rimbaud
the outlaw of Dada anarchy23, the iconoclast and the revolted, a true self-portrait of the
artist as a young man, during his Landscapes, because this image of Rimbaud is situated
mainly in the “anti-rationalist Faustian and Romantic tradition”24.
But the preliminaries for his French works are to be found in his Wild words of the volume
Landscapes, discovering a revolted poet, banishing the Real, claiming the Ideal and
denying Beauty, considered “useless”, a great solitary search for his lost paradise. This
poetical protest, as in the foreword for Images and Books from France, is born in an
Avant-garde “bouillon”, a public representation, denying the social function of poetry,
becoming a manifesto of absolute poetry: “Nothing is reversible. Nothing that was, won’t
be any more. During the last judgment, only poetry will judge humans… Man is an animal
that poetry shaped from clay, or which poetry determines to explode with dynamite
blows”25.
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In his dialogue regarding the work of Benjamin Fondane, Olivier Salazar-Ferrer showed
that: “next to moments of extreme grace, of impressive beauty of the poetical verb, there
are screams, dissonances, exclamations, sobbing, in short, a whole Baroque excess which
reminds us that the real world does not reside in an aesthetic charm”26. In fact, we observe
today that the ornamental and the bombastic style from his Landscapes is not only a
symbolist dimension, but also a symbolist illusion. The contradictory and alienated
structure of his lyrical discourse, his fragmentary vision and the logic of discontinuity,
suggests, as in the case of another symbolist and Avant-garde poet, Ilarie Voronca,
(Restrişti, 1923), a Dada nihilism, anticipating surrealism, as a direct expression of
baroque metaphysical despair. The expression of this being suspended between the
ugliness and the violence of the reality and the inaccessible greatness of the absolute can
be discovered in such poems. Fondane and Voronca do not emphasize Circe, the Baroque
representation of the metamorphosis, but Ulysses. Through the mythological figure of
Ulysses (Fondane – Ulysses, 1933; Voronca – Ulysse dans la cité, 1933) the poets
represented the acute sentiment of “unfinished”, variability, nostalgia for a home that they
only dream of and the returning into the labyrinth of conscience. We distinguish in
Fondane, in the poem L’Exode, the nostalgia for a Land without a real topos. In this sense,
we also admit that “his poetical cosmos corresponds to the subversion of rationalism, and
for a liberated, fluvial world, in which the self isn’t any more limited to a Cartesian centre,
but it explodes in multiple instincts, affects and language acts. From here the fascination
of the ocean which breaks the stable forms and introduces ourselves to a qualitative
intensive universe, a universe of forces and of harrowing thirsts. Movements, roving,
waste, nostalgia and riot, this world is indeed catastrophic, flowing like the Titanic and
like a Heraclitian world”27.
The decorative universe of his poems and a permanent sleepiness are the dominants of a
poetry that proposes a masque game, hiding the permanent feeling of death. In his
Landscapes, Death is like an echo, behind every gesture, and the entire existence of the
poet is a run from this eternal shadow, a tragic game of hide-and-seek, until he feels that
he could not hide anymore, like in one of his Simplest songs (VI), in which the poet feels
that he “could not run from death anymore”. At the end of his journey, Ulysses, in the
homonymous poem, wants to release himself to the sea in order to meet the sirens, because
he “hastens to listen to the song that kills”. Contrary, in his first poems, he looks for
26
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landscapes without traces of lyricism, translating the fact that this volume “is marking an
advanced stage in a process of demystification of nature, that Romanian poetry did not
know before him”28. In fact, this method of renouncing the nature balance also explains
another revolt of Fondane, not only against nature and reality, but also against naturalism
and realism, against the idyllic perspective of the world, specific in Romanian poetry at
the beginning of the 20th century, through poets as George Coşbuc and Octavian Goga. It
is a bridge between his theoretical texts and the poetical practice that we could establish,
through the reaction against any sanctification of nature, reality, traditions.
The image of a chaotic universe or of a decomposing world is the result of a certain
traditionalism of Romanian literature and his representation of nature is rather pessimistic
and this chaos is projected often against his inner self on the edge of the abyss. Like in the
poem Parade, he feels himself “captive in his memories” and he expects the Catastrophe.
Even if he contemplates the simplicity of a crepuscule, “How simple it is this crepuscule
of autumn”, this landscape is loaded with a tragic funeral ritual, finding, in the end, that
“humans are sleeping with the head in the mud”, therefore, impregnated by the substance
that prefigures Death. We have here a poetical voice that edifies a Baroque décor, a world
that collapses and where we feel the taste of destruction. The Landscapes anticipate his
“Chestovian voice, revolted against the finiteness, saying no to death, to destructive time,
affirming itself against everything, that requires the impossible, and that testifies this thirst
through an act that I have called, missing a better expression, existential testimony”29.
Those destructive tensions, the permanent taste of this Self for metamorphosis and for
decoration because of the feeling of imminent death are dominant in Fondaneʼs creation in
all stages of his creation and they translate an emotional tragic attitude30 that is a Baroque
feature. Fondaneʼs world is a stage, and from Paris he will dramatize Fundoianu, the poet
of the Landscapes “in order to assassinate him a second time, to liquidate with a past that I
did not want to make me blush anymore”31. This is a theatrical gesture, an adaptation of
the drama to the Avant-garde poetics, hiding the tragic sentiment of incomplete.
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The Landscapes also confirm the complexes of a young generation at the beginning of the
20th century. It is a Romanian generation that lives with the permanent feeling of being
abandoned and not taken seriously. It is a generation that will also make of identity crises
a major literary theme. This diffused literary identity and their need to be absolutely
modern and authentic will generate opposite reactions, from the vehemence of Cioran,
Ionesco or Fondane, to the more equilibrated discourses of Eliade or Blaga. Benjamin
Fondaneʼs literary destiny is exponential for the young Romanian artist between the two
World Wars, artist choosing the exile, having an anxious existence and experiencing the
anxiety of influence. His destiny is finally stigmatized by a major contradiction: the
permanent attraction for the modern artistic movements from the West and the eternal
nostalgia for a lost place. The synthesis of this damned generation belongs to Fondane
who voiced, in a pure Chestovian manner, “Let’s dare to be tragic!” 32 and this
encouragement is the main objective for becoming creators, in a truly modern way.
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Filimon’s Journey to Prague
Andra BRUCIU-COZLEAN

Abstract
Nicolae Filimon (1819-1865), the author of the first realist novel in Romanian
literature, Ciocoii vechi si noi – ‘The Boyars of Old and New’ (1863), as well as of
several short stories – Mateo Cipriani (1858) and Friedrich Staaps (1860) was also a
voluble and temperamental traveller. His travelogue, printed in 1860, was titled
Escursiuni în Germania meridională. Memorii artistice, istorice şi critice
[Excursions in Meridional Germany. Artistic, Historical and Critic Memories] offers
the first clues of genius performance. The traveller skilled through the great
European capitals offers pertinent explanations regarding the history, economy,
politics and particularly the culture of the countries he visits. The hereby material
intercepts the Prague episode of Filimon’s voyage, the picturesque of certain aspects
of life characteristic to that time, as well as precious information regarding
Bohemia’s history. Nicolae Filimon was a contemporary of the Finnish writer
Aleksis Kivi (1834-1872), author of a well-known fresco of village life The Seven
Brothers, the first valuable literary writing in Finnish language. Filimon seems to
share with this writer the interest for folklore, theatre, for a literature which captures
the raw, blunt aspects of reality.
Around 1860, to go on a mail coach with a notebook in one’s hand and a monocle, with
enough money to ensure a delightful three-months trip in the heart of Austria, Italy or
Southern Germany was the prerogative of a privileged class. At his 39 years, Nicolae
Filimon, the author of the first realist novel in Romanian literature, Ciocoii vechi si noi
[The Boyars of Old and New], was able to make such an ideal endeavour come true. On
the other hand, Filimon never thought of the discomfort one might feel due to his planned
travels, as Bolintineanu had done and later, the theorist of “authenticity”, Camil Petrescu:
“I do not enjoy travels. They are all superficial and vulgar, like ineffectual dreams. When
you cannot know those who are around you and when the frenetic fiancés get divorced,
acknowledging the fact that they ‘did not know each other’, how could you expect that the
same people would know the towns that they see in two-three months and the people they
meet in a few days?”1 Filimon had acquired at that time a certain literary fame through the
publishing of some musical reviews in the “Naţionalul” newspaper, run by the liberal
Boerescu. He was, at the same time, employed by the Enei church in Bucharest and an
epitropos thus lacking the financial inconsistencies that governed the post-revolutionary
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Romanian society. In the cheerful summer of 1858, Filimon decides to take an European
voyage, taking with him his beloved flute that rendered the feeling of ultimate spontaneity
in his moments of solitude. He left an anarchic Bucharest, with Phanariot reminiscences,
travelling to Giurgiu and from here on, by ship on the Danube. In the 43 feuilletons he will
write upon his return in the country, entitled Three Months Abroad, we find the descriptive
fragment of Prague, as well as highly researched pages concerning Bohemia’s history. The
feuilletons, reunited in Excursions in Meridional Germany. Artistic, Historical and Critic
Memories hold testament to an anything but boring voyage. Their debut consists of a
congenial episode of embarking at Giurgiu. Accompanied by the very Balkan tunes of
fiddlers, the travellers embark on the Arhiduca Albrecht steamboat, accompanying their
yearning for travel with the cheer of the moment: “I found not the idea to be bad, au
contraire, it would be pleasing to keep such groups of the finest fiddlers at each boarder,
paid by the sovereignty, to sing the ailments and sufferings of those who depart from their
homeland and venture abroad to plot against its well-being […] The ship starts to moan
like a wild bull, then slashes through the waves, though the wind was against it”2. Unlike
other Romanian writers, whose statements of temperamental hatred of travels are clearly
seen in their journals (here, I would name the author of The Flowers of the Bosphorus and
member of the Junimea literary circle, who in turn was an ineffectual homo viator), for
Filimon to travel is a liberation and a passionate openness, a manner through which to give
free way to the appetite for living and to double it with the spirit’s effervescence. We
could rather compare him to Stendhal, himself a traveller on a steamboat, going alongside
the Rhine, through the country of Louis Philippe I. Stendhal’s editor encouraged him to
write travelogues, the genre being at that time unexploited, the images of Europe yet
commercially unavailable. It seems that the author of The Red and the Black was the first
to use the ‘barbarism’ tourist in his travel notes. The stendhalian principle of travelling
was a hedonistic one, meaning: “increasing the quantity of happiness that exists here, in
this world”; the impenitent traveller through France and Europe, enjoying the beautiful
sceneries, the image of lemons dropping in the sea from branches shaken by the wind. All
of these “increase the joy and make the unhappiness more bearable”3. Categorically, The
Impressions and Memoires of Travel are not far from the Memoires d’un touriste, written
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in 1938 by Stendhal, as Mircea Zaciu stated in an article on Filimon and “the fictitious
world” of art4.
Returning to Filimon, we can claim that there is a rhetorical redundancy, every event of
his life gaining almost mythical proportions. The history of the beautiful traveller “tall as a
grenadier and delicate as a sylph”, tortured by the disbelief of a tyrannical husband creates
othellian effects. The notes are precise; the honesty of the story rounded to the last detail
offered a glimpse of disgust when faced with the ascetic discipline of “matrimony”: “the
wretched bore on her white shoulders the cross of martyrdom. She looked like a dove in
the claws of the lion, like a victim in the hands of the executioner”5. There is a narrative
verve that counterbalances the incontestable sketchiness of Filimon’s characters. It is
impossible not to loathe the archaic language, often set among the “lower of styles, the
comic and the caricature”, not to make fun of the convenient pretexts found by the author
to better enjoy his trip presenting it as being unsophisticated or impermeable. The familiar,
friendly tone, excluding the protocol of the author’s comments and borrowing the pattern
of “simple forms” make The Boyars’ author close to one’s self. His travelogue, activated
by cultural reminiscences and self-learning is a trial of making literature on the edge of the
urban scenery and in “solidarity” with the reader. Unfortunately, this “veritable calling of
Romanian literature […] was ephemeral, unimaginably, intolerably ephemeral” 6, said the
author of a valuable study on Nicolae Filimon, the critic Paul Cornea. Roaming from one
side of Europe to another, with a mentality of his own and with an original system of
values in mind, the journey mainly receives the aspect of a confrontation between the ego
of the Eastern citizen and the accomplishments of “Western Europe”. Unlike Golescu, the
grand boyar of Wallachia, interested in franc masonry, with Filimon we find the reversed
complex. Surely, he enjoys the great works of architecture of the cities through which he
ventures, “the testimony of the glory” of Rome, “the beautiful child” of the Tiber, the
prosperity of Germany’s cities, the military spirit of Budapest (marking the mind with the
lack of street lighting in Bucharest), is yet unmarked by the self-sufficiency of the great
metropolis. There were too few startles and rebellions throughout this experience to seize
him. He tames and disciplines his impressions transforming his southern incursion in the

4

Mircea Zaciu, N. Filimon si lumea fictiva, in Vatra, nr 3, 1973, reproduced in Viaticum, Bucuresti, Cartea
Romaneasca Publishing, 1983 and in Filimon, Opere, vol. II, (ch. Cronologia receptării critice) p. 393.
5

Nicolae Filimon, Op.cit., p. 26.

6

Paul Cornea, Aproapele şi departele, Cartea Românească, 1990, Bucureşti. p. 181.
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itinerary of the loisir. “I roamed the beautiful hills and the tilled plains of Moravia 7; and
after four hours of running around we had reached Brün (Brno), the capital of said
province” 8 . Once in the capital of Mitteleuropa, Prague becomes an unaccomplished
journey. The monumental city on the banks of the Vltava River greets him with a
“multitude of catholic, protestant churches and those of other confessions”, with its
commemorative monuments, with its “gardens and bridges”, Vltava flows peacefully in its
metallic and indifferent hostility. Filimon allows himself a brief presentation of Bohemia’s
history that is why his journal has an undeniable documentary value.
The journalistic cliché makes him recount with a surplus of authenticity the events of the
Lombardo-venetian kingdom, which stood under Austrian domination. As he did several
times before, this homo viator feels obliged to “initiate” his reader: “We have quoted the
name of Carbonaro and we feel obligated to give our readers an idea of them…”9 etc.
He enters Prague through the Neuthor Gate (the Powder Tower of today) and finds
accommodation at the “Schwarzes Ross hostel in the Neustadt quarter” (Obviously, we
know today its exact situation on Na Pricopje street, at Cerna Ruze). It is a reason for him
to solemnly and melancholically meditate, with a Michelin guide in his hands, on the city
of Schubert: “The city of Prague, looked at from beyond the fields, inspires the tourist
with a multitude of opposing feelings. If you let your gaze wonder upon its walls and
bastions, the thick moss which covers them, their obscure, smoked colour and the marks of
bombs which are still visible will make you know, without the aid of history, the
calamities which had passed over it. If your gaze ventures further up, the sharp churchtowers, the tree-covered hills, the castles and the flowery shores of the Moldova River
(Vltava10) will inspire your most melancholic ideas”11.
In the chapter “Schubert’s serenade and his book of permanence”, the author drolly and
inventively describes his “hospitable” experience, his discussion with the “secretary of
‘oberwaiter’ of the establishment”:
“What do you wish, sir? I asked.
I came to ask whether you are to be staying for a long time in our city.
7

Filimon uses as a means of access the “wharf of the rail street” which leads to Prague (or Nordbahn in
German), railroad made functional by the house of Rotschild in 1836, a wonder of the technology of the day.
8

Nicolae Filimon, Op.cit., p. 139.

9

Ibidem.

10

Author’s note.

11

Idem, p. 144.
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Yes and no. According to circumstances, I answered.
True, but if you are staying longer, be kind and acquire a permit of
residence.
I shall, sir.
Be, then, kind and mark this register with your name, nationality,
profession, etc.
What is all of this for?
Solely to be on good terms with the police.
Naming the police stirs in me the pleasure of joking on the expense of these
policemen who, with the pretext of defending society, beat here and there anyone
they find in their way.
Well sir, I said to the secretary, must you know my name?
Yes, my lord.
Write then.
Ibraim Sidi Mahmud ben Abdalah, I said, doing my absolute best not to
inhibit the laughter which was close to uncover the jest I was about to make
to the policeman of Prague.
Place of birth?
Morocco.”12 etc.
The skill and joyful verve are irrefutable, anticipating Caragiale. In spite of the reproached
clumsiness, the dialogue of the Prague episode offers the first signs of excellence of the
Romanian genius of comic, valuable signs which are given to a literature at the dawn of its
formation. The author is a comediographus “with a sense of preparing and grading the
effect, very sensitive at the combination of stupidity, vanity and terrifying audacity” 13 so
specific to Caragiale. The father of the “garrulous” is, thus, not the first to arrive in the
world of these categories; he will lead to perfection that which the moralist Filimon had
initiated.
We do not know where did the author of The Boyars and of the “original short-story”,
Mateo Cipriani, Bergamo and the Servants learn to emphasise a point of view through a
parable in order to shed light upon the intellectual insufficiency of certain characters. It is
certain that he mocked certain situations, ridiculed them with intent and style. What for
other might have seemed dull, for Filimon was picturesque and fruitful. The ingenuity and
sharpness of feeling is revealed to us from the very beginning, but also the charm of the
language. Here are only a few archaic words or expressions which the present-day reader
would find equally entertaining: “rămăşiţe mortale” – deadly remains = (relics), “cap
d’opera” – head of a work of art = (masterpiece), “ospel” – hostel = (hotel), “punţi” –
12

Idem, p. 147. Our translation.

13

P. Cornea, Op. cit., p. 182.
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footbridges = (bridges), “boi” – oxen = (bohemians), “colombă” = (dove), “stabilimente
de instrucţiune” – instruction establishments = (universities) etc.
Filimon is quite categorical when he must unveil the mores of a society that has pushed
things to the limit in the sense of civil degrading. This is also revealed by the manner in
which he presents “historical Bohemia” “from its first foundations” up to the destiny of
Hus, the schismatic, “the reformer of religion” 14 . One can notice in Filimon the
appreciation for the Czech revival of religious spirit, but not that of Catholic extremism. A
rationalism of clear Enlightenment descent is insinuated in the pages of the journal. For
Prague and the bohemians, the sympathy is obvious. The history of this country begins
with “one of the descendants of Samo, a certain Krok”, the father of the legendary Libuše,
says the writer. It is continued with the numerous transformations which occurred under
the successors of Premsyl, Charles IV, Wenceslas. On the terrible fire of the 16th century
which destroyed “the better part of the city of Prague”, but also on Prague Renaissance we
find several lines written with the utmost sensitivity. The literary invention and historical
accuracy are harmoniously intertwined, so that, unknowingly, the reading drifts from the
older historical periods to those closest to the author of said lines. The conquering of
Bohemia and its subsequent incorporation under Austrian domination makes the
Romanian writer burst into personal revolt, the author manifesting his solidarity to the
destiny of this “poor” country. Thus, “if this country played such an important part on the
stage of the world, if she gave the high and mighty Germany many renowned rulers, how
was she rewarded? As we know, she lost her freedom and became an Austrian province.
They, according to their system of conquering, first outlawed Slavonic and introduced
Latin and at the end of the 17th century, Kaiser Joseph II substituted the latter with German
and gave the last blow to the bohemian nationality” 15. The people of this country are
proud, challenging, they will never passively abide by the destruction of national values:
“Understanding where ‘miss Austria’ wants to lead them to, the bohemians initiated a
literary and political movement proving that ‘the spirit of nationhood had not died down in
their hearts”16. It seems that the self-learning Filimon had very precise and documented
impressions on today’s Czech Republic, expressed rationally. Filimon’s technique is
transparent. It leads us from the general fact, from the panoramic reflection towards
revealing the individual, intimate disposition. Filimon is a methodical traveller who
14

see chapter Ioan Hus or the Abuse Brings about Rebellion.

15

Nicolae Filimon, Op. cit., p. 143.

16

Ibidem.
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uncovers himself throughout the journey and imposes his point of view on what he sees.
He is transitive, sensitive, rejoices or saddens, is solidary or rebellious. This is, in fact, his
unmistakeable manner. The author left us with beautiful pages on “St. Vitalian’s Cathedral,
“the city’s main monument”, on the church called Loretta, on the “church of the
Assumption”, on Teynkirche, the resting place of the famous astronomer Tycho Brahe, on
the gigantic edifice “S. Venzels Hofburg or the imperial residence”, on the palace of the
ambitious captain Wallenstein that “opens its gates to the amateur of curiosities on
Thursdays and Sundays”. Nothing escapes his little practical guide, offering “evidence of
reception” by tourists and souls. When describing the “artistic Prague”, he mentions
Lessing, Mozart – similar to the painter Watteau – and last, but not least, those
“establishments of instruction” in culture, “givers of light” meaning Universities. The
moralist gives historical information which would satisfy even the most caviller minds of
academia. His sources are of great authority, as the critic Ceorge Călinescu, the author of
the classical monograph on Filimon said. The critic has one reproach – that of massive
borrowings, even compilations, from various authors. “All that seemed a personal reaction
is from the guide, from whence all the erudition comes and is compiled with opinions
from Viardot and news from Cantù and with little information from unidentified
sources” 17 . The influences are explainable because works like Caesare Cantù’s Storia
Universale and those of Viardot and Adolphe Joanne were highly liked by his companions
of the “Pasoptist Movement”. In 1891, Nicolae Iorga expressed his doubts regarding the
usefulness of these “sheets of guidance”: “In this manner and due to a rich collection of
specialised dictionaries or manuals, one gets to…find out rather that which the writer
knows, rather than that which he has seen”18.
Filimon does not allow himself to fall prey to aesthetics; it is not the lithographic beauty of
the sceneries that truly inspires him, but the soul and the life of the people living in the
historical Bohemia. He most often prefers the informative discourse, doubled by a
digressive one (relating the events which took place throughout his journey, small
anecdotes, stories, legends). He proves to almost love iconoclasm in only one instance –
when describing the interior of St. Vit. The gothic cathedral built throughout a few
centuries “makes the visitor feel extasy”, giving the impression of being “in one of the
cyclopean temples of the ancient German gods”. The slaughtering oh the children of
17

George Călinescu, Nicolae Filimon, Editura Ştiinţifică, Bucureşti, 1959, p. 190.
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Nicolae Iorga, Neculai Filimon, in Revista nouă, an IV, Nr.8-9, 1981, reproduced in Pagini de Tinerețe,
Bucuresti, Editura pentru Literatură, 1968 and in Nicolae Filimon, Opere, vol II, (ch. Cronologia receptarii
critice) p. 371.
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Bethlehem (represented on the walls of this edifice), the bloody doing of a power-obsessed
murderer impresses him beyond words. Filimon cannot but remark that in the thesaurus of
this cathedral “is still preserved the tongue of Saint Nepomuk; a child’s hand which,
according to tradition, belongs to one of the children massacred in Bethlehem; a piece of
the cloth that covered the table on which the mystic supper was celebrated”19. There is a
subtle religiosity here, tempered by the exigencies of his “Baedeker type” practical guide.
This journal can be framed in the grand and valuable travel literature. Gliding towards the
baroque, when information loses its concise characteristics, or towards the argumentative,
when the author has the impression that the reader did not fully understand something,
with sentimental outbursts at other times, the journal has incorporated in its waves several
diegetic approaches, hence the heterogeneous character of his writings. In comparison
with his contemporaries: a Bariţiu (mainly informative), Codru-Drăguşanu (excessively
bookish and falling in the mirage of the order of colours), an Asachi (honest, but too
serious and melancholic) a Bolintineanu (too hasty – there is an organic need here to
change the decorum, like a fast turn of the kaleidoscope), Filimon expresses himself in a
canon-less text. Ironic, comical, cultivated, fascinated by the origins of words and with a
great speculative and imaginative power, the author of the Boyars has left us a few pages
on Prague and historical Bohemia. Despite the fact that he often makes use of the guide,
leaving the impression of a behaviour originating in obligation, his journey always gives
him the feeling of liberation and fulfilment. The description of the buildings with their
elegant architectural elements, made with an exquisite sense of detail proves an extensive
knowledge of the styles of the age. In respects to the professional’s decree in matters of art,
we are reticent. Many of the lines of this memoire offer the judgements of an amateur
(dilettante) in the elevated sense of the notion. Nonetheless, we must state that the writer,
who had built a coherent aesthetic system around a substantial foundation of theoretical
knowledge, does not professionalise the artistic emotion constraining taste and preferences.
He expresses his opinion honestly, knowingly eliminating certain contents, problems’
centres, without giving others false impressions. (Definitively, the journal conveys the
message the author intended and has exactly the human value of its writer.) As a piece of
writing, we must bear in mind that this travelogue has the value of a psychological
document, intended to also reveal – speaking in Freudian terms – the human “weirdness”.
The rhythm of Filimon’s steps coincides with the rhythm of meditation in a discourse in
which possessing the world leads to a deep knowledge of places. The intriguing frescos of
19

Nicolae Filimon, Op.cit, p. 152.
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the age are seen with the eyes of a museum curator and recounted with the skills of an
archivist. Thus, an excellent book was created, enjoyably read and useful even today.
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Jan Amos Comenius, Orbis pictus, in Transylvania
Marcela CIORTEA

Abstract
The idea of compiling a version of the famous comenian textbook, Orbis pictus, has
started to form in our minds a few years ago. But we have postponed it, from various
reasons, the most important being the absence of a Transylvanian illustrated edition,
which I have just discovered in two stances: one, in a typed format at the “Lucian
Blaga” Central University Library in Cluj-Napoca1, and the other one, an e-book,
called “The Library of the University of California Los Angeles” 2 . Until this
discovery, our vague attempts to translate the book involved two Transylvanian
editions, both not illustrated3. We asked ourselves what would have happened if we
had discovered, at a first attempt, the illustrated issue: we would have surely stopped
at the primary stage of text and images processing. But our research was poorer
when compared to other issues, which we had found during our quest. We
simultaneously compared text and images we had previously uncovered 4 . In the
following, we will compare exclusively images, having as reference the Coronae
issue (Brasov), 1675.
Who was Jan Amos Comenius?
Being orphaned by both parents, the miller’s son in Komna, is left to be taken care of by
an aunt, who enrolls him in the The Straznic Religious School of the Czech Brotherhood,
then to the Latin School in Prerau, where the little Jan Amos is introduced to Latin. After
having finished his studies at the Herborn University (where he was registered as Jan
Amos Nivanus) and then at the Heidelberg University (as Jan Amos Moravus), the young
man returns to Prerau, where he is appointed as a teacher and priest and where he first uses
his father’s latinized name, Comenius 5 . Formed as a theologian, but having teacher
vocation, Comenius would abandon neither of these objects. These would bring him not
1

Orbis sensualium pictus / A' Látható Világ, Coronae (Brașov), 1675. Bilingual edition in Latin and
Hungarian.
2
On-line edition discovered on 7th February 2014, on the site:
http://books.google.ro/books?id=UV8vAQAAMAAJ
&printsec=frontcover&hl=ro&source=gbs_ge_summary_r&cad=0#v=onepage&q&f=false.
3

Orbis sensualium trilingvis, latina, germanica & hungarica, Coronae (Brașov), 1703 și Orbis sensualium
trilingvis, latina, germanica & hungarica, Cibinii (Sibiu), 1738, existent copies at the Romanian Academic
Library Subsidiary in Cluj-Napoca.
4

See Marcela Ciortea, Orbis pictus sive ruditatum antidotum eruditio (I), în Timpul in Iași, nr. 5/May 2013,
year XIII, no. 170, pp. 6-7 and Orbis pictus sive ruditatum antidotum eruditio (II), in Timpul in Iași, no.
6/June-July 2013, year XIII, no. 171-172, p. 6.
5

See Voicu Lăscuș, Jan Amos Comenius. Viața și opera, pp. 23 sqq. Cf. Marcela Ciortea, Tota vita schola
est. O monografie Jan Amos Comenius, în Timpul in Iași, no. 4/Apr. 2013, year XIII, no. 169, p. 6.
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only immense satisfaction, but also immeasurable problems. If his struggles in the
religious area are repaid by being named the Moravian Brothers’ Bishop, he is also
persecuted by the Catholic Church, official in the Habsburg Empire of the time. But, as a
pedagogue he would become famous for his Janua linguarum (1631), and a master
because of his Didactica magna which circulated for a long time as a manuscript. But his
efforts are crowned by the fact that he is invited to organize the educational system of at
least two European areas: The Swedish Kingdom of Queen Christina and the
Transylvanian Principality of Gheorghe Rakoczi II6.
How does Comenius arrive to Transylvania?
Employed in Sweden with the precise mission to organize the teaching system in the
kingdom, Comenius is named Bishop of the Moravian Brotherhood. This put him in a
delicate position with the Swedish employers, and most probably led to the ending of the
contract. In Transylvania, at the Protestant College in Alba Iulia, were three people that
Comenius knew, since he was a student: his former teachers Alstedt and Piscator, and his
former colleague Bisterfeld. It was him, at the prince’s Gheorghe Rakoczi I command to
find a dignified man to lead the school in Alba-Iulia, who invites Comenius to accept the
rector’s job. The request that had been refused in Gheorghe Rakoczi I time is remade at
the coming of Gheorghe Rakoczi II at the throne, but not at the College in Alba-Iulia, but
at the Sarospatak College, where he is invited by Szuzsanna Lorántffy, the prince’s mother,
to reorganize the school in the little kingdom7. It is here where Comenius writes Orbis
pictus, a shorten variant of Janua linguarum, having pictures made by Comenius himself
in such a manner that those numbered in the text would be found in the image.

6

Voicu Lăscuș, Op. cit., pp. 123 sqq.; Cf. Báko Bela, Chemarea lui J. A. Komensky în Transilvania și unele
aspecte ale activității lui de aici, in the vol. J. A. Komensky (Comenius), 1958, pp. 125-153.
7

Voicu Lăscus, Op. cit., p. 130.
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XV
Olera

Legumele

In hortis

Legumele

nascuntur
olera,
ut: lactuca 1.,
brassica 2.,
cepa 3.,
allium 4.,
cucurbita 5.,
siser 6.,
rapa 7.,
raphanus
minor 8.,
raphanus
major 9.,
petroselinum 10.,
cucumeres 11.,
pepones 12.

cresc
în grădini:
salata 1.,
varza 2.,
ceapa 3.,
usturoiul 4.,
dovleacul 5.,
fetica 6.,
gulia 7.,
hreanul 8.,
ridichea 9.,
pătrunjelul 10.,
castraveții 11.,
pepenii 12.

olus, -eris: legumă
nascor, nasci: a se ivi
hortus, -i: grădină
lactuca, -ae: salată
brassica, -ae: varză
cepa, -ae: ceapă
allium, -ii: usturoi
cucurbita, -ae: dovleac
siser, -ris: fetică
rapa, -ae: gulie
raphanus minor: hrean
raphanus major: ridiche
petroselinum, -i: pătrunjel
cucumer, -ris: castravete
pepo, -onis: pepene verde

Although Comenius’ talent had been proven because he had practices in a cartographic
plan, making a map of Moravia8 comparable with a map of Moldova made, in our country,
by Prince Dimitrie Cantemir, because he could not find skilled engravers to live up to his
expectations, he is not able to publish the book then for years after leaving Transylvania.

8

See the image from the site http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/07/Blaeu_1645__Moravia_Marchionatus.jpg, online on 10 February 2014.
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Moravian made by Comenius in 1624, three decades before Orbis pictus

What was Comenius’ plan?
Comenius’ intention was, as it is stated in the preface, to compose a “breviary of the
whole world and language, rich in drawings, in names and in descriptions of things”9, that
“attracts the students’ minds in the right directions, not to see in school a cross in itself,
but a pleasure: because, it is known, that children (almost as infants) are happy with
drawings and their eyes rejoyce at these sights”10. Among the recommendations to the
teachers were, that “the students are allowed to imitate the drawings by hand, if they want;
what is more, in order for them to want so, thy should be stimulated; at first their attention
on things is to be arisen; then they should observe the sentences parts between them; at
last, they are to practice their hands’ ability, useful thing in various situations” 11 .
Therefore, he has as goal to compose a book more attractive for children, and his efforts
became a reality ever since he was in Transylvania.

9

In original: „totius linguæ breviarium, plenus picturis, nomenclaturis rerumque descriptionibus”.

10

In original: „ad alliciendum huc ingenia, ne sibi crucem in schola imaginentur, sed delicias: notum enim
est, pueros (ab ipsa propemodum infantia) picturis delectari, oculosque his spectaculis libenter pascere”. Our
translation.
11

In original: „IV. Permittatur etiam illis, picturas manu imitari, si volunt; imo, ut velint, incitandi sunt:
primo, ad acuendam sic quoque attentionem in res; tum ad observandam partium ad se invicem
proportionem; denique ad exercendam manus agilitatem, quæ res ad multa utilis est”.
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This is what he writes in the preface of the 1652 edition Vestibulum, about his intention to
publish an illustrated book at Sárospatak: “I wanted to ornament this vestibular book with
pictures, that thoroughly comprises the exterior form of things, but though I haven’t made
this yet, my intention wasn’t succesful, because I could not find any skilled dabs
(engravers), in this city”12.
Despite the failure that Comenius himself announced, professor G.H. Turnbull from
Sheffiled University in London, discovers at the middle of the past century an original
spelter containing chapters of the comenian textbook. The front page is entitled
Lucidarium and indicates 1653 as printing year, without mentioning the place or the
publishing house13. In spite of this, the English professor considers that surely the book
was released somewhere in the Transylvanian principality. From this point on, the
hypothesis bifurcates, some researchers opting for the Sárospatak variant, others for the
Alba-Iulia variant14.
Which were Comenius’ requirements?
Those who have closely studied the fragments published by professor Turnbull 15 saw that,
in his attempt to give children a more attractive textbook, “to engrave to the didactic
image an artistic dynamic quality, Comenius used a mechanic-kinetic system in designing
the third chapter Coleum”16. This witty mechanism is formed of round stamps having a
small circle around, reserved for a miniature around which a big medallion, to give, by
moving, the day-night succession, around the earth. Comenius had never adhered to
Copernicus’ heliocentric theory, believing still in the geocentric Ptolemaic theory and he
probably was keen on emphasizing this. His designed system, maneuvered by a little string
attached by a big medallion (page 48), making the almost cinematic unrolling possible,
was discovered intact by the two Știrbu in an Orbis pictus edition, Nürnberg, 1775.

12

Rácz L., Comenius Sárospatakon, Budapest, 1931, p. 194, apud M.S. Știrbu, S.T. Știrbu, Didactica
estetic-intuitivă comeniană în România, p. 30.
13

M.S. Știrbu, S.T. Știrbu, Op. cit., p. 20.

14

See Idem, passim.

15

G.H. Turnbull, An incomplete, Orbis pictus of Comenius printed in 1653, în Acta comeniana, 1.XVI.1957,
p. 38, cited by M.S. Știrbu, S.T. Știrbu, Op. cit., p. 20.
16

M.S. Știrbu, S.T. Știrbu, Op. cit., p. 39 sqq.
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The comenian rotating system, taken from M.S.Stirbu, Op.cit., p. 42.

This complicate system, almost impossible to make according to the era’s conditions, was,
most certainly, the cause of the impossibility of successfully achieving the editorial plan
composed by the great Czech pedagogue, a thing that both Știrbu underlined in their work
(p. 45). Supporting their theory, the authors even bring a copy of the skies’ engraved
replica from Lucidarium (p.43), where one can clearly see the white circle kept in the
middle of the medallion.

We can hereby testify that the two researchers were not mistaken, because we have
discovered two issues which have kept in the Coleum chapter the white space, but with
clear evidence that something was unattached from there: both in the 1678 edition and the
1746 one, both printed in Nürnberg, one can see on the page the trace of a square body, a
proof that the glued stamp had detached.
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Noribergae Edition, 1678 (Site-ul Picassa)

Noribergae Edition, 1746 (Bibl. Doc. Aiud)

What Orbis pictus issues do we know in Transylvania?
We worked on three issues until now: Coronae (Brașov), 1675; Coronae (Brașov) 1703;
Cibinii (Sibiu), 1738. If the first is a bilingual illustrated edition, Latin and Hungarian, the
next are trilingual, Latin, German and Hungarian, both without pictures. We followed the
Latin text, common to the three Transylvanian editions, and we will focus on the images in
the following.
Except these three, we also are aware of the existence of a Claudiopolis (Cluj) issue
169817, also non illustrated and of the existence of an illustrated edition in Brașov, issued
in 1675, in Latin and Hungarian, copy mentioned and described by Szobo Károly in the
Old Hungarian Library18, but that seems to have been lost. What we are interested of in
the description of the lost edition in Brașov is the mention of the Coronae. Typis et Figuris
Petri Pfanenschmidii excudit Nicolaus Molitor, 1675, meaning in Braşov, engraved by
Nicolaus Molitor with drawings and pictures by Petrus Pfanenschmied, in the year 1675,
different from the Hungarian edition of Coronae. Typis et Sumptibus Petri Pfanenschmidii
impressit Nicolaus Molitor, 1675, meaning in Braşov, edited by Nicolaus Molitor with

17

See the site http://aleph.bcucluj.ro:8991/F/ESI2C 2ET83TP7TJ44JX8I8SD8UMBY1FH2A
H11C2H4VKPR B7P2L-05791?f unc=full-set-set&set_number=058528&set_entry=000015&format=999.
18

Szabo Károly, Régi Magyar Könyvtár, Budapest, 1885, vol. II, nr. 1353, p. 371, apud M.S. Știrbu, S.T.
Știrbu, Op. cit., p. 58. The note is on the site http://www.arcanum.hu/oszk/lpext.dll?f=templates&fn=mainhit-h.htm&2.0, on-line la data de 11th February 2014.
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drawings and spendings of Petrus Pfanenschmied, in the year 1675 19. This difference,
noticed by the two Ştirbu (pp. 62 sqq), which mentions the belonging of Nicolaus Molitor
to the Moravian Brotherhood community and it is supposed that he was the beginner of the
brave initiative of appealing, maybe with the help of some anonymous xylographers, at the
making of the engravings in the wood for the illustration of the issue in Braşov of Orbis (p.
63).
The anonymous xylograph in Brașov. Or not?
From now on, the theory of both Știrbu advances on the line of the execution of the
xylographics in Brașov by one or more locals. And the arguments are for the discovery of
Transylvanian clues of the images that represent the citadel and the interior of the citadel.
It is possible that they are right. But the comparison with the Nűrnberg edition, 1698, is
missing, which we incidentally discovered on the Heidelberg University Library’s site. It
is quite obvious that the images were mirrored.
Brașov 1675. XII. Arborele

Nűrnberg, 1698. XII. Arborele

Or, given the situation, a new line of interpretation has to be taken into account: either the
drawings were made by local craftsmen, who had worked based on previous editions; or
the drawings were made by foreign engravers brought in Transylvania by Molitor; or a
hypothesis of the circulation of the engraved tables in the Habsburg Empire should be
taken into account. But what we are able to notice now, without any specialized training,
is that the Nűrnberg edition (1698) reedits mirrored images of the one in Brașov (1675),
without numbers which could have been engraved later on. Given the circumstances, we
are entitled to launch these suppositions to be studied and solved, in any way possible, by
interested specialists. Surely, by comparing our edition’s images to the London issue, 1656,
we could launch the hypothesis of a mirroring work by the craftsman/craftsmen in Brașov,
19

Our underlining.
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but it shall be taken into account the fact this is more styled, much more refined than those
discussed above.

Londra, 1659. XII. Arborele

Nűrnberg, 1698. XIII. Fructele arborilor

Brașov 1675. XIII. Fructele arborilor

Londra, 1659. XIII. Fructele arborilor
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Nűrnberg, 1698. XIV. Florile

Brașov 1675. XIV. Florile

Londra, 1659. XIV. Florile

Unfortunately, we do not know how the images in the princeps issue looked like1. In a
note of Orbis pictus, from the volume Texte alese/Chosen texts, the translator Iosif Antohi
mentions that he “made the translation of the texts […] by the princeps edition from 1658,
cited in the work of Phd. H. Jarnik, Veškerych spisu Janua Amoso Komenskéko, Brne,
1929”, but he does not state either if he took the images from the same source. If the
images published by Iosif Antohi are the original ones, then certainly the craftsmen in
Brasov, locals or not, mirrored the images.
How can we shed light on a complicated situation
Of the sequential issues - probably hundreds of them - it can only be said that they were
inspired by the previous ones, but that is all, because, the drawing is enriched, and the
position of the represented objects begins to change according to the illustrator’s
1

Interested more by the ideas of the Christine pedagogy, Bartolomeu Popescu is content with some images
taken from a 20th century edition, without any comments beside them.
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imagination and gift. In conclusion, we present the replica of the above discussed images,
firstly seen in the five language issue Hradec Králové, 1833, then drawn in the present and
approved by Comenius, by Ioana Hebian, student of Inochentie Micu Clain National
College in Blaj.

Hradec Králové, 1833. XII. Arborele

Hradec Králové, 1833. XIII. Fructele arborilor

Hradec Králové, 1833. XIV. Florile
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Ioana Hebian. XII. Arborele

Ioana Hebian. XIII. Fructele arborilor

XIV. Florile
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From “Allies without Alliance” to Concerted Action: Romania and Finland
in the Aftermath of Operation Barbarossa (1941)
Silviu MILOIU

Abstract
This study describes the relationship between two small and lesser states joining the
German attack against Soviet Union in an attempt to recapture the territories lost to
Soviet Union in 1940. It is conceived as an in-depth analysis of the RomanianFinnish relations based on the criticism of archival sources discovered in the
Romanian, Finnish and British archives. Becoming “allies without alliance” almost
overnight, the relations between the two countries acknowledged a quick shift from
low profile bonds to an agreement based on a combination of balance of power and
joint action. The aim was to remove the threat Russia was posing to the two
countries and to increase their influence at a peace conference to be open following
the expected defeat of their big neighbour. Romania was the advocate of closer ties
between the two countries keeping in line with its search for influence rather than
autonomy in its foreign relations, while Finland was more prudent consistent with its
choice for autonomy rather than influence.
Introduction
This study starts with a question that has guided two decades ago the research of Arthur
Stein with regard to the “liberal” versus “realistic” assumptions in explaining the
behaviour of international actors: why nations cooperate? As Stein noted, in an anarchic
international environment, cooperation can only be understood in terms of interests of
states. Therefore, in most cases alliances are transitory forms and adjust to developments
of international relations. The balance of power theory stresses the paradoxical nature of
alliances, which are concluded by states to ensure their survival through concerted action.
Other alliances have more than solely a symbolic value. They presuppose even a joint
decision to a certain level, up to those who not only reflect, but also affect the parties’
interests. Finally, there are alliances, which Stein researches in-depth, which succeed to
adopt a course of action favourable to their ally, even if it conflicts with their own
interests1.
Taking into account the occurrence (likelihood to happen) and the depth of cooperation,
we can infer a “taxonomy” of cooperation:
1

Arthur Stein, Why Nations Cooperate? Circumstance and Choice in International Relations (Ithaca, NY:
Cornell University Press, 1990), pp. 151-155.
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Alliance

Joint decision
Balance of power
Transitory
cooperation

Fig 1 Types of cooperation

Two additional concepts must be integrated at this point. The first concept draws on a
number of private and public references to the Finnish or Romanian “ally” or more often
“brother-in-arms”. As this article will demonstrate, the beginning of the military
operations against the Soviet Union in concert with Germany made the unity of scopes
between Finns and Romanians more visible. This had an impact upon the relations
between the two states which became, as once Ion Stanciu has put it with regard to the
World War I Romanian-United States relations, “allies without alliance”. Although he
does not conceptualize this expression, he refers to the relationship between two countries,
the nature of which has unexpectedly, in the course of war developments, acquired a new
significance.2 In fact, this concept is to a large extent another expression of the balance of
power, within the meaning that both partners want the defeat of their enemy but no formal
understanding between them exists. Another concept is “concert” or “concerted action”
which is often used especially by the Romanian Vice-President of the Council of Ministers
and Minister of Foreign Affairs Mihai Antonescu. The term draws on the example of the
Concert of Europe, which was in fact an action of cooperation and compromise between
the European states based on balance of power in keeping the peace of the Old Continent.
In a critical account upon the Concert of Europe, Sheldon Anderson shows that the term
is based on four principles: 1. Machiavellianism should guide policy-making; 2. the

political character of a state, as long as it is not revolutionary, is of no consequence in
foreign affairs; 3. the balance of power keeps the peace; 4. the general peace holds when
the great powers control the state system and adjudicate the legitimacy of demands to
change it and the heads of state determine policy, not “the people”3. Within the RomanianFinnish relations, as this article will show, the term was used to encompass a combination
of balance of power and joint decision as regards “the Russian question”.
2

Ion Stanciu, Aliaţi fără alianţă. România şi S.U.A. 1914-1920, Bucureşti, Editura Albatros, 1992, p. 27.

3

Sheldon Anderson, Peace and Change, 32, Issue 3, July 2007, pp. 303-304.
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Returning to Stein’s concepts, where in this taxonomy fits the relation between two small
and lesser countries, such as Finland and Romania, situated in the in-between Europe and
caught in the middle of a gigantic conflagration? Did the bonds between the two countries,
in the context of the outbreak of the Barbarossa Campaign, exceed the stage of transitory
cooperation where they were to be found at the start of World War II? Were the parallels
of situations and reactions of the two countries as genuine as it was often claimed in public
rhetoric?
Since this subject is still a white page in the historical literature, this investigation draws
primarily on the archival documents from the Finnish and Romanian archives, from where
one can understand the rationality of the main actors, especially of the political and
diplomatic decision-makers.
Allies without alliance
The launching of the Barbarossa Campaign against Soviet Union on June 22 created an
entirely new security environment for the small and lesser countries squeezed between
Germany and the Soviet Union. First and foremost, by the nature of the situation,
neutrality was outside the range of possibilities open to them and therefore these states had
to choose sides. Nevertheless, the Romanian Leader, General Ion Antonescu, and the vast
majority of his compatriots had little doubt where Romania’s national interest rested. By
joining Germany and not the Soviet Union, one believed that Romania will align with the
winning side 4 and thus the reintegration of the provinces lost in 1940, Bessarabia and
Northern Bucovina, will be achieved. Some even dared to dream that the Vienna Dictate
will be revised in favour of Romania. Additionally, not joining the Reich would have
entailed the risk of German occupation because the possibility to stop the war at the
Romanian borders was very slight5. While Romania lobbied for and officially entered the

4

More used in the international theory is bandwagoning, a term introduce by Stephen Van Evera and
popularized by Kenneth Waltz. Waltz describes bandwagoning as allying with the strongest power. Instead,
balancing predicts that such an alignment would be dangerous to the survival of states and that instead they
should balance against such power, Kenneth N. Waltz, Teoria politicii international, Iaşi, Polirom, 2006, pp.
176-178. The cases of Romania and Finland can more aptly be described by referring to Stephen Walt’s case
of states who align to a domineering power during wartime in order to take a share of the hunt at the time of
peace, Stephan M. Walt, Originile alianţelor, Iaşi, Institutul European, 2008, pp. 81-82; John A. Vasquez,
The power of power politics. From classical realism to neotraditionalism, Cambridge University Press,
2004, pp. 254-255.
5

Grigore Gafencu rightly asserts in an entry in his diary of 19 September 1942 that Finland and Romania
entered the war against Soviet Union as a consequence of the Soviet aggression against them in 1939-1940:
“the neighbouring states have neither the lust nor the capacity to attack it”, Grigore Gafencu, Jurnal,
Geneva, ianuarie 1942 – 13 martie 1943, vol. II, ed. Ion Calafeteanu, Bucureşti, Editura Paideia, 2008, p.
141.
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war from the very first moments thereof, Finland needed three more days to move its
troops against Soviet Union although war operations on the Finnish-Soviet front started
soon after the launching of the German invasion. In fact, in his proclamation of June 22,
Hitler had already mentioned not only Romania, but also Finland among the powers
joining in the war against Soviet Union: “German divisions [...] together with the heroes of
Finland’s freedom and their marshal defend Finnish soil. From the banks of the Prut River,
from the lower Danube to the Black Sea, German and Romanian soldiers are united under
state leader Antonescu”6.
Soon after Finland’s stepping in the war, the Finnish envoy to Romania, Eduard Hjalmar
Palin, called on June 27 on Vice-President of the Council of Ministers Antonescu
informing him about Finland’s joining the struggle against the USSR7 and expressing his
country’s satisfaction for having an ally such as Romania in the struggle for their holy
rights.8 It seems that at this point M. Antonescu came to realize the benefits of closing the
ties with Finland. He answered to this communication by writing a letter to the Finnish
Prime Minister Johan Wilhelm Rangell in which he expressed his country’s satisfaction
for “standing shoulder by shoulder with the glorious Finnish nation in the holy struggle for
re-establishing their justice and their inalienable rights and for the defence of European
civilization” 9 . The two apparently conflicting notions encompassing a national goal
(reintegration of lost territories) and an ideological aim (the puzzling expression of
defence of Europe) will come to be used time and time again both in the public and in the
private rhetoric concerning the Romanian-Finnish relations. Representatives of the
Romanian government will express on various occasions their satisfaction that the Finnish
Army was fighting side by side with the Romanian Army and defined the relations
between the two states as brotherhood-in-arms. The interest to develop the relations with
the widely respected democratic state of Finland and to differentiate itself to some extent

“The Führer to the German People: 22 June 1941”, in German Propaganda Archive,
http://www.calvin.edu/academic/cas/gpa/hitler4.htm (accessed September 15, 2009).
6

7

When on June 26 the Finnish envoy to Rome Onni Talas had informed Italian foreign minister Galeazzo
Ciano of Finnish entrance in the war against Soviet Union, he insisted upon self-defence, ideological and
geopolitical meaning of the struggle insisting that Finland had been bombed and the Finns were defending
their territory against the Bolshevik Russia, which was the main enemy of Europe, see Ministero degli Affari
Esteri. Commissione per la publicazione dei documenti diplomatici, I documenti diplomatici italiani [DDI].
Nona Serie: 1939-1943, Volume VII (24 aprilie 1941-11 dicembre 1941) (Roma: Istituto poligrafico e zecca
dello stato, 1987), 303.
8

Note of conversation between Mihai Antonescu and Eduard Palin of 27.06.1941, Arhivele Diplomatice ale
Ministerului Afacerilor Externe al României (The Diplomatic Archives of the Romanian Foreign Ministry,
hereafter AMAE), Folder 71/1920-1944, Finlanda, vol. 14.
9

Mihai Antonescu’s letter of 28.06.1941 for Rangell, AMAE 71, Finlanda, vol. 14.
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from the war of Great Powers is barely concealed in Romania’s policy, while Finland
affirmed open and loud that it struggled for a Continuation War, separated from the Great
Powers.
Therefore, becoming allies without alliance was just an occurrence that had little to do
with Romania and Finland’s foreign policy choices and much more with Great Powers’
objectives and with balance of power thinking.
Heading towards a concerted action
It was under these circumstances that the starting impulse for strengthening the cooperation between the two countries came up. On July 1 vice-PM Antonescu approached
Palin and advanced his theory of Romania and Finland serving as the southern,
respectively the northern wing of the anti-Soviet border. He conceptualized and explained
his views. M. Antonescu underlined the fact that both countries had a vital interest in
undermining the Slavic bloc. He considered that the long-term solution for weakening
Russia would have to be modelled on the policy of Richelieu and Mazarin as expressed in
the Westphalia Treaty that shattered the German bloc for a long time. In his views, both
Finland and Romania had an interest in solving the Russian question to a degree that it
ceased to constitute a permanent danger to their political and territorial order. Under this
optic, the chief of Romanian diplomacy considered that radical means had to be employed
in solving this issue: the disintegration of the ‘Slavic mass’ and its division into areas of
control (railways under international and extraterritorial regime or territories under a kind
of condominium). Emphasizing the fact that Romania and Finland had an interest in
providing a general solution to the Slavic question, but particularly a solution given with
regard to the Russian territories around their borders, M. Antonescu wanted a concerted
action of the two nations. The areas of cooperation in his view regarded the defining of
the grand principles of struggle against Slavism, the adoption of a common formula for
solving the Russian question, the prevention of the creation of strong Russian states in
their neighbourhood and mutual support as regards their territorial claims. Starting from
these principles, the Romanian chief of diplomacy sketched out a program for developing
the Romanian-Finnish relationship, including press and cultural cooperation10.
These plans reflect the high hopes of the Romanian foreign minister that the war will soon
end with the defeat of Soviet Union and that the resettlement of ”the Russian issue” was
Palin’s dispatch no. 76 of 2.07.1941, Kansallisarkisto (The Finnish National Archives, hereafter KA),
folder Witting C11a.
10
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only a matter of short time. Therefore, he intended to press for a long-term political
solution in cooperation with Finland, initially designed to protect his country’s security at
the eastern border and eventually aspiring to acquire foreign territories. It is difficult to
know what political unit that it might be created with German help, did M. Antonescu
exactly fear, but most likely the possibility of a German-Ukrainian rapprochement was not
overlooked.
Eight days later, M. Antonescu approached again Palin with regard to the common ground
for cooperation between Romania and Finland further explaining his viewpoints and
stating that the real danger for the two countries was represented not solely by Bolshevism
but also by Russia. Because of this common interest, the Romanian official produced
again detailed proposals for organizing the cooperation between the two states and
requested a precise response from the Finnish authorities11.
The Finnish envoy reacted positively to these proposals by emphasizing the fact that
according to his instructions he was to strive for developing very good relations with
Romania.12 He informed his foreign minister about Romania’s proposals, also stating that
M. Antonescu had already informed Germany in a pro-memoria about this plan. 13 As
anticipated, the Finnish government accepted the Romanian proposal stating that it was
“firmly decided and happy to close ranks with the Romanian government and to pursue a
concerted action regarding the Russian question.” It was also emphasized that the Russian
question was not only a great question of war but also a question of peace asking for “a
concerted action of the neighbouring interested countries”14.
Notwithstanding the Finnish positive reply, M. Antonescu insisted for clearer answers on
the Finnish viewpoints regarding the organization of peace and on the cooperation
between the two governments in preparing their respective peace programs. In the internal
communication with the Foreign Ministry, Palin also insisted in favour of a response to the
Romanian proposals: “reserve is of course at its place but barely a reason to offend.” 15
Nevertheless, as Asko Ivalo of the Finnish Foreign Ministry pointed to Palin, the Finnish
11

Palin’s report no. 85 of 10.07.1941, KA Witting C11a.

12

Minutes of conversation between Mihai Antonescu and the Finnish Minister Palin of 1.07.1941, AMAE,
Finlanda, vol. 17, 6-7; Arhivele Naţionale Istorice Centrale (The Romanian National Archives, hereafter
ANIC, Preşedinţia Consiliului de Miniştri (The Presidency of the Council of Ministers), vol. 344/1941, 2-3.
13

Palin’s dispatch no. 76 of 2.07.1941, KA Witting C11a.

14

Note of conversation between Mihai Antonescu and Eduard Palin of 10.07.1941, AMAE 71 Finlanda, vol.
14.
15

Palin’s report no. 96/85 of 21.07.1941, KA Witting C11a.
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government was not in a hurry to decide upon its official position. This prudence sprang
from the fact that the situation was still in motion: it was impossible to predict how much
of Russia Germany would occupy and what the Reich’s peace plans were. Therefore,
Romania was to be informed that, in the Finnish conception, a precondition for Europe’s
well-being was the dismembering of Soviet Union down to its national foundations. In
achieving this goal, the Finnish government considered it natural that all the countries at
war with Russia should endeavour for an agreement. The Finnish aims were not yet
crystallized, but Finland strived for safe borders in order to avoid that parts of the Finnish
people will remain within the Russian state16. Palin made the best of his instructions and
transmitted on behalf of his government the determination to improve the relations
between the two countries and to act in concert with the Romanians regarding the Russian
question especially in respect to the final status of this country in a future peace
conference17.
In the meantime, M. Antonescu elaborated in mid-July detailed instructions to the
Romanian envoy to Helsinki, Notti Constantinide, reminiscent of the arguments used in
the communications with the Finnish Foreign Ministry and emphasizing the Slavic,
communist and nationalist Russian menace to Europe. “The Slavism and the Russian
nationalism continue to threaten Europe not only as spiritual forces, but especially as
biologic forces”, wrote M. Antonescu. The influence of the Nazi ideology was evident in
his argumentation. In order to prevent this scenario from happening, the great Slavic mass,
in his opinion, had to be divided, dominated and civilized. He revealed the danger posed
by the creation of a big Russian state or of two Slavic states neighbouring Finland and
Romania. Besides his proposals that Romania and Finland should pursue a concerted
diplomatic action and support each other in their territorial claims regarding Russian
territory, the new element in these instructions is the stress placed by Romanian politician
on the “spiritual” cooperation between them. This was partly the result of his strive to
counter the Hungarian proselytism in Finland. He suggested that this cooperation should
start with a press propaganda informing about the common interests and calling for the
development of the relations by the means of visits, conferences or economic
cooperation 18 . If the cooperation against Russia found receptive ears in many political
circles in Finland, albeit limits were imposed on the extent to which Finland can influence
16

Ivalo’s dispatch no. Y61 of 23.07.1941, KA Witting C11a.

17

Note of conversation between Mihai Antonescu and Palin of July 1940, AMAE 71 Finlanda, vol. 14.

18

Mihai Antonescu’s instructions of 15.07.1941 to Notti Constantinide, AMAE 71 Finlanda, vol. 17, 10-13.
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the victors’ decision on “the Russian question”, the encouragement of Romanian
propaganda against Hungary found little audience. The most Finland could make was to
maintain the balance between the two contenders for Finnish sympathy although the
mainstream opinion was in favour of Hungarian kin nation19.
It was by the end of September 1941 that the Finnish answers to his repeated demarches
fully satisfied M. Antonescu. The vice-PM now considered the Finnish responses as
testifying for the complete parallelism between the two countries with regard to their war
aims. By now, the vice-PM felt confident enough in the cooperation with the Finnish side
to approach with Palin delicate issues such as the Romanian territorial program20. He even
confessed to the Finnish envoy that although his country’s decisions on this topic had not
yet been adopted, he wanted his country to acquire a zone of protection between the
Dniester and the Bug21.
Although no treaty was signed between the two countries, by now a gentleman’s
agreement between them came in force regarding their cooperation in view of re-settling
the Russian borders following the expected defeat of this country. This agreement may be
reminiscent more of what Stein describes as understandings reached according to the
balance of power logic. The main striving behind this cooperation envisaged the security
of two states which only a several months ago had suffered the loss of territories to Soviet
Union and thus understandably wanted to prevent this from repeating in the future. The
possibility of their enlargement in the east was left open, whereby neither of the two states
reached a decision on this issue. The convergence of interests or balance of power-kind
of cooperation does not however encompass the full range of collaboration between
Romania and Finland as I will prove henceforth. Steps towards the joint decision model
had already been taken and the evolution in this direction will consolidate in the following
months.
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By now engaged in a war against a common enemy and observing a number of common
goals, the two countries closely monitored their international and domestic politics in
order to be able to discern the changes in the international and regional environment they
may reflect or even influence.
Romania and Finland’s position may have been akin in many respects, but they were
different in terms of political regime, a fact which did not lack consequences with regard
to their foreign policy. Finland was one of the few remaining democratic states in Europe
and the only democracy fighting side by side with Germany. As such and despite the war
restrictions and limitations, the bottom-up influence over foreign policy was more
significant than in case of autocracies such as Romania where the decision was taken
primarily according to the top-down model22. In what Romania is concerned, this country
was ruled by a military dictatorship whose shortages and weaknesses were not concealed
to the Finnish envoy to Bucharest. Nevertheless, when it comes to choosing between
Romania’s political forces, he consistently believed that at least during wartime Ion
Antonescu’s rule was preferable to his democratic or right-wing opponents’ for his
energetic and wise conduct of foreign and domestic affairs. Palin’s examination of
Romania’s domestic and foreign policy is consistent with these views. Thus, at the end of
July he reported that no foreign policy alternatives were open to Romania if the country
was to be saved from total ruin except for the one the Romanian dictator was pursuing. He
also praised Antonescu’s vigorous and determined defence of his country’s sovereignty
and political and economic interests. This determined him to consider that the general’s
deposition from the head of the government, which was discussed in various quarters,
would result into a catastrophe for his country. He was aware that even after Romania had
managed to reunite Bessarabia and North Bucovina to her national territory, these circles,
although rather heterogeneous, were taking into account the necessity of ousting
Antonescu from power. In many quarters it was believed that he was going too far in his
friendship with Germany or even that he had turned Romania into a German protectorate.
Even the positive outcomes of his policy were considered insufficient to justify the high
price paid for Germany’s support. Contrary to these accusations, Palin considered that
In case of democracies, three main factors must be taken into account according to Thomas Risse-Kappen,
Peter Gourevitch and Peter Katzenstein: 1. the nature of the political institutions and the degree of their
centralization: 2. the structure of society regarding its polarization, the strength of social organization, and
the degree to which societal pressure can be mobilized; 3. the nature of the coalition-building processes in
the policy networks linking state and society. Risse-Kappen’s distincion between different categories of
public (mass public opinion, the attentive public and issue publics) is also useful and can explain some of
Finland’s foreign policy peculiarities, Thomas Risse-Kappen, “Public opinion, domestic structure, and
foreign policy in liberal democracies”, World Politics 43, No. 4, July, 1991, p. 482, 486.
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Antonescu was defending Romania’s sovereignty and autonomy and that no alternative
was possible to his policy23.
The Finnish envoy appreciated that besides the former interwar political elite, Antonescu’s
main political issue were the legionnaires and the Jews, while his main support came from
the army and from the Germans. In what regards the attitude towards Antonescu’s regime,
the legionnaires were however divided into four main categories: those with communist
leanings; the cautious who adopted an “wait and see” attitude; the conciliators prepared for
a rapprochement with the acting chief of state; the fanatics committed to put an end to
Antonescu’s life and regime in which scope they had formed a ten men death squad. The
latter had already made attempts to Antonescu’s life, which had determined the general to
surround himself with heavy security forces. Politically, however, the radical right-wing
and the Jews did not enjoy sufficient support in the country to really endanger
Antonescu’s position. The authentic political danger was coming, in Palin’s opinion, from
“the normal patriotic circles”: the intelligentsia and the interwar political parties where
Antonescu was criticized less for his domestic policy and much more for his foreign
policy. Many members of these circles were pro-English, pro-French and anti-German,
being also driven by personal ambitions and envy. On the other hand, Antonescu’s
supporters were not always reliable and sometimes they looked as being guided by
circumstances. Therefore, Antonescu’s real support came from the army. The army’s
attitude towards Antonescu was exceptionally positive as he was trying to have the
country cured from her traditional bad habits and old sins. Antonescu’s government was
based on bayonets, assessed Palin, and this statement was underlined by a diplomat in the
Finnish Foreign Ministry, who also underlined the affirmation that Antonescu was leading
the country not only based on Romanian but also on German bayonets; a very valuable
support in time of war, yet a very narrow basis for a government during peacetime24.
How did Antonescu come to support a German orientation of Romania’s politics? Palin
fully realized the influence of the political domestic and international environment in this
respect. Initially, Antonescu was not an admirer of Germany, a country against which he
had struggled during the First World War. As in the case of many Romanians, his
sympathy went to France and Britain, countries to which he had been appointed military
attaché. As late as September 1939 the general was deeply pessimistic of Germany’s
Palin’s report no. 28 of 27.07.1941, Ulkoasiainministeriön arkisto (The Archives of the Finnish Foreign
Ministry, hereafter UA), folder 5, C 14.
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chances of victory in the war. He quoted Antonescu as arguing to a foreign diplomat in
Bucharest that “even if Germany will manage to conquer the entire Europe, and even if
she would achieve the occupation of the British Archipelago, in the end she would
nevertheless be defeated”. The Finnish minister believed that it was in the summer of 1940
when Antonescu came to realize that Romania had no alternative to be saved from a total
collapse then by joining wholeheartedly to Germany, ask this power’s support and pay the
price. Taking advantage of this situation, the Germans forced Antonescu into economic
and political concessions to which he was prepared to consent given the circumstances.
This made him totally bound to Germany, a line he followed “straightforward and with
frankness”. As an ally and a trusted man of the Axis, he was prepared to cooperate with
the Reich in all fields. Nevertheless, Antonescu was trying to preserve as much as possible
of Romania’s sovereignty and autonomy. Palin showed his approval of Antonescu’s
leadership when writing to his Foreign Minister that “it would be desirable that he gets
support in his hard work in order to bring about truly positive and permanent outcomes.
He would deserve it”25.
Looking from Germany’s perspective, Palin noticed that the German bayonets had not
always been behind Antonescu. At the beginning, the Reich’s favourites were the
legionnaires. It was only when Germany understood that they lacked the capacity of
governing the country spreading around confusion and chaos that Hitler had withdrawn its
support for them. Yet the Finnish minister emphasized the very important fact that
Germany was preserving the legionnaires in its back pocket as a lever on the Romanian
government. Berlin’s interest was the prevalence of tranquillity and organization in the
country so that she can get from Romania what she needed. Antonescu was able to deliver
capacity of leadership and trust. The German envoy Manfred von Killinger proved this
when declaring that “in this country there is not any other man but Antonescu able to
maintain the order here. He is wise, energetic and honest”26. Palin also recalled the fact
that Antonescu was put in charge with the Romanian front, nominally also leading the
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This opinion was shared in by Hitler himself who argued in 27/28 September in his “table talks” that
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German armies present there, so that the victories gained on that area to be attributed to
him27.
The Finnish envoy was thus aware of the autonomy versus influence dilemma of small and
lesser states and observed that while trying to preserve as much as possible of its
autonomy, Romania was first and foremost concerned of gaining influence. On the other
hand, he understood Germany’s ability to use Romania’s domestic rifts in order to divide
et impera.
Perhaps little aware of the consistent recent history of Romania’s relations with France
and Britain, Palin did not conceal his surprise to discover that numerous Romanians were
still sincerely pro-Western. He described the split between the governmental circles. Here
he found determination to create and root in the Romanian society the feelings of
friendship towards Germany and the press contributed to a large extent writing extensively
about the friendship, the virtues and the importance as brother-in-arms of the Germans, on
the one hand, and the popular feeling which ran against the Reich, on the other hand.
Although he asserted that a change in the people’s sentiments toward Germany did take
place within certain limits, “at the bottom of their heart the sentiment in this country is of
friendship to the Western countries and of suspicion, not to say hate, to Germany”. He
looked convinced that many efforts were still needed before that will change28.
The Finnish envoy contrasted Romanian public’s reserve towards Germany with its
sympathy toward Finland. He admitted to have been touched by the Romanian’s
satisfaction that they were allies with the Finns. He concluded that “our nation and army
enjoy the highest consideration both at the topmost official circles and within the
population at large and, if at all possible, of an even greater sympathy, respect and
admiration than those which marked the Finnish-Romanians relations during the Winter
War”. In the official circles, Palin found concern with the concluding of peace and desire
that Romania will prepare a peace program in cooperation with Finland 29. The Finnish
minister thus underlined the empathy and solidarity between two small and lesser powers
with a similar recent history and sharing many common aspirations in the war.
Gradually, the balance of power-kind of cooperation between the two states based on the
old Arabic and Chinese saying that the enemy of my enemy is my friend acquired a deeper
27
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significance with the development of the political, diplomatic, cultural30, military and to
some extent of the commercial relations. A proof in this regard is the first dispatch of the
Finnish envoy Notti Constantinide of August 4th when he handed his credentials to the
President of Finland in a 20 minute long audience. Because the reopening of the Romanian
Legation came shortly after the two countries became allies sui generis, the significance of
this moment cannot be exaggerated. The fact that President Risto Ryti designated the
Romanians as “brothers-in-arms” and showed a marked interest for the situation in which
Bessarabia was found when it was recaptured from Soviet Union was not meaningless, but
invited to comparisons with the fate of Karelia when retaken by Finnish troops. The
Finnish chief of state also paid a special interest to Romania’s economic situation,
encouraging the strengthening of the economic and cultural bonds between the two nations
in addition to their military relations. This was perhaps the result of Finnish interest in
opening new outlets for its products and of finding new possibilities of cereals provisions
when the traditional markets had now been closed. The reception impressed Constantinide
who pointed to the cordial atmosphere during the ceremony and the special significance
given to his audience scheduled three days after his arrival in Helsinki, a fact also stressed
by the Finnish director of protocol. In his dispatch, Constantinide emphasized the fact that
Romania had uninterruptedly maintained a military attaché accredited to Helsinki, meant
to pinpoint to the continuity of the relations between the two states despite Antonescu
government’s decision of autumn 1940 to close down the Romanian Legation in Helsinki31.
The Romanian envoy also enjoyed a very cordial reception at the Finnish foreign minister
Rolf Witting. Witting not only granted him an hour long audience but also invited him to
his villa. With this occasion, the Finnish chief of diplomacy approved unreservedly the
Romanian viewpoint that Finland and Romania had a common interest in the division of
Russia and the prevention of any big states being formed in their neighborhood. He also
expressed his desire for a common political action to be pursued by the two states by
reciprocally informing about the changes of situations of interest to them and adopting
common attitudes whenever the circumstances will be favourable, for instance if the two
states will be offered excessive territorial enlargement or unwanted exchanges of
population32. Thus, the cooperation between the two states was already moving towards a
This is dealt with in Silviu Miloiu, ”Cultures at war: the cultural relations between Romania and Finland
during the Second World War,” Anuarul Institutului de Istorie “A.D. Xenopol”, XLII, 2005, pp. 409-422.
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closer convergence of interests, which was a line in their gentlemen’s agreement and a
step forward towards some kind of joint decision during wartime.
The first part of the war which acknowledged, although with great losses, the retaking of
their lost territories in the east and moved the war on the territory of the USSR was a time
of high hopes for an early end of the conflict, with Romania and Finland finally ending up
on the victorious side. In such circumstances, Romania wanted to increase its influence
with the Reich in pursuing the maximization of its gains at the forthcoming peace as Walt
has put it. The Romanian press reflected the leadership views. The assessment was
optimistic, full of praise for the Romanian Army, its leader, now Marshal Antonescu, and
the German allies. The press also pointed to Romania’s struggle against Bolshevism33. At
this point, the Finnish envoy shared Romanians’ optimistic assessments. Commenting on
August 12 on Romanian war aims, Palin remarked that the recapture of Bessarabia and
Northern Bucovina may be counted among the certain outcomes of the war. He was
convinced that it was also righteous as the two provinces constituted from an ethnographic,
historical and strategic point of view a part of this country. However, Romania faced a
difficult task in reconstructing these potentially rich provinces because of the fact that
Soviet occupiers had dilapidated them34.
Nevertheless, Palin believed that the Romanians will not be content with the reintegration
of these provinces if they were to finish the war on the winning side. There were two
views in this regard. The governmental circles considered that Romania should also
acquire Transnistria 35 , a region populated by a sizable minority of Romanians and
Germans. To counterbalance these views, the opposition circles were of the opinion that
Romania should be content with Dniester as its eastern border but should attempt to regain
those areas of Transylvania annexed by Hungary in the previous year. The Finnish envoy
refused to believe that any of these hopes had on the short-range any chance of being
achieved. In order to assess the significance of Palin’s commentaries it will be important
to know the source of the Finnish envoy’s information. As he confesses, this was nothing
more than his impression (vaikutelma) derived from private interviews with Romanian
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decision-makers and their opponents, from official discourses and from reading the press
“in-between rows”. Palin also commented on Romania’s general war objectives regarding
Russia and observed that they envisaged a division of Russia based on ethnic grounds and
“the creation of a situation in which the eastern threat would be as small and as remote as
possible”. Additionally, Romania aspired to war reparations and to the achievement of a
status corresponding to the new importance of the country36.
Consequently, the beginning of the military operations against the Soviet Union in concert
with Germany made more visible the unity of scopes between Finns and Romanians. This
had an impact upon the relations between the two “allies without alliance”. The
following pages will describe the progresses in the relations between the two states leading
in some areas to the acknowledgement of the joint decision agreement which was however
never achieved due to war developments. In the meantime, the mutual interest of raising
their reciprocal representation in the partner country increased. No wonder that the
Romanian government attempted to have a more visible presence in Helsinki not only
diplomatically, but also politically, culturally and economically.
The understanding between the two countries was not always as smooth as officially
proclaimed. In a dispatch to Palin, the general secretary of the Finnish Foreign Ministry,
Aaro Pakaslahti, countered the complaints he had received from the Romanian partners, i.e.
that Constantinide was kept uninformed about the Finnish views of the international
situation, with the argument that the Finnish part was sharing with the Romanian minister
all information he wanted to get. Pakaslahti pointed out to the British demarches in
Helsinki about which extensive and reliable information was given to Constantinide. The
Finnish diplomat recalled the Finnish decision adopted at highest level to keep the relation
with Romania warm37. On the other hand, in mid-September, Constantinide complained
about the lack of news regarding the state of affairs in Romania for two months already,
therefore reaching an impossibility to shed light even on the most elementary
developments of his country. He was also in impossibility to listen to the broadcasts of
Radio Romania. He asked that the Official Gazette and the main journals published in his
country to be delivered by plane to Helsinki in order to keep him updated38.
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No such complaints are to be ever found in Palin’s dispatches. For instance, he was
familiar not only with the domestic or foreign policy of the country, but also with the
progress of the Romanian troops on the eastern front39. He approached for the first time on
July 21 the issue of whether or not Romania was going to continue the war on the eastern
banks of the Dniester. He passed on the information he got from a trustful military attaché
according to which Romania will stop at the Dniester 40, which was in fact what many
ordinary Romanians also believed. As a matter of fact, this issue will create a deep
division between the government and former political elite around the National Peasant
and National Liberal parties41 and even inside the governmental or army leading circles.
The German attack on Russia made it a matter of realism that the United Kingdom and the
Soviet Union shall join ranks against their common enemy. Although the alliance will
construct on an anti-German basis42, the little European countries that joined Germany in
the attack against Soviet Union came to be considered enemies of both nations. The
grouping of Finland and Romania alongside the Axis in contrasting coalitions to the allies
of the USSR, Great Britain and the US, blew up their relations. An official Finnish
communiqué announced on July 30 that the diplomatic relations between Finland and the
UK had been severed and enumerated the British actions starting with 1940 against the
Finnish maritime interests, which had reached the stage of a blockade in the second half of
the year. On August 1st, the press also announced that British planes had attacked the
harbours of Kirkkoniemi, Petsamo and Liinahamari43.
The process of breaking up of the relationship was nevertheless painful. The Romanian
envoy ascertained from his conversations with Finnish businessmen or traders the
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dominant role England had played in the Finnish economic life. Two quarters of the meat
and grain consumed in Finland were imported from the UK. On the other hand, the breach
of the relationship with Britain allowed Germany to consolidate her position in Finland,
further cemented by the common fight against Russia, the much hated and feared enemy.
Regarding the role assigned to Finland in the north of Europe, Constantinide quoted an
article published by Diplomatisch-politische Information that had a profound and lasting
echo in the region. The article concluded that by her participation in the war Finland had
assumed the leading role in Scandinavia. Finland was thus not a member of the group of
“stubborn neutral countries” and to reward it, Germany promised to have high regard of its
national ideals: therefore, its aspirations in Eastern Karelia were to be fulfilled. An article
with similar conclusions was published by Essener Nationalzeitung and by the semiofficial paper of the NSDAP’s Hanover’s branch Niedersächsische Tageszeitung. The
former newspaper openly stated that Sweden had lost the unique chance of preserving its
leading position in the north. This positive attitude toward Finland and the criticism of
Sweden was echoed in the diplomatic circles. The Romanian envoy reported the
declaration of a member of the German Legation in Stockholm according to which
Sweden had transformed itself into an asylum of German enemies44.
Both Sweden and Finland reacted negatively to these appraisals and suggestions. The
Swedish PM Per Albin Hansson and the former PM and chief of diplomacy Rickard
Sandler stated that Sweden had done everything it could for Finland, however preserving
its neutrality. It was exactly the status of neutrality that enabled the Swedes to support
Finland, as the Swedish defence minister emphasized. On the other hand, by realistically
assessing their political and economic situation, the Finnish government rejected such
suggestions. Ryti unambiguously declared to the press that “Finland is not a Great Power
and does not seek to acquire such a position. The feeling of unity will always be
characteristic of our attitude towards the Nordic states and Finland wants no change in
this”45. This was a new statement regarding Finland’s choice for autonomy rather than an
influence in its foreign policy.
Witting also confirmed to Constantinide that all Finland wanted from its participation in
the war was the creation of a state whose borders will be easier to defend by fixing them
on natural obstacles. That might make necessary the occupation of southern Karelia but
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not of St. Petersburg or of its surrounding areas. The Romanian envoy commented that
Finland had a high regard for the future, even for the distant future, and thus wanted to
avoid anything that might worsen the relations with Scandinavia or post-war Russia.
Finland wanted cooperation with the Scandinavian states and envisaged with regard to
Russia the incorporation of those territories inhabited predominantly by the Finns but not
more than that46. The position of the government was challenged only by the nationalists
and their journal Ajan Suunta, an adept of Greater Finland with a leading position in
Scandinavia. Yet, although in the future this current was considered capable of playing a
doctrinaire if not a political role, it had a limited influence and lacked both important
personalities and popularity 47 . Indeed, as Constantinide interpreted it, the strong
attachment of the Finnish nation to the democratic system of governance, its belief that it
constituted part of a group of states with a superior culture, including an acclaimed
political culture, its sense of solidarity with the Scandinavians represented an important
element of its cultural and foreign policy identity48. Assessing Finnish territorial goals in
the east, Constantinide estimated that at the general peace Finland may ask for Eastern
Karelia and the Kola Peninsula while being prepared to give up a strip of land situated
north of Leningrad and alongside the Finnish Gulf so that the town bearing the name of
the founder of Soviet Union will be out of the range of any gun situated on the Finnish
territory. The Finns were however worried that the Germans will not hand over the Kola
Peninsula, a territory rich in mines and wood and that Eastern Karelia seemed bound to
remain under German administration49. These diplomatic dispatches prove once again that
despite the many similarities between Romania and Finland, differences also existed in
terms of domestic regime (dictatorship versus democracy), foreign policy goals and the
pursuit of these goals (influence versus autonomy).
Moreover, pursuing their national goals as defined by their elites, Romania and Finland
presented in a different light the meaning of their war. Repeatedly, the Finns emphasized
the local and “private” character of their war. The Romanian envoy to Helsinki reported
on August 30 that the Finns were attempting in their propaganda to treat gently both the
Swedes and the Russians. The mainstream opinion in Finland understood that their
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country will continue to neighbour Russia and Sweden and therefore rejected the mission
assigned to her by Germany of being the Great Power of the north. Commenting on a
conversation between Mannerheim and the Romanian military attaché Titus Gârbea,
Constantinide remarked that the Finnish Marshal was encouraging the Romanian Army to
continue its attacks on the heart of Russia while reserving the Finnish Army only for local
operations, in order to solely defend its limited interests. He concluded that “it is obvious
that the Finns want to leave options open for their future and preserve their army without
engaging it in actions that are not directly linked to their interests […]”50 The Romanian
envoy seems to have interpreted Finnish prudent behaviour coupled with the prompting to
Romania to strike against Russia in the sense of pulling someone’s chestnuts out of the fire.
Although Finland could not be won towards the German magnificent plans in the north,
the relations with Britain will go from crisis to crisis in the autumn of 1941 until the state
of war will be proclaimed between the two traditional partners. On September 22 the
British Government handed its Finnish counterpart a memoranda asking for immediate
ceasefire, withdrawal of the troops inside Finnish borders under the threat that unless these
conditions were fulfilled Britain might decide to declare war upon Finland. As correctly
interpreted by the Romanian envoy, the British memoranda could not but receive a
negative answer although, paradoxically, Finland was short of reaching its military
objectives51.
The Finnish reply frustrated British expectations, Anthony Eden complaining even that the
Finns were ungrateful for the British support during the Winter War. In fact, responding to
an interpellation in the Parliament, Eden had answered on October 1 that his government
has already addressed a warning to the Finnish government through the Norwegian
minister in Helsinki 52 . This warning stated that if the Finnish government persisted in
invading purely Russian territory, London will be forced to treat Finland as an open enemy,
not only during the war but also when peace will come to be made53. The Soviet envoy to
London was also putting pressure on the chief of British diplomacy to declare war on
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Finland, Hungary and Romania 54 . Eden emphasized that not only Britain but also the
United States will be disappointed of the Finnish answer55.
The United States joined in the effort to convince Finland to end the war against Soviet
Union. The Romanian charge d’affairs Brutus Coste reported from Washington that
according to a press declaration made by Cordell Hull on November 3, the US passed to
Finland a Soviet offer for opening up negotiations based on the returning by the Soviet
Union to Finland of the territories it had annexed in 1940 and that Finland had declined
the offer56. The American involvement persevered with the Finnish envoy being instructed
to declare to Helsinki that if Finland desired to keep American friendship it had to give
palpable proofs that it intended to cease its military operations and retreat its troops behind
the 1939 border. The American State Secretary noticed that Finland started its advance
against Murmansk and Archangelsk, two destinations of the American-British goods
supply for the USSR, and warned that were Finland not to comply with these requests, the
conclusion would be that either it had lost its independence or was simply pursuing the
war according to the will of its people. Hull’s intervention was subject to criticism in the
New York Times on the ground that Finland knew that the Germans were only one step
away from their house while the democracies were far away, unable to guarantee its
security57. The Finnish President was warned in a letter dated November 6 against the
advance of the Finnish troops behind the 1939 border58.
Constantinide was privy to the three memorandums handed over by the American envoy
to the Finnish President on October 27, 28 and 31. The Americans wanted the Finnish
military operations to be immediately stopped and requested Finland to provide guarantees
for the fact that it will retreat behind the 1939 borders. The Finnish military campaign side
by side with Germany was deemed a direct threat against the safety of the United States.
The US also warned that a Finnish action against the American deliveries for Russia will
entail immediate consequences. An urgent reply was expected from the Finnish
Government. The Romanian minister received information that the Finnish answer would
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reproduce in a very detailed form the ideas from the memorandum meant for the United
Kingdom. A rupture of the diplomatic relations between the two countries was not
considered unlikely to happen59. The memorandums puzzled the Finnish circles as to the
reasons which caused their deliverance to Helsinki. Three hypotheses emerged: its
delivery came at the instigation of the UK; at the request of the USSR; the most plausible
one was that it sprang from the US desire that the Finnish troops will not cut the railway
Murmansk-Leningrad, the only line of supply for the USSR after the harbour of
Archangelsk had become impracticable because of the ice60.
Constantinide estimated the impact of the British and American demarches on the
governmental circles as being “considerable”. Finland was attempting to avoid reaching
the state of war with the Anglo-Americans. This was a result of the belief of both the
Finnish Government and the public opinion that the war will end in a peace of
compromise and Finland’s interests would be best served if it avoided to be drawn in the
Great Powers war. Secondly, the Finns considered the possibility that the state of war with
the two Great Powers will affect on the long run its economic interests. The relations with
the two powers made it possible for Finland to build up an important wood and food
industry during the previous two decades. They had represented the best commercial
partners for Finnish products and their banks had granted advantageous credits to Finland
without any control being imposed upon these industries. Constantinide understood the
dilemma the Finnish authorities were facing in terms of economy and commerce: if
Finland is forced to cooperate primarily with the Germans, it will have to grow its capacity
of production to the upper limit in order to satisfy the Reich’s European needs. Its
production would not depend on its capitals or commercial calculations. Where capitals
lacked, Germany would come to its assistance but under German control. Germany would
demand the right of participating to benefits and take the control. This would inevitably
denationalize the Finnish capitals and lead to the control of the Finnish economy. This
perspective worried to the upmost the financial circles, especially when they compared it
with the ideal state of affairs which had previously permitted the rapid industrialization
and enrichment of the country. The Romanian minister appreciated that these worries of
the economic circles were influencing the politicians. A contributory factor in this respect
was the fact that the President, the PM and the Foreign Minister had previously been
Constantinide’s telegram no. 23/183 of 6.11.1941 to Mihai Antonescu, AMAE 71 Finlanda, vol. 13, pp.
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bankers who worked a good part of their life in the Anglo-American banks. Constantinide
concluded that while the Finnish loyal cooperation in the war against Russia was
safeguarded, the German economic methods and plans lacked any sympathy61.
Gradually, Romania and Finland’s relations with Britain were heading towards the state of
war prompted by Soviet Union. When the Finnish envoy in London Georg Gripenberg
reported that his Romanian colleague Viorel Virgil Tilea had decided to remain in London
as a private person, the Finnish diplomacy was interested in the reasons which determined
him to take such a step. Nevertheless, the fact that Tilea was condemned in contumacy at
heavy prison for not obeying the government’s orders to return to Romania, that he had all
his considerable fortune confiscated and his citizenship withdrawn proved the fact that
Tilea’s decision was in contradiction with his government’s orders62. Palin strongly denied
some assumptions according to which everything was a comedy orchestrated for the
Germans in order for the Romanians to maintain their relations with Britain. Moreover,
Marshal Antonescu’s determination to pursue a loyal policy towards Germany as well as
the categorical, bitter and offensive language of the Romanian press towards Britain
proved that the relations between the two parties had been severed. Palin anticipated,
however, the possibility that Tilea’s remaining on his own risks in Britain may be useful in
case Antonescu’s pro-Axis policy will prove to be a failure63.
The comprehension of the common interests of the two countries made the relation
between Romania and Finland develop very rapidly after the beginning of the Eastern
Campaign. M. Antonescu underlined in his instructions to the Romanian envoy in Helsinki
of October 6 the excellent cooperation and the concerted diplomatic action between the
two states. He requested the envoy to meet the Finnish Foreign Minister and reiterate
Romania’s desire to keep alive this uniform action in the Russian question and in the
territorial issues by reciprocally informing and supporting their programs and attempting
to reach a common point of view on all issues. The Romanian vice-PM again emphasized
that: “The action of constituting the northern respectively the southern wings of the
Russian border is imposed by the geography of our permanent interests”. The Romanian
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chief of diplomacy also informed his envoy that he had drafted a program in order to
hastily rocket up the Romanian propaganda in Finland. In addition to the political, cultural
and propaganda cooperation, M. Antonescu also envisaged the expansion of the economic
relations between the two countries. Romania had already placed orders of ammunition
and war materials in Finland and aimed at intensifying the commercial exchanges64.
In fact, the relation with Finland was part of M. Antonescu’s grand design by which he
tried to draw all resources of the European continent against Russia. Germany’s satellites
such as Slovakia, Croatia, the Reich’s informal allies such as Finland, Romania and
Hungary, the Vichy France were considered as being driven by a common interest in
achieving the Axis plans to bring about the defeat of Russia. For instance, at the end of
August M. Antonescu approached the French envoy Jacques Truelle with regard to what
he saw as the Slavic danger and the Russian imperialism. Antonescu pointed to Germany’s
superior military power but he did not avoid mentioning the great population reservoir at
Russian disposal. Therefore, he drew the conclusion that what was needed was a European
unified position so as the Russians would not again be able to confront Europe with a new
danger. Answering his concerns and proposals, Truelle pointed to the difficult situation of
his country pressed in-between Scylla and Carybda, namely the German occupation and
the British uncompromising attitude. Although accepting the fact that an anti-Russian
program was needed, Truelle did not answer to his interlocutor’s subtle suggestion and
even stressed out his opinion that the Balkan Slavs were to be compromised with.65 This
conversation made plain the rift between the two states in this regard which was partly a
result of geography. Situated in Western Europe, for France the two great powers
influencing its external environment were Germany and Britain, while Romania, situated
on the other edge of Europe, was marred by other scenarios. In this respect, political
geography was important, and while it divided the interests of Romania and the Vichy
France, it created the solidarity of the Romanian-Finnish relations.
In his instructions for Helsinki dictated on November 16th, M. Antonescu asked
Constantinide to approach the Finnish PM and Minister of Foreign Affairs. He advanced
to the Finnish officials the proposal of sorting out the common interests and issues for
peace as soon as possible and not leaving this action for the time of peace. He considered
that the two friendly governments had to find in cooperation the political and diplomatic
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solutions for future peace, as well as economic ways of collaboration. The Romanian vicePM transmitted his opinion that the small and lesser European states had to find common
formulas to prepare themselves for the time when the Great Powers would decide upon the
final terms of the peace. The Romanian official was particularly interested in concrete
forms of cooperation between the two countries66.
In the meantime, by September the Finnish troops had registered important military gains
marked by the liberation of the towns of Viipuri and Petroskoi, the reaching of Lake
Onega and the cutting off of the Murmansk railway. Thus, the Russian troops, still located
in Eastern Karelia, maintained their link with mainland Russia only through the strip of
land situated in-between Lake Onega and the White Sea. The Finnish war operations,
anticipated Constantinide, would be directed towards closing this connection and clearing
the ground of Soviet troops before reaching their final war objectives. Eventually, the
Finnish Army will adopt a defensive stand67. The frontline will remain stagnant during
November, but in December the Russians retreated from Hanko thus avoiding the turning
thereof into a new Gibraltar and allowing the numerous Finnish forces to be freed for
being used on the main front68.
When predicting the Finnish war intentions, Constantinide based his assumptions on
Väinö Tanner’s declarations of September 14, which he considered an accurate statement
of Finnish war objectives. The social-democratic leader underscored in his speech five
principles regarding the Finnish pursuit of war: Finland did not intend to conclude a
separate peace; this country struggled in a local and separate war, not a part of the war
among the great powers; the Finnish-Soviet war was a continuation of the Winter War; it
was only by chance in a brotherhood-in-arms relation with Germany; and as a democratic
state, it did not fight an ideological war against democracy. As the Romanian envoy
correctly understood it, the speech was released because it sought to deny the allegations
about a separate peace Finland was ready to conclude and to alleviate the fears of the
public opinion that the Finnish Army was going to fight a general war against Russia
whereby it might suffer additional casualties, hunger, sufferance and the loss of its
democratic edifice. Constantinide claimed in his reports that his discussions with German
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personalities made it clear that Germany accepted the Finnish war program and their
political democratic regime69.
Facing common challenges, Romania wanted to emphasize the common attitudes of the
two countries. Well-acquainted with Finnish position from the diplomatic reports,
Antonescu approached Palin in order to point out to the Romanian moderate political
behaviour and to ask for Finland as a brother-in-arms, showing sympathy to the fighting of
Romania70.
The Finns used every opportunity to stress out the separate character of their struggle,
parallel but not part of the Axis. The Anglo-American demarches and the prudence of the
government gave pace to rumours reported by Constantinide in his diplomatic dispatches
regarding alleged dissensions between Mannerheim, who wanted an energetic
continuation of the military operations, and the government willing to make all efforts to
stop the advance of the armies towards Murmansk and St. Petersburg in order not to
provoke the Western Powers 71 . Even the adherence to the Anticomintern Pact was
described by Finnish top officials up to foreign minister Witting as only the fulfilment of a
formality lacking any political or practical consequences. Nevertheless, Constantinide
anticipated that there were only a few possibilities that Finland will remain in this
“neutrality” vis-à-vis the Great Powers and sooner or later she will be forced to her regret
to choose sides 72 . When in September Roosevelt delivered a speech to the youth
conference by which he mixed Finland with the other allies of Germany that shed the
blood of their youth for Hitler’s ambitions, it was certainly unpleasant for the Finns who
for such a long time and with such insistence had stressed the separate character of their
struggle. The Finnish envoy to Bern Tapio Voionmaa, however, reported that despite this
affirmation, the Swiss press acknowledged the difference between the Finnish independent
struggle and the war between the Great Powers. The interest for Finland was still alive as
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well as the warm sympathy, while the attitude towards Hungary or Romania was cool. 73
This report thus contrasted the foreign policy lines of Finland and Romania, again
emphasizing Helsinki’s cautious, autonomous orientation.
The nature of the two countries’ relations with Germany was a matter of interest and
analysis for their diplomatic representatives. Palin was astonished by a speech of Manfred
von Killinger of October 1941 regarding the treatment of the German minority in Romania.
He noticed the uncovered way in which the Germans understood to support Antonescu and
to encourage the participation of the Romanians in the war. In tackling in his speech topics
such as the war, the economic relations between the two states, the oil and political issues,
von Killinger unveiledly interfered in the Romanian domestic life. The speech produced
bitterness in the opposition circles while the governmental circles assessed his statements
as reflecting the friendly feelings of the German envoy towards Romania.74 This was a
price Romania, as a small and lesser country, was compelled to pay for gaining influence
on the international arena. Palin’s surprise highlighted once more the differences between
the two countries’ choices in their foreign policy.
Despite some incongruence in their foreign policy lines, the two foreign ministries
continued to obey their gentlemen’s agreement regarding the reciprocal information and
cooperation as regards the developments taking place on the international arena. The
German government’s proposal of joining the Anti-Comintern Pact 75 was judged by
Finland and Romania according to their own interests, but they kept each other privy to
their decision-making process. Accordingly, Raoul Bossy reported on November 18th from
Berlin that his Finnish colleague had informed him on the fact that the Finnish
Government did not adopt a decision regarding this proposal, first made by Japan in the
summer. His Finnish colleague anticipated however that because the pact did not represent
a treaty of alliance but an anti-Bolshevik manifestation, it was hard for his government to
‘In such infortunate countries as Finland, Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania and Italy, whose governments have
found it necessary to submit to Hitler and to do his biddings, the quislings have organized youth movements
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refuse to do so. If the invitation would have regarded instead the adhesion to the Tripartite
Pact76 the Finnish envoy anticipated that his Government would have refused to accept it
as his country did not want to join a political constellation but to defend its own interests.
The Finnish envoy also quoted a German high official who pointed out to the difference
between Romanian and Finnish stands vis-à-vis Germany: “Finland fights for her borders
and her struggle is parallel with ours, while Romania fights for the common cause and we
struggle shoulder by shoulder the same war”77.
In the decision-making process for joining the Anti-Comintern Pact, M. Antonescu
insisted on being informed on the Finnish position before practically adhering to it due to
the fact that Germany had pointed out to him Finland’s acceptance of the German
invitation. The Romanian vice-PM was not very happy about German government’s
proposition78. Palin confirmed on November 22 on behalf of foreign minister Witting the
fact that his country had indeed agreed to adhere to the Anti-Comintern Pact. Palin also
conveyed his foreign minister’s wish to meet the Romanian vice-PM in Berlin and
approach in their conversation the international situation79.
The meeting between M. Antonescu and Witting, the only such high level summit between
the two states’ officials in the course of the war, took place on November 27th in Berlin
occasioned by the two countries’ adhering to the Anti-Comintern Pact. The conversation
of the two foreign ministers touched upon the international situation and on the relations
between the two states. A special attention was paid to the Romanian-Finnish concerted
attitude regarding Russia by means of which the two leaders of the diplomacies
emphasized their common stand. They referred to the initiative of M. Antonescu to get
closer to Finland after the Finnish-Soviet war broke out on June 25th. No new agreements
were reached during the discussion, but the two chiefs of diplomacies have clearly stated
their desire to intensify the political intimacy between their states, Witting pointing once
more to their identity of interests. Furthermore, the Finnish foreign minister highly
appreciated Palin’s efforts in this direction. Witting also pledged himself to provide M.
Antonescu with all the important Finnish data, information and decisions in order for the
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consultation with Romania to be able to generate a common viewpoint of the two
countries, regarding the territorial questions as well as the Russian issues. They also
pledged to remain loyal friends80.
On his return from Berlin, M. Antonescu invited Palin to the Foreign Ministry in order to
express his satisfaction in what the conversation with Witting was concerned. The vicePM also informed about his interviews with Hitler in which Finnish issues were
approached, with Hitler displaying a great deal of respect for Finland’s just cause and
assuring that all her desires in the new Europe will be fulfilled. Furthermore, Antonescu
spoke again about the parallelism between Romania and Finland81.
The Finnish joining the Pact took place without any enthusiasm being displayed by the
Finnish authorities, whereby the latter even underlined that this was a mere formality82. In
contrast, the Romanian press was more enthusiastic about the consolidation of the
Romanian-German relations as a result of this adherence.
The two states informed each other regarding their positions towards the British ultimatum
delivered to them. M. Antonescu tackled this issue with Palin on November 31st 83. A week
later Palin approached the foreign minister on the same issue underlining the similarity of
the responses of the two states to the British ultimatum84. According to his dispatch to
Helsinki, M. Antonescu read him during the interview a document according to which
Romania’s engagement in the war represented a defensive struggle against the Soviet
aggression that had started back in 1940. Romania’s request for Dniester as the eastern
border was once again stressed and it was this aim that made it impossible for the
Romanians to accede to British demands. The document accused Britain for not fulfilling
her extensive promises for guarantees85.
Britain’s war declaration against Finland, Romania and Hungary was the outcome of these
months of tensions. The war declaration against Finland was commented by the Romanian
press. Timpul published an article about the séance of annual closing of Eduskunta in
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which President Ryti had observed that the front with the Red Army had become calm and
that despite his country’s efforts to preserve peace Britain had declared war on Finland
and started a propaganda campaign against it. Ryti contrasted British attitude to that of
Germany, Italy and Hungary who, in a difficult alimentary situation, had granted a big
help to his country86.
The Japanese surprise attack on the American bases in the Pacific and the war declarations
of Axis countries against the US brought the greatest financial power of the world in the
war on the side of the UK and the USSR. If the Romanian and Finnish position as regards
the British ultimatums resembled to a large extent, their attitude in this respect differed.
Palin made it clear to M. Antonescu that there could be no agreement between Romania
and Finland in this respect as his country was not a signatory of the Tripartite Pact and
considered itself free from any obligations to this effect87.
The end of 1941 brought with it the halt of German offensive and the failure of the
Wehrmacht’s ambition to defeat the Soviet Union in a blitzkrieg. This fed the rumours that
Finland was suing for a separate peace. In order to convince the Romanian side of the
absurdity of these allegations, the Finnish envoy read in presence of M. Antonescu a
confidential note by means of which the Finnish President and his Foreign Minister
informed the Romanian Government that Finland had never taken into consideration the
idea of a separate peace. The note stated that Finland was prepared to adhere spiritually to
some of the European transformations. The country had joined the German struggle in
order to save her territory and existence and a struggle for honour only ends with a peace
of honour. The note also stressed that the action of concert between the two states
initiated by M. Antonescu and agreed upon by the two countries had remained as a
directive of the Finnish Government88.
Another issue of interest for the two countries was the plans for the 1942 military
campaign. Palin reported from Bucharest that in the aftermath of its bloody occupation of
Odessa89, Romania intended to demobilize round 30% of her existing forces, to continue
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taking part in the war with six brigades, while four-five divisions will remain as forces of
occupation over the Dniester. These troops supplemented the forces to be maintained at
the border with Hungary. Half of the effective was to be accorded supplementary
instructions with the help of the Germans in Moldova90. Indeed, the end of the campaign in
Odessa appeared to signal the end of the large-scale participation of the Romanian troops
on the eastern front. This was further augmented by the referendum organized by Marshal
Antonescu in October in which he asked the people’s opinion of his leadership91.
Given the shared interest of the two parties for their future military plans, an exchange of
views took place in Bucharest and Helsinki. M. Antonescu informed the Finns in the
second half of November of the Romanian government’s intention to stop taking part
alongside Germany in the campaign of further east. Yet he pointed out that though a
gradual demobilization of the army was envisaged – the demobilization of 200,000 men
had already taken place – the Romanian troops will remain as troops of occupation in the
regions of Transnistria and Odessa92. The Finnish Foreign Ministry also informed that the
Finnish intention was to return to the borders of 1939, a territory where it had already
introduced normal civil administration, whereas the captured territories over the former
border were maintained under military administration 93 . Mannerheim also answered to
Romanian preoccupations with the Finnish military future plans by letting Antonescu
know that the Finnish High Command intended, after the capture of St. Petersburg, to
discharge the recruits of the older age classes while the members of the younger age
classes will remain as troops of occupation94.
Conclusions
This study leads to two main conclusions. First, the relations between the two states
headed from the statute of “allies without alliance” relationship based on balance of
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power towards joint decision in some areas although these pledges were only partly
fulfilled due to undesirable war evolutions. The shift from balance of power towards joint
decision started in July with the action of concert proposed by M. Antonescu and speeded
in September by the Finnish final approval of the scheme. The impulse of cooperating on
these grounds came to Romania and Finland consented more or less enthusiastically. In
their main advocate M. Antonescu’s conception, the relations with Finland were part of a
grand design aimed at strengthening the influence and small and lesser states at the future
peace conference to be open in the aftermath of a German victory. His conception was
shared, at least insofar as the reconfiguration of Russian polity is concerned, by some of
the most influential members of the Finnish political elite such as President Ryti and
foreign minister Witting and by the envoy to Bucharest Palin. Nevertheless, the Finnish
side was generally more prudent in handling these issues, both due to the different political
regime and to some differences in the war strategies and aims of the two countries.

Alliance
Joint decision
Balance of power
Transitory cooperation

Fig. 2 Cooperation between Romania and Finland (1941)

Second, while both countries were facing the small and lesser powers dilemma by not
being capable to exercise influence on the international arena simultaneously maintaining
their autonomy of decision, Romania placed more emphasis on striving for influence and
Finland on aiming to maintain its autonomy. While Finland was mostly driven in her
pursuit of war by the desire to regain its lost territories and to shorten the frontier with
Russia in order to ease its defence, Romania’s strivings only partly overlapped with those
of the Nordic country. In addition to the reintegration of Bessarabia and Northern
Bucovina and to the occupation of Transnistria, Romania’s primary aim was the
reintegration of “the heart” of Romania, the part of Transylvania lost to Hungary with
Axis’ help. Only the main author of this decision, i.e. Germany, was considered capable of
reversing it, and therefore Bucharest wanted to influence Berlin in this regard. Hitler was
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aware of this and therefore he skilfully played Romania and Hungary against each other.
Moreover, as a democratic country with a larger measure of consensus, Hitler did not
possess such a lever against Finland as he did in the case of Romania where he maintained
the extreme right legionnaires in reserve in case the Romanian government failed to raise
to his expectations. Thus, Finland was able to avoid declaring war against the US as
opposed to Romania. Despite these differences, Finland also attempted to increase its
influence in Berlin and Romania to preserve its autonomy, but the emphasis is different.
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II.
Global Echoes

65 Years of Diplomatic, Economic and Cultural Relations between
Romania and China (1949-2014)
Petru APACHIŢEI

Abstract
2014 is the 65th anniversary of diplomatic, economic and cultural relations between
Romania and China. This event presents the opportunity to reflect on the stages that
have strengthened our friendship and mutual cooperation, especially now, when
China is taking its rightful place among the international assembly of nations. The
six and a half decades have been a complex journey, in which the two nations
decided to fully and consistently respect the principles which they have assumed
without hesitation, with mutually beneficial effects. Romanian-Chinese traditional
friendship should be the basis for strengthening these mutual feelings and the spirit
of cooperation between Romania and the Eastern Empire, one of the most prominent
actors in the economic and political international scene.
Introduction
It is universally known that, throughout history, the intensity and the nature of a State's
relations with other countries are influenced permanently and definitively by the
geographical, ethnic and religious factors, by the material and strategic interests, and not
least, by the subjective views of their leaders from a certain period. Despite the huge
distance that separates them and the pronounced differences in terms of objective data
about the territorial area and population size, historical events that have marked their
evolution, the language, the attitudes and different visions about the world and life,
Romanian ties with China have known surprising moments, with close collaboration and
mutual support on international and bilateral level.
The progress in the development of economic, social and cultural ties between the two
countries, as well as preparations for the coming reforms creates prerequisites for the
widest evolving of Sino-Romanian relations, for the benefit of both sides. Although the
political situation of Romania had many important changes in recent years, all the political
parties support this expanding of good relations with China, even if it's those ruling parties
or those in opposition. On the other hand, China, the Great Dragon is going through a
period of major transformation to improve its economy, rejuvenate its ancient culture and
stabilize the social welfare of its citizens. It is also open to expanding cooperation with all
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the countries of the world. 2014 will be the year to celebrate at official and institutional
levels the 65 years of the blossoming of diplomatic, economic and cultural relations
between Romania and China. In fact, Romania was the third country in the world to
recognize the birth of the People's Republic of China, on October 5, 1949 and established
diplomatic relations at ambassadorial level.
Beijing Foreign Studies University in Beijing, the only educational institution in China to
offer studies in the Romanian language, will mark this event by presenting some
remarkable moments and personalities, especially in the field of culture and education,
which have contributed to the development and strengthening of these ties. We therefore
dedicate in this paper an increased space on these two areas, using a simple mention of
several important elements in the sphere of political and diplomatic activity and economic
exchanges.
Romanian Studies on China - Romania relations
The great historian Nicolae Iorga was the first Romanian in the twentieth century to write
about Asian civilization, history and culture, especially about China, in his book War in
the Far East, 1905). Other professors wrote on the same topic: Mihai Negru – Aspects of
Chinese thought and civilization from its origins until today (1917), Vasilescu Nottara –
Across China from Shanghai to Beijing (1930), George Călinescu - I have been in New
China (1953), Ovidiu Drimba - World History and Eugen Barbu - Diary in China.
These above mentioned works were preceded by Moldavian chronicler notes, which
spread the first knowledge about China, to the three Romanian countries of Moldavia,
Wallachia and Transylvania in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries: Grigore Ureche Chronicle of Moldavia, Miron Costin – Chronicle of Moldavia from Aron Vodă until today,
Ion Neculce - Some words and by the interpretations of the scholars Costea from Şcheii
Braşovului - The story of how many countries and Kings are in the land of Asia and
Amfilohie from Hotin - Geography and history of China. Later, Nicolae Milescu Spătaru,
the first Romanian to arrive in China on May 20, 1676, leading a delegation from the
Russian Tsar Alexei Mikhailovich (1645-1676) to the Chinese emperor Kang Xi (16611722), wrote three books - Travel Diary in China, China description, Secret report - that
brought knowledge about China to Europe. Later, the scholar Constantin Cantacuzino
translated them into Romanian. After the year 2000, several previously confidential
political documents were made available to the public. In 2005, The Romanian-Chinese
relations, 1880-1974. Documents; in 2008 The Politics of Independence of Romania and
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Romanian-Chinese relations, 1880-1974. Documents. In 2004, Dan Cătănuş published
Between Beijing and Moscow: Romania and the Soviet - Chinese conflict.
The work of professor Ion Buzatu, History of Romania's relations with China from ancient
times until today is an important landmark in highlighting, with accuracy and objectivity,
of the evolution in the last century of the ties between Romania and “The Kingdom from
the middle of the world" – Zhongguo, as China is called. The description of the main
points of the history of the Romanian-Chinese relations in the twentieth century and their
prediction in the future is based on the research of old documents, some from the
Romanian archives (especially that of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs) and the analysis of
Chinese books and referenced studies in Romania, in China and in the West, as well as on
the basis of direct, personal experiences, acquired in the period of study at the Beida
University (Beijing Daxue) and nearly a decade of diplomatic activity, as Romanian
Ambassador in China.
Chinese and International Studies on China-Romania relations
Research on Sino-Romanian relations started as late as the 1970 and some work has been
done so far, though not much. While the Chinese researchers lay emphasis on the content
of the research topic, the Romanian side takes pride in their quantity and time range. In the
year of 1999, the Romania-Chinese Cultural Society compiled a collection of ChinaRomania in 300 Years to commemorate the establishment of the bilateral relations and so
far the third book has been published. Several chapters in the three-book collection by the
Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, called The diplomatic history of China has given the
description of Sino-Romanian relations in the 1950s-1970s. Since the 1960s, Europe and
America has produced many works on Romania, but never a book specifically aiming at
relations between China and Romania.
In 2009, the professor Liu Yong published China-Romania in 100 years (1880-1980), a
book based on his PhD dissertation, Sino-Romanian Relations: 1950s-1960s and makes
use of confidential documents that are newly publicized. It therefore has been recognized
as pioneer work and has awarded with Diploma of excellence from the Romanian
government. The Archive library affiliated with the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs
has been gradually publicizing its collection (1949-1965) since 2004, among which are
1100 books on or concerning Romania.
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Romanian literature in China
Relationships in the field of literature, an important part of cultural exchanges between
China and Romania, beginning with the process of reciprocal knowledge and bilateral
contacts, have expanded and deepened gradually, in the same time with the development
of the political, economic and cultural ties, between the two countries. The presence of
Romanian literature in China dates back almost a century. Its beginnings are around the
New Culture Movement in 1919, when in China appeared a volume of poetry popular
from Eastern Europe, which includes several Romanian ballads. In the `30s and `40s of the
last century, works of well-known Romanian writers like Ioan Slavici, Mihail Sadoveanu,
Victor Eftimiu and Panait Istrate were translated into Chinese. The story Love song, by
Mihail Sadoveanu, translated and published in 1935 by the great Chinese literary man, Sun
Xun, through the German language, was a special moment at this time.
For days after the proclamation of the People’s Republic of China, on October 1, 1949,
bilateral diplomatic relations were established between China and Romania and Romanian
literature began to be translated more and more systematically into the language of
Confucius. During the second half of the twentieth century, Romanian literature in China
had two periods of flowering.
The first period was between 1949 and 1966, when translations of Romanian literature
were made through Russian, English, French and German, because there were no
Romanian translators. Thanks to contributions of renowned interpreters of the old
generation such as Sun Yong, Ge Baoquan, Sun Wei and Zou Difan, Chinese readers were
able to enjoy with the works of great Romanian writers, poets and playwrights, such as
Mihai Eminescu, Costache Negruzzi, Ion Creangă, Ioan Slavici, Mihail Sadoveanu,
Zaharia Stancu, Aurel Baranga and Maria Banuş. The main works translated were Bad
grass by Aurel Baranga (1952), The Lost Letter of I. L. Caragiale (1953), The poor and
Ancuţa’s cellar by Mihail Sadoveanu (1955), Came a mill on the Siret River by Mihail
Sadoveanu (1959), The Bărăgan plain by Valerian Galan (1963), Selected poems by Maria
Banuş (1959).
During the second period, from the late 1970s until the end of the 20th century, many
direct translations from Romanian were more nuanced and closer to the original.
Obviously, it is impossible to mention all the editorial appearances during this period.
Some of the best were: Delirium by Marin Preda (1978), The water, by Alexandru Ivasiuc
(1980), Romanian Theater (anthology, 1981), A swing in the sky (an anthology of
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contemporary Romanian literature, 1983), The big break of Mircea Sântimbreanu (1983),
All sails up! by Radu Tudoran (1983), Selected Works – Mihail Sadoveanu (4 volumes,
1985), Ion, by Liviu Rebreanu (1987), Tudor Arghezi – Poems and pamphlets (1988),
Romanian fairy tales, stories and anecdotes (1991). A few prestigious specialized
periodicals such as “Universal literature”, “Yilin” (The Forest translation), “Foreign
Literature” also have published classics and contemporary works of Vasile Alecsandri,
Mihai Eminescu, Anton Holban, Vasile Voiculescu, Lucian Blaga, Geo Bogza, D. R.
Popescu, Mircea Eliade, N. Stănescu, Ana Blandiana and Adrian Păunescu.
Since the 1980s, there have been some dedicated Chinese researchers who investigated
Romanian literature: The History of Romanian Literature (1987) by Wang Minsheng,
Institute for World Literature of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Contemporary
Romanian Literature, by Professor Feng Zhichen, the Romanian language Department,
Beijing Foreign Studies University and Literary Sino-Romanian Relations, by professor
Ding Chao, the same prestigious University. Literary Sino-Romanian relations, the work
of professor Ding Chao, is a comprehensive monograph. The author has done a thorough
investigation, timing and a critical appreciation over the Romanian-Chinese relations in
the field of literature, featuring separate works, writers and translators and translations,
versions, editions, various aspects of translation and editing, as well as other forms of
literary exchanges between China and Romania.
Diplomatic relations. Economic exchanges
During their visits, the presidents of the two countries were given, by their statements, new
impulses and have created new perspectives of development of relations between Romania
and China. The Chinese president noted that many investment opportunities are available
by the rapid development of the two States and, in return, Romanian side strongly supports
the principle of a single China. In terms of economic relations, in 2003, they have attained
a volume of almost a billion dollars, which was achieved only in 1980. The People's
Republic of China's major firms are present in Romania, while others grasp the possibility
of that market, whether it is Chinese investment or trade. The visits of the various
departments and national organizations have become more frequent, at the forefront of
many events held the distinguished Mrs. Ambassador of the People's Republic of China to
Bucharest, Huo Yuzhen, good and old friend of the Romanian people.
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Cultural exchanges
A sustained activity in the field of cultural cooperation carries the two friendship
associations. The first is Romania-China Friendship Association, which is chaired by Dr.
Florea Dumitrescu, a good and old friend of the Chinese people, witness of the first stage
of reform and opening to the outside of China, former Romanian ambassador to China
between 1978 and 1983. He follows thoroughly China’s development, particularly the
major events taking place in the friend country and the stated purpose of the Association is
to inform Romanian society, to publicize knowledge and remarkable developments in
China. This association and its president owe the appearance of three volumes of the work
The fan of 10 thousands thoughts. Romania and China: three centuries of history (the last
volume appeared in 2011, to the 60th anniversary of the proclamation of the Republic of
China - October 1st, 2009 and the 60th anniversary of diplomatic relations between
Romania and China - October 5th, 2009). The volume is a monumental work, a result of
about a decade and a half of activity of the Association, reflecting, rich and nuanced, the
interest of about 140 Romanian and Chinese authors, in Romanian-Chinese friendship.
They presented facts or historical moments, interesting stories and their experiences,
noting with an exceptional passion traditional friendly relations and Sino- Romanian
cooperation.
The other association is called House Romania-China and was founded in 2011 as a new
start in relations of friendship between China and Romania. Association honorary
presidents are ex-presidents of Romania, Emil Constantinescu and Ion Iliescu, and among
its members are well known personalities like Nadia Comăneci, Gheorghe Hagi, Ilie
Năstase and also Viorel Isticioaia and Romulus Budura, sinologists, former Ambassadors
of Romania in Beijing with a rich and acknowledged activity. The association has
established subsidiaries/ branches in many cities and organizes specific activities based on
annual programs. Also in China, the radio station China International is broadcasting twice
weekly in Romanian, and those who are interested can check the website of the radio,
where they can find useful and interesting presentations and recordings of radio broadcasts.
The radio team enjoys the support of three Romanian journalists accredited in Beijing.
Education
Young Romanian students have expressed their desire to study the Chinese language and,
for this purpose, some major universities in Romania, both public (Bucharest, Iasi) and
private (University Spiru Haret and Christian University Dimitrie Cantemir) founded
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Chinese departments with a Chinese lecturer. At the University of Bucharest, the
Department of Chinese works in the Faculty of Foreign Languages, Department of
Oriental Languages and benefits from the expert advice of professor Florentina Vişan and
Luminita Bălan respectively, who successfully continue the work of the teacher Ileana
Hogea-Velişcu, a well known translator and author, the founder of sinology in Romania.
The Confucius Institute of China has opened 430 offices worldwide and offers 272 classes
in 116 countries, of which 94 institutes and 34 classes in Europe. The first Confucius
Institute was established in Romania in Sibiu, in 2007, when the city held the title partner
with Luxembourg as European Capital of Culture. The Institute was inaugurated in Sibiu
on November 18 at the University Lucian Blaga. Sibiu university partner is "Beijing
Language and Culture University". The main mission of the Confucius Institute of the
University Lucian Blaga in Sibiu is to strengthen educational cooperation between
Romania and China, supporting and promoting the development of Chinese language
learning programs and also strengthen mutual understanding between Romanians and
Chinese. The second Confucius Institute in Romania was opened in Cluj-Napoca, to the
Babeş-Bolyai University, in 2009. The partner is the University of Science and
Technology Zhejiang from Hangzhou. The activities of the two institutions is financially
supported by the Office of Chinese Language Council International (Hanban). In 2010, the
Confucius Class Deva opened Chinese language learning in the School of Art. The class is
coordinated by the Confucius Institute at the University Lucian Blaga Sibiu. In 2011, in
Constanţa was inaugurated Confucius Class Chinese language learning, in Ovidius
University. The class is coordinated by the Confucius Institute at the University Lucian
Blaga in Sibiu. In 2012, the Confucius Institute was inaugurated at Brașov in Transylvania
University. Confucius Institute Transilvania University of Brașov is the result of
cooperation with Jianzju University in Shenyang, China.
The aim of future generation is to strengthen Sino-Romanian ties of friendship. A bilateral
agreement between the Romanian and Chinese ministries of education enables Chinese
students from Beijing Foreign Studies University, Romanian language department, to
study one year in Romania. In the summer of 2013, for the first time after 2009, following
the approaches taken by the Romanian lecturer and with the support of the educational
advisers of the two Embassies and specialized services in the Ministry of National
Education in Bucharest, four Chinese students participated, for three weeks, to Summer
School in Constanta, an occasion in addition to complete their impressions about Romania.
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As a lecturer in Romanian language at Beijing Foreign Studies University, I have
frequently participated at the activities at the Embassy of Romania, with my students. The
last of these events was the Open Day at the Romanian Embassy in Beijing, the true
celebration of Romanian spirit in Asian geographic and cultural space. As every year, we
met here Romanian and Chinese officials as well as representatives of the other embassies,
an opportunity to strengthen mutual agreements and friendly relations of Romania with
other nations. As recognition of the contribution to promoting Romanian language, culture
and civilization in the "The Empire in the middle of the world", were invited too, as
always, members of the Romanian Language cathedra at the University of Foreign Studies:
three Chinese teachers and the Romanian lecturer. This year, they were accompanied by
their students, who had the opportunity to admire Romanian costumes, painted eggs,
traditional carpets, Romanian paintings, to listen to the speech of His Excellency, DoruRomulus Costea highlighting the importance of the day of May 10th in Romanian history
and the significance of the Romanian Easter symbols and to taste wines and traditional
Romanian cuisine. That was an opportunity for the students enrolled in the language of
Eminescu, to meet the Romanians residents in Beijing and broaden their horizons of
knowledge on culture, civilization and history of the Romanian people. The students have
even made friends among Romanian young people studying in Beijing, communicated
with Romanian journalists from the Romanian language department at China Radio
International and received a message of encouragement and appreciation from the
Ambassador. Moreover, all interlocutors were impressed by their level of proficiency in
Romanian.
Also, because 1st of December is National Day of Romania, this is a festive occasion for
Romanians within and out of the Romanian borders and for those studying Romanian
language, being an occasion to promote culture, national character and knowledge of
national history. Beijing Foreign Studies University is marking this moment with the
students of the Romanian department and usually activity included three moments. At the
preparation stage, we bought materials and made the national flag for all participants
(students from second year, current and former Chinese teachers from the Romanian
Department, the Romanian lecturer, other guests). Also was conceived the project and
were collected written and audio-visual materials. There was also a presentation of
significant historical data, the message from the Romanian Ambassador in Beijing, His
Excellency Doru-Romulus Costea, watching the military parade in Bucharest and other
cities, Romanian folk dances, national television broadcast about how Romanians
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celebrate this day. The classroom is equipped with projectors and audio-equipment and
this contributed to the success of the activity. To ensure interactivity, interventions were
requested by guests and students, who danced the Union dance and executed Romanian
traditional dance steps.
Working in an educational institution with such multi- and intercultural openness, I
consider myself as being a messenger of my own culture on Asian continent. So that at
Beijing Foreign Studies University, the project "Intercultural Dialogues", on April 25th
2013, was dedicated to Romania, the fourth event in this year of the presentation of a
foreign country by the its lecturer. The work was organized with support from the
International Service within this institution of higher education, the most prestigious in
China in the field of language learning. The title of this presentation was Romania, today
and the Romanian lecturer made a broad and comprehensive overview of what is Romania
in Europe and the world, referring to the natural beauty, history, traditions, culture and
notable achievements in various fields of Romanian art, complementing exposure to a
significant number of attractive and relevant materials. The 90 minutes affected for the
presentation in English were followed by a remarkable number of questions from the
audience, dozens of students and Chinese teachers and foreign lecturers from 27 European
countries, the U.S. and Thailand. Among attendees, the chief of the Romanian language
and literature department, professor Pang Jiyang and the moderator of activity was
Professor Ke Jing, deputy dean of the Faculty of European Languages and Cultures.
The presentation was attended by Dan Tomozei, journalist at China Radio International,
which highlighted, in an article published on the radio website and on the personal blog,
the appropriateness and usefulness of the moment, in the sense of showing that the human
relations understands the need for communication, networking and continued friendship
relations of Romania with China. The journalist had the opportunity to get to know some
of the students and was surprised by the level and accuracy of using a lesser known
language such as Romanian, but with a considerable culture. Because the event was in the
vicinity of the Easter holidays and the presentation included the specific Romanian
traditions for this moment, the organizers provided painted eggs to the audience. At the
end of the presentation, those present appreciated its quality, consistency and interactivity
of exposure, considering that they were not overlooked specific aspects of social life or
many of the general problems of the contemporary world.
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Conclusions
We Romanians believe that relations with the People's Republic of China should be of
prime importance, because it has the largest population in the world, the faster growing
economy and will soon become the greatest economic power. It also has an important role
in the stabilizing of international organizations.
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Cities beyond Cities
Reflections on Indo-Romanian Eclecticism
Ovidiu IVANCU

Abstract
Herta Muller, Literature Nobel Prize Winner for 2009, describing her own attitude
before going to the city, stated: “When one does not have the habit of speaking to
people in one`s proximity, one does not need to get used to thinking in words. There
is an inner attitude here [in the village] which in cities can be found only in dahlias,
not in people”. Silence, possible in traditional villages, a world where everyday life
contained and pertained a set of fixed, immutable, rituals is not possible and feasible
in the city, where an important part of one`s existence depended and still depends on
social skills, impossible to imagine in the absence of verbal communication.
Consequently, in my opinion, the major mutation faced by human beings all over the
globe initially, when confronted to the reality of the city, was the imperative
necessity to develop social skills through verbal discourse, mainly because “we
become the frontiers we cross” (Salman Rushdie). This process predates politics; it
predates industrialization, capitalism, communism, colonialism, post colonialism
democracy. As for the appearance of the cities, the subject is still under debate. Paul
Bairoch 1 thinks that the first urban settlement appeared after the Neolithic
Revolution, when the development of agriculture made possible the existence of
settlements relatively heavily populated. No matter how we define the urban and the
rural, a constant remains: while the townsman was primordially facing the challenge
of accommodating himself to the constraints of living in the middle of human beings
highly diversified in identity, scope and, later on, social strata, the village man lived
among a more monolithic social environment (traditionally, the villages contained a
small number of families). An analysis on such a basis, applicable on nowadays
reality, is definitely flawed and not sustainable. World nowadays contains a much
highly heterogeneous reality: we have slums and peripheries inside the city and
urban life in village, we have metropolis, towns, village towns. However, the present
paper aims to discuss not the consequences of the appearance and development of
the city, but mainly the beginning of things, the primordial change (still traceable in
contemporary literature) which took place when Man was forced, facing the urban
reality, to develop social skills and, through them, discourse, language, literature.
Does still literature preserve some of these initial mental displacements?
When looking out of the window of a sky scraper in Singapore or Hong Kong, nowadays
one can see surreal fly-overs, a strikingly amazing number of cars, 3D cinemas, and
people queuing for taking the next metro, which often runs above the street. In Delhi,
within one day, the traveller witnesses the remarkable urban space of Gurgaon and the
1

In Cities and Economic Development: From the Dawn of History to the Present. Chicago, University of
Chicago Press, 1988.
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totally unremarkable reality of the slums. In Singapore, there is a neighbourhood called
“Little India” and, of course, a China town. In Kuala Lumpur, one walks across the zebra
in a middle of a crowd where a woman wears burka, another one a miniskirt, where a man
in a suit, working for a big corporation is followed by a youngster, a Green Peace activist
or anti-globalization supporter. In Tokyo, the urban jungle of Shibuya neighbourhood,
with its teenagers wearing the outfit of Japanese animes is counter-balanced by Ueno Park
with its temples. One could go on like this forever. The 21st century metropolis has such a
complex identity that it has ended up, in many cases, by being shaped in such a way to
prevent the clashes of identities by cultivating modern concepts like tolerance, political
correctness, multiculturalism, globalization and so on. As Henri Lefebvre puts it, in his
book, The Production of Space: “urban space gathers crowds, products in the markets, acts
and symbols. It concentrates all these, and accumulates them. To say 'urban space' is to say
centre and centrality, and it does not matter whether these are actual or merely possible,
saturated, broken up or under fire, for we are speaking here of a dialectical centrality”.
The urban space is merely one which accommodates diversity, in all its various
manifestations. Many of the cities today contain a multitude of social, ethnical, political,
economic layers either inter-acting or opposing each other in such a random way that, by
focusing on understanding or deciphering them, one feels irremediably lost. If to all that
we add the hybrid identity which Homi Bhaba talks about in his book Location of Culture
and the fluidity of the periphery, which often replaces or “contaminates” the center, then,
in front of us, we have the entire panoply of insurmountable difficulties which a researcher
faces when discussing cities and their identity paradigms. Precisely because of this, my
analysis on the city and literature has to go back in time, searching for a more solid ground,
where a necessary systematization can be operated with the assumed purpose of discussing
about the mechanisms which altered, redefined and reshaped the human-mind setting. If
nowadays we travel comfortably in huge iron-birds, which we call planes or move from a
floor to another in glass-cages named elevators, we might have the natural tendency to
consider our comfort technology has being something familiar and even surrender to it as
being a reality so mundane that it is beyond questioning or debate. In reality, behind any
urban nature hides at least one ancestor who, at one moment in time, considered the city to
be an alien. An ancestor for whom the banal escalators or the crowded intersections, with
their traffic lights and the surreal number of four-wheels vehicles must have seemed
alienating, disturbing and confusing.
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Consequently, I will discuss the displacement one feels when initially moving from a
traditional village to the city and the way this displacement is reflected in literature. The
interest of the analysis might arise from the necessity of understanding how we, as human
beings, deal with disrupture and which are the reactions to the fracture we face when
needing to cope with a kind of reality which we have not been prepared for. The question
which I find challenging to give an answer to is the following: what is essentially changed
when a human being trades his or her identity as a villager for an identity as a cityman? Of
course, there can be as many answers as there are individuals, but, beyond or in spite of
this, a pattern can also be identified.
Before a person adapts to an urban reality, there is an in-between identity problem, a
moment which, though extremely intense, does not last too long. It is the precise moment
when the individual establishes the initial contact with the city. In Aravind Adiga`s novel,
Between the Assassinations, a rickshaw puller (Chenayya) recollects his memories when
first facing the city as follows: “The realization came to him now, that the first day in a
city was destined to be the best: you had already been expelled from paradise, the moment
you walk into the city”. In the same novel, two brothers come to the city, hoping for a
better life. One of them describes his first impressions: “Two cycles swerved around him,
nearly running over his feet; in every direction, cycles, autorickshaws, cars, threatened to
crush his toes” (Adiga, 2009, p. 113).
Herta Müller, the Literature Nobel Prize Winner in 2009, depicts her experience in The
King Bends and Kills. For her, the essential difference between rural and urban realities
stays in the way she is forced to use language. While in the village, the routine and the
daily rituals are commonly known, accepted and strictly followed, in the urban jungle she
has to verbalize more. Silence is no longer possible. “When one does not have the habit of
speaking to people in one`s proximity, one does not need to get used to thinking in words.
There is an inner attitude here [in the village] which in cities can be found only in dahlias,
not in people”. Silence is here a metaphor for a sort of familiarity which allows villagers to
identify problems, solutions and human behaviours based on patterns or/and routine. Even
today, you walk down the main street of a Romanian village and you do not have to be too
perspicacious to notice that everyone and everything has a place and a role in the
community. Often, in these villages everyone greets everyone, and even the outsiders are
greeted.
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In Tarun Tejpal`s dystopia The Valley of Masks, the main character, brought up in a
secluded, orthodox community, venerating a deity called Aum and following strict rules,
escapes his world, although knowing that in the end he will pay for this gesture with his
own life. He recollects his first memories of the new city he was settling in as follows:
“There is so much music in this place that I have come to […]. It flows out of houses and
it beats out from shops, it envelops the carts of street vendors and it fills out cars […].
Coming from a country of deep silences I am constantly aware of it. Men here move
through it as if it did not exist, or take it for granted like the trees and the air”. We have
here the same antinomy silence vs. noise, but, also an interesting way of perceiving the
city with the mind-setting of an individual not belonging to it. The music, at whose
omnipresence the character is amazed, equates with the presence of a more familiar
universe, defined by trees and air. The need for a parallelism with something familiar is
the only way of making sense of the new reality.
Out of many, I mentioned just three different depictions, three different writers, three
different experiences, but nevertheless one constant: the noise of the city, the annihilation
of the old self by a new one, which is built around the concept of “social skills”. As silence
stands for an ancestral, undisputed order and hierarchy in the village, the noise of the city
signifies the aggression of a universe where the main tension is generated by a paradox:
although accommodating numerically important communities, the city establishes among
them relations based on the assumption that the interaction can be minimally invasive,
formatted, defined in a set of social rules with a high degree of complexity. Octavian Paler,
a Romanian writer and journalist, remembers his first journey out of Lisa (a small village
in Transylvania) to Bucharest (the Romanian capital) as if travelling in time for centuries.
In his own village, the child had not seen any movie, any Christmas tree and, as he
confesses, he had not known the meaning of half the words used in the city.
We have the same recurrent theme: the inability of verbalisation in a new topos, one in
which the subtlety of language is meant to denominate objects and processes which have
been absent in the traditional village. It would be superfluous to assume that we are facing
here a minor, linguistic problem. The usage of words and the richness of the personal
vocabulary can be relatively easily surpassed. What remains is the amazement of one
having to name things which one cannot mentally indentify and get accustomed to. To
describe it, I would use an allegory from Jose Saramago`s book, Blindness. In an
anonymous city, a mysterious epidemic of blindness, forces all the characters to achieve
new skills, to try to transgress everything which was coined before and taken for granted
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in order to survive. It is a classical process of adjustment, with the one and only major
difference that it has to be done suddenly, with such an aggressive speed that the mind
does not even have the slightest chance to process. The blindness Octavian Paler and the
other characters quoted here have to face, expressed as a complete reshape of an entire
inner universe, is the discomfort of not possessing the code which allows understanding
and interaction.
The reality of the city forces the human mind, not accustomed to it, to incorporate a social
universe which demands constant attention in order to decipher a never-ending Brownian
motion in which one, in order to function as expected, needs to see patterns. But, and now
the difficulty increases, the patterns which are to be decoded should coincide or be
coherent with the general pattern of the city. Otherwise, the individual is trapped inside his
own way of sense-making, like Maximillian Cohen, the main character from Pi, a movie
directed by Darren Aronofsky. He is a brilliant mathematician who is able to see the world
around him as a succession of numbers and formulas, but fails constantly in decoding the
social pattern of the same world he lives in. The code or the language of the city is the first
manifestation, the primary symptom of the displacement as described in the examples
quoted above.
After the need to achieve the language of the city, there is another one, not less aggressive
and confusing: to make sense of distances. The urban space expends to a point when it
alters and gets to incorporate a multitude of non-places, as Marc Augé would call them. In
his book, published in 1995, Non-places: Introduction to an Anthropology of
Supermodernity, the French anthropologist coins the notion of non-place, referring to
transitory places with transitory identities like the airport, the supermarket, the cinema hall
or the escalators. While the village condenses in a small number of topoi, the whole social
activity of the community, the city demands from its inhabitants an adequacy to a
multitude of social situations. Going to a bar, taking the cab, following the traffic rules,
filing a complaint in a police station, using the escalators – although they all seem for most
of us small, petty, everyday, implicit gestures, at the same time they all involve a
predefined understanding in the absence of which the social life is significantly altered.
The memory of a non-place helps one to have the adequate and comforting attitude
towards it while the absence of such a memory generates a displacement. Aristotle states
in On Memory and Reminiscence: “[…] to remember the future is not possible, but this is
an object of opinion or expectation (and indeed there might be actually a science of
expectation, like that of divination, in which some believe); nor is there memory of the
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present, but only sense-perception. For by the latter we know not the future, nor the past,
but the present only. But memory relates to the past”. In this sense, we have to picture the
disruption of one facing, for the first time, the urban jungle imagining the men from
Plato`s cave; the references of their memory, in relation with the past, do not help them to
orientate themselves outside the cave.
In the city, the existence of distances, as related to memory, brings us back to the
Aristotelian paradigm. So that for one to be socially apt, the urban space requires from him
or her a complicated mechanism of identifying and interpreting the architecture coherently,
the streets, the pedestrian crossings, the cycling trails and so on. It is, after all, a mimetic
mechanism, but nevertheless, when one is suddenly confronted with it, with no tools for
deciphering it, the initial impact is far more complex than the simple idea of an individual
lost in a metropolis would make us believe. Balram Halwai, the main character from
Aravind Adiga’s The White Tiger, born in a village in Bihar, becomes a driver in Delhi.
His perspective of the vastness and chaos, though specific, referring to New Delhi, is
relevant for the process I am describing: “Every road in Delhi has a name […]. And no
one, masters or servants, knows the name of the road. You ask someone, `Where is
Nikolai Copernicus Marg?` And he could be a man who lived on Nikolai Copernicus
Marg his whole life, and he`ll open his mouth and say, `Hahn?` Or he`ll say `Straight
ahead and turn left`, even though he has no idea. And all the roads look the same, all of
them go around and around grassy circles in which men are sleeping or eating or playing
cards, and then four roads shoot off from the grassy circle where men are sleeping or
playing cards, and then four more roads go off from it”2.
No wonder the city is associated, in many various cultures, with the concept of alterity or
otherness. An important part of the nationalistic public speech creates a dichotomy,
periodically reactivated: the village is seen as a metaphor of a spiritual Golden Age of the
nation while the city is corrupted by cosmopolitism and, later on, by industrialization,
multiculturalism or globalization. The nationalistic discourse, developed fully in the
century called in Europe the century of nations (19th century), embedded in its theoretical
approach the idea that the core of the nation lay among fields, crops and traditions.
Nowadays, one is so used to this idea that one barely asks why. Firstly, the village came
into being first and in our culture we often associate the idea of purity with the idea of
primordiality. Secondly, as Rabindranath Tagore states in his essay on Nationalism, the
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nationalistic ideology feeds itself on the presupposition that going back to our roots and
ancestors will give us a strong sense of belonging: “We never dream of blaming our social
inadequacy as the origin of our present helplessness, for we have accepted as the creed of
our nationalism that this social system has been perfected for all time to come by our
ancestors who had the superhuman vision of all eternity, and supernatural power for
making infinite provision for future ages”.
Nevertheless, there is another paradigm which allows us to decipher the pre-eminence of
the village, both in the Romantic imaginary and the nationalistic discourse: the myth of the
peaceful co-existence between Man and Nature, the myth of purity. While in the village,
as both bucolic poets and nationalists seem to suggest, the human being is in agreement
with Nature, obeying and following its laws, in the city, Nature is subjugated, coerced to
feed and serve the human needs. An interesting depiction of Nature`s unstoppable force
appears in Ben Okri`s novel, The Famished Road. A wild party in the village turns into a
violent carnage, with drunkards fighting and crowds shouting, threatening and yelling.
When the climax is reached, something happens; the only thing which could possibly stop
the bloodbath: “It was not the tragedy of the night that dispersed everyone. It was the rain.
The thugs fought themselves right through different strata of time. The soldiers left as a
group […]. The tramps […], the people who had turned up to hail their new hero, the
wretched and the curious, were all washed away by the gentle flood”3.
The idealization of the rural space seems to be an intellectual, almost ideological and
political, by-design construct, a concept which imposes itself forcibly, graciously ignoring
the village and its realities. Whoever reads today Godan (Premchand), The Peasants (a
novel by the Polish Nobel Prize laureate, Wladislaw Reymont) or the Romanian novel The
Uprising (by Liviu Rebreanu), easily notices the roughness of the rural reality, its
cynicism and its randomness. Romania, when it came to being in its modern shape (1859,
1918) was, mostly, a rural country. The cities, not many in number, were a heterogeneous
mixture of ethnicities and religions. Jews and Hungarians, Armenians and Bulgarians,
Turks and Germans, all sharing the same urban space. Consequently, when the
nationalistic time arose, people being preoccupied with defining the nation in terms of
ethnicity, the city became a target. It became a shelter for corruption (in the sense of
alterity), a threat for the national identity. A mass production of Romanian literature,
ideologically rooted, started creating a typological literary character: the villager, with his
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or her sense of decency and duty, with his or her strong ethics, with his or her “healthy
thinking” vs. the cityperson with his or her petty intellectual dramas, with his or her
depravity and indulgences. The tendency was counterbalanced by the appearance of what
in Romanian literature is called modernism. Although modernism rehabilitated the city,
even now one of the strongest nationalistic myths remains the purity of the village vs. the
decadence of the city. The Romanian example might be a particular one, but I dare say, not
a singular one.
The bucolic space, the rural landscape, the forest with its twittering birds, the village
covered in snow during winter, with its smoky chimneys hardly visible from the distance,
the fields and the crops, the shepherds and their yearly transhumance, the mountain rivers
and its fish swimming undisturbed by the human presence, the patriarchal communities
where lived the old and wise, the village with its strict hierarchy, the peasants with their
traditional costumes were all, and for many centuries, the main texture of literature. Not
many would have conceived that the background for a literary love story can be, let us say,
instead of a beautiful lake in a mountain, an elevator cabin stuck somewhere between the
51st and the 52nd floor of the Empire State Building. Nevertheless, in spite of being
constantly depicted as a sanctuary for alterity, the city claimed for itself a status which
nowadays is more and more acknowledged and assumed. Many of those who idealize the
rural space today do it from in front of a laptop. They use a Wi-Fi connection to post on
their blogs various texts in which they demonize modernity, technology and the city itself.
The nationalists deliver their speeches about how perverted the urban space is as compared
to the rural one from inside a television studio, revising and rehearsing their speeches in a
plane, flying over the Oceans, the rivers and the lakes they idealize; the poets write their
texts about the mirage of Nature, the beauty of the forest using a sheet a paper which was,
not long before, part of a tree.
Modernism and postmodernism, the post-culture, as the term was coined by George
Steiner, have all imbedded the reality of the city in them. The displacement I was
discussing and analyzing transgresses and eventually comes to terms with the urban space,
which has the ability of incorporating even the attitudes against it. The power of the city,
the dreams it feeds, the greed it encourages, the way in which it unfolds so as to cover,
accommodate and allow cultural tension – they all come from the tolerance it has towards
chaos. Once the order is established in one chaotic paradigm, a counter-chaos is arising
precisely in the core of the newly achieved order; once the centre feels settled and strong,
the periphery invades it, claiming the status of the center, contaminating it until it
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completely reshapes it or replacing it just so as to be itself replaced by another periphery.
Life which pulsates in the city is not a coherent, monolithic, predictable axiom, but just a
never-ending and fertile dialectic; a dialectic which I like to describe and to think about as
a manifestation of a city beyond a city beyond a city beyond a city…
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Do Comrades Prefer Blondes?
Marilyn Monroe in Communist Romania
Victor-Tudor ROŞU

Abstract
The present article is a close-up of communism in Romania from the point the view
of representing American starlet Marilyn Monroe, throughout the Proletkult decades.
The corpus investigated here comprises newspaper articles, magazines, almanacs
that debate the actress’s biography and career and, additionally, her presence on the
big screen is taken into consideration. Furthermore, in terms of methodology the
article attempts a broader contextualization, by linking direct information to
coordinates of historical evolution. Marilyn Monroe’s image has meant for Romania,
as it has everywhere else in the world, a pattern of American society, of the
“American Dream”; one that the rhetoric of the time has exploited in terms of certain
theses specific for that period: the idea of capitalism in decay, the anxiety of man,
the unhinging libertinism of young generations etc. Both simple and complex, with
plentiful tragic shades, the American celebrity’s biography offered a solid ground for
generating a coherent mythology, with a customizable configuration. The blame for
this individual “failure” is, in this context, transferred upon the community, upon an
“antiquated” society, one that is antagonistic to the materialist-dialectic new world,
which has, allegedly, cultivated real, humane values, that offer individual protection,
including from the individual himself. The American values system, moral values in
this case, would have quenched the development of an individual who is disoriented
and suffocated by ideas and courses that damage the ego. In addition to this, the
article analyzes the specific traits of the Marilyn-myth compared to the imaginary
developed around other American stars of the time, by establishing what particular
nuances this myth has and what the general coordinates are for interpreting
America’s image through its celebrities.
Introduction
Such a subject may still seem a niche topic from a historiographical perspective. Yet,
historical writing feels now, perhaps more than ever, a need to problematize, a need for
novelty. It ultimately feels a desire to produce texts that would actually be read, it
demands power to overcome the constraints of this profession. The milestone for the new
historiography must (or should) be represented by the broad array of topics, which can
enrich the field of historical investigation, but without placing the connection and
contextualization of new subjects in a secondary plane. The blockade that is inherently set
up by the exclusivity of classical themes triggers the repression of the conceptual
apparatus. This apparatus risks becoming repellent and not finding the appropriate formula
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for the aggregation of small events in complex macrostructures. The small events,
processes and historical concepts have no other way of surviving a system which excludes
them, no way of making the object of discourse representation in historical narrative.
However, the “dictatorship” of classic subjects together with the rigid epistemological
apparatus it warrants, determine, by rejecting innovation, the remission of the poetic
element from historical writing into discourse. We can see the effects thereof in the
numerous studies, analyses of new subjects – which are promising in their essence, but
through old approach methods and especially, through the perpetuation of antiquated
attitudes, are fading against time and against historical writing. Unquestionably, history as
a macro-concept will never pass away, but there is a risk for it to perish as a guild. The
result of new historical writing should, in the end, be able to change the fundament of the
problem, namely historic representation and attitude towards the past. To sum up, the
chance of historical writing is thematic and conceptual enrichment, which would impose
through its nature, the re-mapping of epistemological structures. More permissiveness is
necessary, lightness in the approach even; less tension, less prejudice, more questions,
more reason and more playfulness at the same time.
The Marilyn Myth
A myth was build around Marilyn - a modern one, the natural product of a modern society.
And the modern myth fulfils the etiological function just as well as the classic myth. The
Universe built around Marilyn has generated complex symbols, with images, phenomena
and paradigms especially associated to the mutations taking place in the American society
and daily life. The starlet herself was often perceived as an America representative.
For America, the Marilyn mythology molded wonderfully onto an age of creating beauty,
specifically onto the creation of a new imaginary for beauty, together with the
accompanying elements - tenderness, desire, sexuality and eroticism, then with a new
sense of freedom, madness, frenzy and chaos. Beauty, feminine beauty especially, was
changed according to new standards and that compilation of mediums carried through
image, that mundus imaginalis grew and „democratized”. Televisions, cinema, general and
the more and more specialized magazines, generate a different kind of imagery – more
direct, more numerous, more accessible, closer to public taste and one that shapes public
perception of beauty.
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Romanian climate and the comparison to Western trends
Even though, on the one hand, this imagery generating complex, developed in Romania
after 1950, at least through the generalized radiofication of the entire country, the launch
of national television, the increase in the number of cinemas etc., on the other hand its
“production” is limited by the barriers of the political system. The social and cultural
trends emerging in the West after the war, were met in Romania by an antagonistic regime,
with maximum reluctance, especially during the `50s and less so in the following decades.
Everything related to the United States is associated in one way or another, during the
Stalinism decade, to the concept of „capitalism in decay”. If, for example around 19501953, the news condemn American imperialism with unprecedented virulence, cinema
boycotts American films entirely. On the path of glorifying „the revival of proletarian
literature”, the new local logos, through its cultural apparatchiks „condemned” with
„proletarian anger” the phenomenon generically called „existentialism” – considered the
backbone of Western society, along with its contiguous movements: existentialist
humanism, nadaism, individualism, the belief of man’s engagement in his own life,
„whose image he would draw, and then nothing would exist beyond this image”, or the
belief that „there is no other love except the one made in itself, and no other possibility of
loving beyond the one manifested in love”1.
Yet the „law” and climate influencing the new „bourgeois youth” led - in the spirit of an
ideology animated by the concepts „progress, motherland, people” – to an overwhelmed
modern man, to the loss of self, to anxiety, anguish, fear, the absence of hope and boredom.
Western youth appeared reprehensibly libertine, unbalanced and anxious, animalized by a
mechanistic society; a generation who did not appear to be as guilty as the one preceding it,
who bequeathed a world of false values, a world powerless in the face of a catastrophic
march of fascism and war. Thus, manifestations from various domains and segments of
capitalist society were, often thoughtlessly, subordinated to this logos of downfall.
“Just like a window of 5th Avenue, official America of today has every
condemned scrap: colonialism, racism, obscurantism, terrorism – on an electric
chair, under the robe of the Ku Klux Klan, in the fire of slanders and
encroachments of the John Birch society, or in front of fascist maces of the
Minuteman battalion. And additionally, as promoted politics, the twice absurd
claim – as it comes after being set forth by Hitler– of destroying the communist
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movement [...]. Still, the eyes of conscience in the USA have started opening
towards the abyss America is heading into”2.
A representative image to portray the climate of this era is the way in which ideology
relates to sexuality. Mentalities associated to sexuality have generally had a peculiar
structure in communism. They sketched a register of equally shy and grey attitudes,
dominated by prude, monogamous, utilitarian and medical representations. Overall, even
though explicit phrasings were avoided, the image of sex in that period of time is that of
necessary, tolerated, often taboo evil3. “Still, intricate is the era in which rational beings
prepare to get to know their galaxy, but the revelation of their own body can still make a
show. And what an extravagant show that is, a shocking, confusing one”4. Still, Marilyn
was more than just an image of sexuality.
The starlet’s image
Between the `50s - `80s in Romania, as the representative of a system, Marilyn Monroe
was subject to a logos mainly directed against the system it stood for. Every article with a
biographic or artistic content in the local mass-media basically became an opportunity to
„condemn” the American values system.
In the `50s the press rarely paid any attention to these types of topics. In fact, there were
no specialized publications who could have discussed topics of this kind; Cinema
magazine interrupted its activity since 1948; the few organisms in the central press had no
celebrity columns and the publications meant for the youth were restricted to Scânteia
tineretului, which was mainly focused on cultivating the proletarian spirit amongst new
generations.
But the coordinates Romania would refer to for the rest of the communist era, were
established at the moment of the actress’s death, on 5 August 1962. There are few
publications that notice the event. For example, Scânteia tineretului still proposes titles
such as “Comrade Gheorghe Gheorghiu Dej’s Message”, “Under the Sign of
Strengthening World Youth Unity”, “Work – A Spring of Joy”, “Rich Forage –
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Abundance of Meat and Milk etc.”5 On the other hand, Contemporanul announces the
death five days later, inside a text box placed in the corner, where the most important films
are also mentioned. Contemporanul comes back with more details on the subject a week
later, under the title “America murdered Marilyn”, a quintessential title for the entire logos
that followed: the cause would have been „the complications of modern world, added to a
series of misunderstandings that the actress was a victim to” [the words of Luchino
Visconti are used here]. Hollywood stopped her from becoming a complete actress and
forced her to incarnate the attractive woman at all times; always used in commercial
purposes, she had to die in order to be rehabilitated as a human and as an actress.
Hollywood made her a star but forgot to consider her humanity; the experiences made her
vulnerable; her vulgar image on screen is discussed; nothing about the cause of her death;
various opinions are combined (Laurence Olivier, Elia Kazan, Arthur Miller, Billy Wilder,
Sophia Loren, Jean Cocteau), from the New York Herald Tribune and The Guardian6.
Later on, after the tension release/de-Stalinization of the `60s, after the return of Cinema
magazine and the appearance of youth magazines and almanacs, the subject of Marilyn
Monroe would be resumed quite frequently, and almost every time within the same
ideological and vituperative content regarding Western values – mutilated for eternity by
the spectrum of money. Here are some excerpts:
“The sky of Olympian Hollywood generally treats its gods well. It promotes them,
covers them in millions of dollars, skillfully supports the idolatry dowry of
believers. But all this, within the limits of patrons’ small ideas, fixed ideas covered
by the simple formula: We know what the public likes. Based on this prejudice,
two great talents passed away by suicide: Judy Garland and Marilyn Monroe. They
were not allowed to get out of the roles of cheerful kid (Judy) and super-sexy vamp
(Marilyn). Both aspired to much more. [...] Magnates thought her silly, infantile,
foolish”7.
In River of no Return, Marilyn sings a song “of great literary value, a song about that
accursed devil called the dollar”. We notice the abundance in metaphors and superlatives.
When speaking of the once named Norma Jean she is portrayed as “the myth of the sugar
girl”, “the goddess of love in the atomic era”, “America’s last fiancée” 8 , “unique and
amazing character”, a being “fragile and vulnerable like a flower in bloom”; references are
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made to “her contorted existence and her faint end”. “She was an entirely special
phenomenon this immeasurably beautiful woman and such wronged actress”9.
Unlike other Western stars with similar biographies and endings, such as Elvis Presley10,
the blame in Marilyn’s case – something the analysts of the time seem so eager to
investigate – appears to fall exclusively on the system, freeing the individual of any
incrimination. If in Elvis’s case the sin belongs to the individual as well – an individual
guilty of abuse and carelessness11, with Marilyn the blame belongs solely to the system, a
diabolical machine of enslavement and dehumanization. The fact that the local ideological
apparatus is more lenient towards feminine stars can also be taken into consideration, up to
a certain extent. Light exercises in empathy are carried out towards Brigitte Bardot, whose
suicide attempt is also blamed on the “absolutely rotten moral and psychological values of
the Western people”12; towards Judy Garland and her suicide, or towards the downfall and
death under suspicious circumstances of “the explosive blonde” Jayne Mansfield 13 .
However, the above mentioned difference might be explained through what Elvis and
Marilyn have represented, in producing different contents and images. On the one hand,
Elvis was the idol of the first baby-boom generation; a generation less and less interested
in traditional values, the symbol of individual liberation and a symbol of the new world.
On the other hand, Marilyn stood for eternal values, although in modern manner. The one
who managed to personify innocence, grace, tenderness, the philosophy of small things
was turned into a commodity, suffocated, exploited. Somewhat surprisingly, communist
literature of a certain period, does not mention the circumstances of her death. These are
placed in the background. „The lesson” in need to be learnt is the important aspect. Any
trivialization of the subject is in fact stigmatized:
“never has a physique paid in millions of dollars drawn in so much cheap
philosophy[...] After the war, there was no other actress for the world to use so
much psychology, so much psychoanalysis on[...] It is amazing how quickly, with
how much pleasure and hunger, the world went on to undress her biographically,

9

D.I. Suchianu, Op. cit.

10

Victor Tudor Roșu, “Love me tender? Receptarea lui Elvis Presley în România comunistă”, in vol. Andi
Mihalache, Adrian Cioflâncă (coordonatori), Istoria recentă altfel. Perspective culturale, Editura
Universității “Alexandru Ioan Cuza”, Iași, 2013, pp. 753-776.
11

“neither Presley nor Dean [James] could face the shock of success. They both died ahead of their time,
incapable of managing their fears […] They both failed in fact”, in Almanah BTT, 1982, pp. 117-120.
12

Ioana Voicu, “Brigitte Bardot – personaj tragic”, in Contemporanul, 16 February 1962, no. 7 (801), p. 5.

13

“Tunelul timpului”[Time Tunnel], in Cinema, no. 6, year XVIII (201), June 1980, p. 16.
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ideologically, epistolary and even epistemologically, stirred, postmortem, by the
dead body of a beauty with mysteries deeper than harmony”14.
These trivializations are obviously taking place in Western mass-media, while locally,
despite the distance and limited access to information, Romania works with quintessences.
Yet sometimes the contents go beyond the materialist-didactic theories. This is the case for
a remarkable poem written by Tașcu Gheorghiu alias Șuly (1910-1981), published in 1983
and republished in Cinema magazine the following year:
“Your smile was an armor flowing wine/ Or a wedding dress torn in the gallop
then/Carts in the arena showed it to unhinged crowds/ Just like a bleeding dress/
Your smile shone in a coin from the blind man’s hand/ When, as a flash of
lightning the glass touched your mouth I was somewhere close like a grey
stocking/ Through bleeding cigarette ember/ The smile slid off your shoulder like a
water dress/ I was a mirror reflecting you thousendfold / Or a wave lifting you for
a moment/ A wave just like a bleeding temple/ And now, through purple pallor of
the cheek, I search your smile/ As I would search a lost sleigh in the snow/ or as a
pack of dogs running through the meadow/ Bleeding deer! When you’ll take the
bleeding ember off your mouth/ And for a second your hand will be a sailboat
mounting a wave/ Your smile will float inside a flaming theatre/With bleeding
spectators in the stalls/ (covered in a rough blanket, on a stretcher in the morgue, /
a platinum, strand of hair waved in the wind of a teary dawn)”15.
Towards the end of the socialist era, in the context of an increase in almanacs focusing on
topics related to music, film, sport etc., more and more articles related to the biography of
American celebrities make their way in. One example in this sense is the article entitled
“Marilyn Monroe”, from the almanac Săptămâna in 198716. Its content is less focused on
the frustrated defamation of Western values, and the author’s interpretations are limited,
giving way to Norman Mailer’s philosophical theses 17 ; opinions of various Western
authors, critics or actors and directors regarding the ever fascinating topic of „Marilyn
Monroe” are also assumed. However, the selection of these excerpts is structured along the
old red line and sets up a rhetoric which highlights redundantly:

14

„M.M. sau frumusețea ca argument”[M.M. or Beauty as and Argument], in Cinema, no. 8, year XX (236),
August 1982, p. 16.
15

“Un poet român despre M.M.”[A Romanian Poet about M.M], in Cinema, no. 2, year XXII (254),
February 1984, p. 17; see also Șuly (Tașcu Gheorghiu), „Marylin Monroe”, in Marian Micu, Avangarda
literară românească [De la Urmuz la Paul Celan], ediția a III-a, revăzută și adăugită. Introductory Study,
Antology și bibliographical notes by Marin Micu, Ed. Pontica, 2006, p. 336.
16

Nicolae Ulieriu, “Marilyn Monroe”, in Almanah estival Săptămâna, 1987, pp. 99-107.

17

The article in Săptămâna is based on the controversial/criticized book of Norman Kingsley Mailer,
Marilyn: A Biography, New York, Grosset & Dunlap, 1973. For instance, in the final chapter, the author
claims Marilyn was murdered by FBI and CIA agents, because of her alleged affair with Robert F. Kennedy.
The authorțs tendency towards shoking subjects was criticized by Arthur Miller, Marilyn's ex-husband. This
type of volume would however fit the rhetoric of the socialist camp regarding American values.
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- the unhappy youth in America:
“A father Norma Jean has never seen and a mother she saw less and less[...]
Moved from orphanage to orphanage – without ever being an orphan in the true
sense – little Norma Jean is then placed in foster care: the first, with a puritan
family that believed alcohol, tobacco, swearing and – nota bene! – cinema to be
„capital sins”; the other one, a family of English circus performers who had come
to try their luck in Hollywood and used the allowance received for her care to buy
alcohol. [...] in fact, she herself imagined – then or later – all sort of atrocious
stories, perfectly plausible within the context: at age 3 she was almost strangled by
a „madman”; at age 6 [...] she was the victim of an attempted rape”18.
- the exploitation of individuals in capitalist society:
“in the play After the Fall, Arthur Miller gives the main character – which, as we
know is Marilyn – this line: ‘I'm a joke that brings in money!’ Nothing more true.
Since she was 21 Marilyn brought in money: for other people… Thus, one day she
posed to a photographer for 50 dollars: naked, on a red background. The
photographer sold the cliché to a calendar editor who […] printed it into a calendar;
this brought him a benefit of 750.000 dollars”19.
- In his essence, man is good, has qualities; yet the system is evil, it transforms and
subjugates him:
“[…]all these should not let us forget that Marilyn Monroe was, above all, an
admirable actress [...] she is always sublime; it is as if the word were made up for
her. [...] she did not want to appear in the eyes of some people just as a sex-symbol.
In actuality, when after her differences with Fox in 1962 she committed suicide
(the most plausible hypothesis), an entire part of Hollywood died with her”20.
“[in the words of Lee Strasberg] In front of the entire world, she had become the
symbol of the eternal feminine. I only knew one Marilyn: a human being full of
warmth, an impulsive woman, shy, sensitive, terrified by the idea of being rejected
and still, hungry for life”21.
The alienation of man in capitalist society, especially in the American one:
“[…] according to Mailer, it is, first of all, about the search of a solid identity: “If it
is true that a void in the sense of identity equals, in a person, with an inner swamp
out of which alienation of the mind can spring anytime, then America is – more
than any other country – such a mental imbalance generating swamp”22.
- The abandonment of the individual by a society with false values:
18

N. Ulieriu, Op. cit., p. 103.

19

Ibidem, p. 101.

20

Ibidem, pp. 102-103.

21

Ibidem, p. 105.

22

Ibidem, p. 101.
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“As a phenomenon of American life, just like a meteor on the firmament of dreams,
Marilyn truly illustrates the relative inability of the community in which she was
born – a community which encouraged her, brought her up and took advantage of
her – to find an answer, balanced polarization and an useful purpose to the
subconscious aspirations of a nation in search of fixed stars”23.
- The failure of the individual as a representative and bearer of American values:
“[quoting Mailer] With her Faustian ambition, her ignorance towards cultural
dimension, her aspirations of freedom and her tyrannical desires, with her noble,
democratic ideals, crushed in the ever-deeper abyss of narcissism where every one
of her close ones, friend or slave, was forced to sink into, Marilyn is the magnified
reflection of our being, of our generation – glorious once, almost defeated today”24.
- Failure of a society incapable of choosing idols and reference points:
“[…] and within the violence performed in this script upon nature and upon the
meaning of life itself: for if Cybele ever had a purpose, it was without a doubt that
of serving as an exuberant symbol of fertility, a complete role model of fecundity
in the bloom. Yet, in the portrayal, aggressively and sterilely nourished by an
antiseptic society, her embodiment in terms of personal fulfillment is
disconsolately fruitless (…) An empty body of abundance, a red light of an
essential biological frustration – this is the first pole gathering an irreversible and
immeasurable bitterness in the subconscious mind”25.
More similar articles, taking bits and pieces from volumes published in the Western world
(related to the biography of different figures, actors, directors etc), have been written on
various occasions26.
Marilyn Monroe and the movies
In his excellent volume Vin americanii! [The Americans Are Coming], Bogdan Barbu
states that the desovietization policy adopted by authorities in Bucharest (and the appeal to
„peaceful coexistence”) brought back American movies and music to Romania. In fact,
there was a massive presence of American culture, which substituted the desire to feel the
presence of American troops, especially in the period of time following the war. The
statement however, should be regarded skeptically, in the sense that American music and
movies were practically non-existent during the `50s, and de-Stalinization was marked by
a certain presence thereof, yet not a significant one except when (if need be) compared to
the soviet space. In our opinion, a passionate spectator would not have been able to see
23

Ibidem, p. 102.

24

Ibidem.

25

Ibidem.

26

Margit Marinescu, „Confesiunile unui actor”[Confessions of an Actor], in Cinema, no. 9, year XXII (261),
1984, p. 13.
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more than around 30 American movies in decade seven, no matter how much he would
have wanted to, or how much he would have been willing to spend, as the system did not
allow access to more (movies playing – generally once a week – in different cinemas,
were practically the same from one cinema to another and from one city to another. The
only difference was the duration; only part of what was played in the cinema were
American movies; television would offer few movies in general). Meanwhile, the
Romanian viewer only had access to a certain segment of American movies, namely the
ones in the classic category and contemporary ones who did not exceed the limits set by
the censorship apparatus. B category American movies, extremely popular in `50s - `60s
America, have never played in our country. Nor have certain genres been represented here,
such as adult or horror movies, which represent a part of American movie production that
cannot be separated from the American culture. And even when an American movie
would make it to screen (especially after 1965), Hollywood was still considered „the city
of misleading appearances”.
With a somewhat looser censorship, the Bucharest cinematheque was able to schedule
other movies besides those playing in the cinemas, although for a limited audience. The
distinction between the different periods of time in the evolution communism in Romania
needs to be made yet again; it had a very restrictive/repressive character in the first decade
and a looser, more permissive one in the second half of the `60s and in the `70s, with an
accentuated censorship in the `80s. Moreover, the Motion Picture Archive, which later
became the National Film Archive, was only founded on 4th of July 1957; in 1962, the
Cinema Archive or Cinematheque was founded as well27. Some of the movies starring
Marilyn were part of the Archive and they could have been scheduled at the cinematheque,
but also at regular cinema: “Our archive has both of the films mentioned above [River of
no Return and The Seven Year Itch], and a post-mortem anthology, plus her last movie The
Misfits, by John Huston […]. The archive also has various films where she is featured as a
secondary lead”28.
It is not easy to identify which films starring actress Marilyn Monroe were shown in
Romania, especially among those where she was featured in supporting roles. The titles
are often misleading, as they speak for an interpretation which is many times completely
different from the original titles. A lot of Marilyn’s films were played (at least the most
famous and most appreciated), but 10-15 years after their premiere. The most favorable
27

Ibidem, p. 487.

28

D.I. Suchianu, loc. cit.
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critiques went to River of No Return, The Seven-Year Itch and Some Like It Hot; these
were also the most commented of the actress’s films29. A film like The Seven-year Itch is
given value through Marilyn’s performance, without which it is considered to lack history,
maybe for good reason30. On the other hand, the movie review columns, promoted through
Cinema magazine, take into consideration numerous films that were never shown in
Romania and to which the audience would never have had access in any other way. Other
aspects related to the star’s biography or to the impact of her career are mentioned in more
or less detail on different occasions31.
Inside the chronicles of the time, Marilyn’s acting skills are often praised and explained in
contrast to what the producers, “the magnates” allowed her to express. In this sense, the
fact that she did not hesitate to sign up to an acting school and that she dreamt of playing
Dostoievskian characters is never left out. Her dream could not be fulfilled, as she was
enslaved to the same type of role:
“[…] a blond creature comes forth, with dance motions […] crying “There’s a man
following me!” “Just one?” The short scene from Happy Love records the birth of
the role in which Marilyn Monroe will be trapped, wilfully or against her will;
from now on, her entire career will follow two coordinates: the search for this type
or role and the attempts to escape its wardship”32.
Still, in her last movies, in The Misfits especially, an attempt to change the tonality stands
out, as the movie itself overlaps more delicate shades. Compared to her previous
performances, Marilyn “was not sensual, but sensitive […] She was not a woman anymore,
but a mood, a mist of evanescent sensations”33.
As a symbol of America, Marilyn Monroe’s image was speculated in communist Romania
for the purpose of condemning the Western values. In fact, the story with tragic shades of
this actress contained various facets which could be exploited in order to “condemn” with

29

See also Magda Mihăilescu, Op. cit., p. 23.

30

“Șapte ani de căsnicie”[The Seven Year Itch], in Cinema, no. 12 (298), year XXV, December 1987, p. 22.

31

“O nouă modă: reanimația” [A New Trend: Reanimation], in Cinema, no. 11, year XVIII (215), 1980, p.
17; “500 de filme într-o stagiune” [500 Movies in a Season], in Cinema, no. 11, year XIV (167), November
1976, p. 19; “Uzina de vise și oglinda ei” [The Dream Factory and Its Mirror], in Cinema, no. 3 (290), year
XXV, March 1987, p. 19; Magda Mihăilescu, “Prințul, dansatoarea și o somnoroasă aventură” [The Prince,
the Dancer and a Sleepy Adventure], in Cinema, no. 4 (291), year XXV, april 1987, p. 15; “Când cenușiul e
o culoare vie” [When Grey Becomes a Vivid Colour], in Cinema, no. 7 (294), year XXV, July 1987, p. 21;
“Amintiri, amintiri…” [Memories, memories…], in Cinema, no. 9 (925), year XXV, September 1987, p. 18;
Marina Roman Juc, “Parodia ca exegeză” [Parody as Exegesis], in Cinema, no. 7 (317), year XXVIII, July
1989, p. 17.
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N. Ulieriu, Op. cit., p. 103.
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“proletarian anger”, frustration and vituperativeness, the social capitalist matrix. The
rhetoric associated with this subject also has diverse highlights, as it is conjugated by the
different character of the sub-periods pegged out in the 40 years of communism.
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III.
Culture and Language

Dor and Saudade: Conceptual Metaphor and Cultural Identity
Roxana CIOLĂNEANU

Abstract
The Romanian word dor is said to be conveying a particular Romanian feeling that
makes it impossible to translate into other languages. Consequently, no other perfect
equivalent can be found in any other language. On the other hand, at the other end of
Europe, it is commonly said that saudade defines the Portuguese “alma” and, hence,
is untranslatable. This article draws on the conceptual metaphor approach (Lakoff
and Johnson 2003; Steen 2007; Goatly 2007) and examines how the two languages
lexicalize two fundamental metaphors: DOR ESTE APĂ/SAUDADE É AGUA (eng.
LONGING IS WATER) and DOR ESTE BOALĂ/SAUDADE É DOENÇA (eng.
LONGING IS ILLNESS). The first part of the study will bring back to memory
some of the previous works on dor and saudade, treated mainly from a philosophical
point of view. Statements such as dor represents “the Romanian hypostasis of the
human existence”1 or it expresses “the word’s pain of being and not being a real
word”2 will be revisited. Similarly, I will have a look at the theories about saudade
being part of “the essence of the Portuguese history” 3 and expressing “an ideafeeling that involves a complexity not always easily grasped” 4. In the second part of
the article the two words will be analysed starting from data provided by corpus and
internet. The conceptual analysis of the two units will then be correlated with the
lexicographical analysis. The third part will refer to the limitations of this study and
will suggest some further directions of investigation. In the end, the ontological
status of the analysed metaphors will be highlighted. The conceptual and semantic
(quasi)identity between the Romanian dor and the Portuguese saudade will be
reinforced by evoking Eliade’s statement that dor is the perfect equivalent of the
Portuguese saudade5.
Motto:
Prin formația sa, „dor” are în el ceva de prototip: este alcătuire nealcătuită, un întreg
fără părți, ca multe alte cuvinte românești cu înțeles adânc și specific. Reprezintă o
contopire și nu o compunere. S-a contopit în el durerea, de unde vine și cuvântul, cu
plăcerea, crescută din durere nu pricepi bine cum6.
Constantin Noica, 19737

1

Lucian Blaga, Trilogia Culturii, București, Humanitas, 2011, p. 282.

2

Constantin Noica, Creație și frumos în rostirea românească, București, Editura Eminescu, 1973, p. 250.

3

Afonso Botelho, Da Saudade ao Saudosismo, Lisboa, Instituto de Cultura e Língua Portuguesa, 1990, p. 8.

4

Maria das Graças Moreira de Sá, Estética da Saudade em Teixeira de Pascoaes, Lisboa, Imprensa Nacional
– Casa de Moeda, E.P., 1992, p. 12.
Mircea Eliade, “Dor – Saudade românească”, Jurnalul portughez și alte scrieri, București, Humanitas,
2006, p. 327.
5

“The structure of the word dor is somehow prototypical: a structure unstructured, a whole without parts, as
many other Romanian words with deep and specific meaning. It represents a fusion and not a composition.
6
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1. Introduction
Whenever a foreigner asks us to give an example of a profoundly Romanian word, the
answer is almost always the same: dor. Then we strive to define it in such a way to offer
the foreigner a clear image of what this short and pain-related word means, giving all sorts
of examples to illustrate it. Most of the times we manage to do a pretty good job but we
are always left with the feeling that there is something missing, something that we cannot
precisely grasp and, therefore, we cannot put it into words. That is precisely the moment
when we remember Noica’s words8:
“(...) fiecare cuvânt e o durere, așa cum fiecare carte era ‘o boală învinsă’ după
vorba poetului. (...) este vorba de durerea de-a nu putea spune ceva fără rest,
durerea cuvântului de-a fi și de-a nu fi cuvânt adevărat. (...) ceva în lipsa aceasta de
identitate desăvârșită a cuvântului îi dă fascinația”9.
According to Noica, dor is one of those words that have the power of opening some sort of
semantic fields in which the individual relates to the general and the former becomes the
expression of the latter. The author goes even further and transforms the concept behind
dor into a semantic category that “describes” the “undefinable” of some other profoundly
Romanian words related to creation. He uses the concept of “zonă de dor” (dor area) to
describe a certain type of “contour around the word” concluding that the semantic
category of dor has an extremely suggestive function for such a world of “beginnings”10.
Lucian Blaga, in Trilogia Culturii [The Trilogy of Culture] defines dor as a state of
“nuance”, untranslatable into other languages, which names a Romanian soul condition.
Hence, dor is a Romanian hypostasis of the human “existence”11.
The Portuguese language, at the other end of Europe, mirrors our story. They are the proud
owners of “saudade” and the story goes the same: it carries a certain meaning difficult to

The pain, which the word derives from, has fused with the pleasure, derived from pain, no one really
understands how” [my translation]
7

Constantin Noica, Creație și frumos în rostirea românească, București, Editura Eminescu, 1973, p. 247.

8

Ibidem, pp. 249-250.

“(...) each word represents a type of pain, as each book represented ‘a cured disease’, as the poet says. (...)
it is about the pain of not being able to express something incomplete, the pain of the word which is and is
not a real word. (...) it is something related to the lack of perfect identity which makes the word fascinating”
[my translation]
9

10

Op. cit., p. 249.

11

Lucian Blaga, Trilogia Culturii, București, Humanitas, 2011, pp. 278-279.
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translate into other languages, which defines the Portuguese “alma” and is part of the
Portuguese history12:
“A saudade participa da essência de história de Portugal e muitas das suas decisões
capitais nela se inspiraram ou a ela se sujeitaram, pelo que não se estranha que a
tendência dos que estudam a sua natureza vá no sentido de lhe reconhecer
autonomia ontólogica, radicada em condições étnicas peculiares”13.
In the Portuguese culture and philosophy, the concept of “saudade” has turned into the
source of saudismo, a 20th century aesthetic movement initiated by Teixeira de Pascoaes.
Thus, saudade is “the aesthetic expression of a sentiment-idea which involves a
complexity never easily grasped”14.
In this study, I hypothesise that the two words, dor and saudade are the expression of
similar (quasi-identical) conceptual structures in the two languages. The present study will
use the framework of cognitive linguistic theory of metaphor that was developed by
George Lakoff and Mark Johnson in Metaphors We Live By (2003) and will use insights
from more recent theories (Steen 2007; Goatly 2007).
2. Theoretical framework
My study is based on current theories in cognitive metaphor that advertise that
“(…) causal relations are formulated between the conceptual structure of metaphor
in usage and grammar on the one hand and the linguistic expression of metaphor
on the other. This relation is a reflection of the fundamental cognitive-linguistic
idea that metaphor in language is derived from metaphor in thought”15.
This statement reflects that of Lakoff and Johnson’s:
“Since communication is based on the same conceptual system that we use in
thinking and acting, language is an important source of evidence for what the
system is like”16.

12

Afonso Botelho, Da Saudade ao Saudosismo, Lisboa, Instituto de Cultura e Língua Portuguesa, 1990, p.

8.
“A saudade is part of the essence of the Portuguese history and many of its capital decisions were inspired
by it or depended on it; therefore, it is natural that many people tend to study the concept with the view to
admitting its ontological autonomy, which stems from special ethnic conditions” [my translation]
13

14

Maria das Graças Moreira de Sá, Estética da Saudade em Teixeira de Pascoaes, Lisboa, Imprensa
Nacional – Casa de Moeda, E.P., 1992, p. 12.
15

Gerard J. Steen, Finding Metaphor in Grammar and Usage, Amsterdam/Philadelphia, John Benjamins
Publishing Company, 2007, p. 31.
16

George Lakoff, Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By. Chicago/London, The University of Chicago
Press, 2003, p. 3.
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Cognitive metaphor theories start from the assumption that “(…) most ideas and
observations are constructs, arising out of our experience (…) with our environment”
(Steen 2007: 60-61). Moreover,
“(…) metaphor is pervasive in everyday life, not just in language but in thought
and action. Our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both think and
act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature”17.
This is why, “The essence of metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind of
thing in terms of another”18. Consequently, the present study specifically targets to check
if the two languages, Romanian and Portuguese, reflect a similar way of thinking and
conceiving of the feelings of dor and, respectively, saudade.
3. Data and analysis
3.1. First stage: selection of contexts
The first part of the analysis is based on data retrieved from the Reference Corpus of
Contemporary Portuguese19. The corpus analysis produced a wide variety of contexts in
which saudade appears. Due to the quantitative limitations that such a study imposes, I
selected only those which exhibited more sistematicity and, consequently, revealed some
linguistic patterns that in the end led to the identification of two conceptual metaphors:
SAUDADE IS WATER and SAUDADE IS ILLNESS.
bruma (en. hoarfrost) da saudade
ovalhadas (en. dew) de saudade
um banho (en. bath) de saudade

→

mágoa (en. wound) de saudade
epidemia (en. epidemic) da saudade
rebates (en. attacks) de saudade
dolorosa (en. painful) saudade
→
demencial (en. crazy) saudade
coração sangrando de (en. heart bleeding of) saudade
sofrer (en. suffer) a saudade

SAUDADE IS WATER

SAUDADE IS ILLNESS

The next step was to check their existence in Romanian. Unfortunately, Romanian does
not benefit from a contemporary corpus. Consequently, I google searched the word dor in
contexts similar to those provided by the Portuguese corpus and I also used my intuitions
17

Ibidem, p. 5.

18

Ibidem.

19

CRPC: http://www.clul.ul.pt/en/resources/183-reference-corpus-of-contemporary-portuguese-crpc
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as a native speaker. The result was that the two metaphors identified in the previous step
also function in Romanian:

brumă (en. hoarfrost) de dor
rouă (en. dew) de dor

→

rănile (en. wounds) dorului
epidemie (en. epidemic) de dor
atacuri (en. attacks) de dor
dor demențial (en. crazy)
sufletul sângerează de (en. heart bleeding of) dor
suferă de (en. suffers from) dor

DOR IS WATER

→

DOR IS ILLNESS

The analysis led to comparable results between Romanian and Portuguese: the googlesearch confirmed that the metaphors identified in Portuguese function in Romanian as well
and generate similar lexical results. The lack of an equivalent instrument of investigation
for Romanian (i.e. a contemporary Romanian corpus) does not allow comparing the results
in terms of frequency and deciding whether certain contexts in one language are more
frequent than in the other, which is a minus. However, it confirms that the conceptual
model exists in both languages, which goes hand in hand with Kövecses’ statement that
“(…) different languages and cultures have different realizations of what may essentially
be the same underlying conceptual model (Kövecses 2003, 2004b, 2005)”20.
Moreover, the target-domain (dor/saudade) is mapped against two fundamental sourcedomains for the human existence: water, which is essential for the existence of life on
earth, and disease, a state of abnormality and exceptionality.
3.2. Conceptual analysis
3.2.1. Dor/Saudade is water
The mapping between dor/saudade and water demonstrates the importance that such a
feeling has in both cultures. The water is an ambivalent/contradictory symbol: it is the
primordial substance giving life to all forms and, at the same time, the final destination to
which they return. It is the archetype of all relations, a sort of universal connector, but, at

20

Gerard J. Steen, Finding Metaphor in Grammar and Usage, Amsterdam/Philadelphia, John Benjamins
Publishing Company, 2007, p. 32.
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the same time, an element that separates and dissolves. And last, but not least, water is a
feminine symbol21.
The source-domain projects all these elements on the target-domain: dor/saudade is a
contradictory feeling: it is a pleasant, solitude-related feeling that arises from the pain of
separation/disappearance/distance. Interestingly enough, the history of the words in the
two languages reflects different aspects of the word semantics: in Romanian, the word
comes from the Vulgar Latin dolus, “pain”, whereas in Portuguese, saudade comes from
the Latin solitate, “solitude”. The Romanian word sends to a physical state transposed into
a special type of feeling, whereas the Portuguese equivalent focuses on “solitude” the
outcome of the process that leads to experiencing the feeling.
Another interesting aspect is related to the feminity that the metaphorical mapping with
the domain of water brings over in the target-domain. Saudade in Portuguese is a feminine
noun. In Romanian, the noun dor is neuter, so it is half-feminine. If it is to trust Irina
Petraș’s opinion, “Romanian is a feminine language”, “it doesn’t have neuter, i.e.
something that is neither masculine, nor feminine, but it has ambi-gender, i.e. something
that is masculine in the singular and feminine in the plural”22.
3.2.2. Dor/Saudade is illness
The relation between the Romanian dor and disease is etymologically and metaphorically
motivated. This is why in Romanian, a language sensitive to pleonasms, an expression
such as dor dureros (see the list above) is peculiar, whereas in Portuguese it is perfectly
natural to say dolorosa saudade.
The source-domain of illness projects a deviation from the normal onto the target domain:
dor/saudade arises from an imbalance in our feelings and describes a continuous search
for compensation, never fully fulfilled. In my opinion the metaphor of illness compensates
the above-described metaphor of water. Water symbolizes in general “terrestrial and
natural life, never metaphysical life” 23 . Illnesses imply a good degree of metaphysics.
Thus, in the light of the relation between physical and psychical, dor/saudade appears as a
“disorder”, which, paradoxically, does not need to be “ordered” because it is part of the

21

Cf. Ivan Evseev, Dicționar de simboluri și arhetipuri culturale, Timișoara, Editura Amarcord, 1994.

22

Irina Petraș, Feminitatea limbii române. Genosanalize, Cluj-Napoca, Casa Cărții de Știință, 2002, p. 5.

23

J.E. Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, London, Routledge, 2001, p. 367.
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human existence itself. The lexicalization of the metaphor DOR/SAUDADE IS ILLNESS
(see the list above) is emblematic from this point of view.
3.3. Lexicographic definitions
The word dor in the dictionary appears as a polysemous word, denominating: 1. a strong
wish to see somebody or something dear, to go back to a preferred activity; nostalgia; 2.
the affective state of the person who aims at something; wish; 3. suffering produced by the
love for somebody (who is far away)24 (cf. DEX online).
The word saudade is described in similar terms, in only one article: a melancholic feeling
caused by people or things that are missing or are far away and that one is affectively
connected to, by a place or a time in the past, by enjoyable experiences lived in the past,
which are no longer available (cf. GDLP)25.
3.4. Conceptual vs. lexicographic definitions
The analyses in 3.2 and 3.3 show multiple mappings between the conceptual traits
revealed by the analysis of the two metaphors and the semantic traits extracted from the
lexicographic definitions:
 the separation that the symbol of water conveys is transposed in the distance
between the person who experiences the feeling and the other person/place/event
(which is the object/the source of this particular feeling) in the lexicographic
definition;
 the connection that the metaphor of water reveals, and the cyclical movement it
involves correspond in lexicographical terms to the wish and hope that the
definition of dor/saudade implies.
 the illness metaphor is lexicographically represented by the suffering that the
feeling described involves.
The dictionary definition is much more explicit in the Romanian dictionary rather than in
the Portuguese one; nonetheless, the use of the word saudade in contexts proves that there
is almost perfect matching between the two.

24

The dictionary provides four other meanings which are out of the scope of this article.

25

The Portuguese dictionary also provides two other meanings which are out of the interest of this study.
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3.5. Second stage: testing the generative potential of the two metaphors
In the second stage, I checked if the two metaphors can potentially generate more
linguistic expressions. I thought of other possible contexts generated by DOR/SAUDADE
IS WATER and DOR/SAUDADE IS ILLNESS and I tested them on google. The results
are the following:
DOR IS WATER
râuri de dor (6140 occurrences)
mare de dor (37 200? occurrences26)
mări de dor (71 occurrences)
fulg de dor (281 occurrences)
ocean de dor (5 190 occurrences)
picătură de dor (3650 occurrences)
ploaie de dor (8 120 occurrences)
DOR IS ILLNESS
durere de dor (37 900 occurrences)
vindeca dorul (858 occurrences)
dor nevindecabil (6 occurrences)
a trata dorul (1 occurrence)
rețetă de dor (2 occurrences)
criză de dor (2 510 occurrences)
simptom de dor (2 occurrences)
occurrences)
-

SAUDADE IS WATER
rios de saudade (6810 occurrences)
mar de saudade (77 900 occurrences)
oceáno de saudade (58 000 occurrences)
gota de saudade (17 900 occurrences)
chuva de dor (34 200 occurrences)
SAUDADE IS ILLNESS
dor de saudade (195 000 occurrences)
cura a saudade (21 900 occurrences)
saudade incurável (1 240 occurrences)
tratar a saudade (122 occurrences)
receita de saudade (9 280 occurrences)
crise de saudade (62 200 occurrences)
sintomas de saudade (594 000
vírus de saudade (31 occurrences)

Some linguistic metaphors have more occurrences than others, but the potential for using
them definitely exists in both languages in an equal manner. Following Steen,
“[i]t is an important empirical finding that metaphorical mappings in conceptual
structure only go as far as they happen to go in specific languages. The causal
connection between conceptual structure and linguistic expression may turn out to
be relatively systematic but is never complete”27.
It seems that the metaphor DOR/SAUDADE IS ILLNESS is more spread in Portuguese,
given the great number of occurrences as opposed to Romanian. However, no firm
conclusion can be drawn since the results are based on language extracts, which are more
systematized (the Portuguese corpus) or less systematized (google for the Romanian
equivalents). They provide evidence, which is never complete because a language is a
system with infinite possibilities and realizations that can be partially accounted for, but
never fully and precisely described.

26

The result is not 100% reliable given the double grammatical status of “mare” (noun and adjective).

27

Gerard J. Steen, Finding Metaphor in Grammar and Usage, Amsterdam/Philadelphia, John Benjamins
Publishing Company, 2007, p. 33.
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4. Limitations of the study
The first limitation of the study comes from the lack of balance in terms of sources: for
Portuguese, a corpus has been used, whereas for Romanian, there is no such instrument;
therefore, google search was the closest source possible to use.
Secondly, not all the metaphorical realizations of the concept of dor/saudade have been
explored. A complete study would include some other metaphorical correspondences
between the two languages such as:

Romanian
împins de dor
a-și înfrunta dorul

Portuguese
impelido por uma saudade
enfrentam-se a saudade

spini de dor
dor amar
a omorî dorul
greutatea dorului
mrejele dorului

os espinhos da saudade
amarga saudade
matar a saudade
o peso da saudade
cordas da saudade

(en. pushed by dor/saudade)
(en.
confront
the
dor/saudade)
(en. thorns of dor/saudade)
(en. bitter dor/saudade)
(en. kill the dor/saudade)
(en. weight of dor/saudade)
(en. nets of dor/saudade)

Thirdly, more attention could be paid to the cultural implications of the concept designated
through dor and saudade. The present study is basically linguistic and fundamentally
empirical. However, starting from the linguistic data and from what has been written in
both languages around the above-mentioned concept, some interesting contrastive studies
could be developed, not only from a linguistic point of view, but also from cultural, social,
and even anthropological points of view. The differences, but especially the similarities
could create great interest and thus, the two cultures and languages could be brought
together in an effort to see the “uniqueness” in diversity.
This study hopefully is just the starting point of what could be done in the future in an
attempt to bring closer the two cultures and languages, showing that we are different, and
yet so similar in the way we think, act and see ourselves as opposed to the “others”.
5. Conclusions
This paper has argued that the two metaphors: DOR/SAUDADE IS WATER and
DOR/SAUDADE IS ILLNESS are, in fact, fundamental cognitive mechanisms that allow
us to conceive of the particular feeling of dor/saudade. Given their important role in
making us understand this intricate concept, they definitely qualify as ontological
metaphors. They are part of the culture of the two countries and exhibit certain cultural
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predispositions since “all experience is cultural through and through, that we experience
our ‘world’ in such a way that our culture is already present in the very experience
itself”28.
Semantically speaking, they exhibit mainly the same semantic traits, somehow combined
differently. From an etymological point of view, the two languages focus on different
semantic traits: Romanian on pain and Portuguese on solitude. From a contextual point of
view, this distinction no longer holds, and the metaphors analysed function in a similar
manner in both languages.
Returning to the hypothesis posed at the beginning of the study, it is now possible to state
that saudade is the perfect equivalent of dor. Thus, the present study confirms from a
linguistic perspective what Mircea Eliade was saying some 72 years ago, namely that there
is no other perfect equivalent for the Portuguese saudade than the Romanian dor29. Both
words play a fundamental part in each country’s national and cultural identity. They lack
the elitism of some of their partial equivalents such as nostalgia or melancholia; they are
part of everyday language, accessible to everyone, part of everyone’s vocabulary,
displaying a concrete and clear meaning for any Romanian or Portuguese, and yet so
difficult to explain to others.
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The Romanian Language on the Internet:
Computerized Linguistic Resources for the Understanding and Study of the
Romanian Language
Constantin-Ioan MLADIN

Abstract
This contribution aims to go over all of the linguistic resources (both fundamental
and complementary) currently available in the Romanian language, in the
computerized environment. The linguistic resources that inhabit the virtual realm
group together: (1) a complex set of lexicographical tools (dictionaries, lists of
words and idioms...), both amateur and professional in nature, (2) several online
courses for learning the Romanian language (some of them interactive), (3)
theoretical databases (grammar books, university courses, specialized scientific
publications...) related to the description of the Romanian language. The author does
not stop at establishing the quasi-complete inventory of all linguistic tools, but
instead also formulates a series of critical and skeptical findings and reflections
related to these tools (specifically that the information is truncated, disjointed, and
generally lacking), while at the same time making several suggestions meant to
contribute to the improvement of the status quo. The author also makes a few
remarks regarding the status of the Romanian language as a tool in the computerized
world.
1. Purpose of the research and methodology
My aim in this paper was to surf all the language resources (both basic and auxiliary)
belonging to the Romanian language at present time, in the computerized online
environment.
Schematically, the resources of the Romanian language presented on the Internet could be
grouped as follows: (1) a very complex ensemble of dictionaries and lexicons (more or
less up to date, and sometimes interconnected), (2) several online Romanian courses
(some of which being interactive), (3) theoretical databases concerning the description of
the Romanian language (general presentations and scientific articles).
In the following, my attention has been focused on the following aspects: (1) The
Romanian language on the Internet (general presentation), (2) The Romanian language on
social networking systems (forums and blogs), (3) Romanian grammar books, (4)
University-level Romanian linguistic courses, (5) Romanian language courses (for foreign
learners), (6) Monolingual (Romanian) dictionaries, (7) Romanian linguistics books (in
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their entirety), (8) Scientific Romanian linguistic publications, (9) Websites on various
aspects related to the history of the Romanian language.
From the very onset, I would like to mention: (1) that I have only considered the websites
that require a minimum of technical knowledge from their users (that is to say, the users
do not need to create an account, download and install software, or to make use of even
the slightest technical means), (2) that I have willfully disregarded any reference to digital
libraries, the catalogs of which can be consulted online (a topic sufficiently vast as to
warrant a discussion on its own), (3) that I have also willfully not included any discussions
of automated translations, as well as any references to cyberl@nguage – topics which I
have already covered elsewhere.
2. The Romanian language and the Internet, seen through statistics
To define an objective general framework for my discussion aimed at the status quo of the
computerized resources for the Romanian language, it is desirable to mention a few telling
statistics about the dynamics of the Internet in the Romanian area (compared to other
Romance languages and, of course, compared to English). Although English remains the
dominant language on the Internet, statistics show a steady rise of the main Latin
languages (French, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, Romanian) on the Internet 1 . Between
1998 and 2005, for example, the presence of Romance languages on the Internet had
almost doubled, while the dominance of English had been substantially diluted, passing
from 75% to 45%. In 2007, the presence of Romance languages on the Internet, compared
to the English, was quantified as follows: 9, 80% for French, 8, 45% Spanish, 5, 92% for
Italian, 3, 09% for the Portuguese, 0, 63% Romanian, 0, 30% for Catalan. At the present
moment, there are approximately 4, 9 million users of the Romanian language, which
represents about one sixth of all speakers of Romanian and 0, 40% of all Internet users2.
Taking into account the number of Romanian speakers (estimated at 30 million, 0, 45% of
the world population), we obtain a coefficient of 0, 62 (weighted) for the Romanian
presence on the Internet (double compared to 2005). Comparatively, the coefficients of
Portuguese and Spanish were 0,45 and 0,63 respectively (the ratio is less than 1 in all three
cases, which justifies all three being considered as reduced) 3 . The presence of the
1

Limba română [http://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limba_rom%C3%A2n%C4%83#Rom.C3.A2na_pe_Internet].

Limba română [http://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limba_rom%C3%A2n%C4%83#Rom.C3.A2na_pe_Internet];
Româna pe Internet [http://www.quinix.info/rol/index.php?act=pag_art&&us=andragrigoras&&art=42].
2

3

Idem.
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Romanian language on the Internet had almost tripled between 2003 and 2007, reaching
0,28%. In contrast, the situation of other Romance languages is far better: 4, 41% for
French, 3, 80% for Spanish, 2, 66% Italian, 1, 39% for Portuguese4. The proportion of
Internet users in Romania has increased tenfold in the last decade, compared to the general
population (3, 60% in 2000-35, 50% in 2010)5, the rate of Internet penetration among
Romanian users increasing by 8%. The incidence in those aged over 15 years was also 48,
70% in 2012, up 8, 40% compared to 2010 6 . Although 52% of Romanians use the
Internet 7 , only 21% of its users makes use of it (almost) every day (much below the
European Union average of 53%)8. Moreover, the percentage of Romanians who use the
Internet to read, buy books, or inform themselves on editorial publications is 68%9. The
statistics also show that the Internet is used by 83% of those aged 15-24, 71% of those
between 25 and 34 years, and 62% of those aged 35-44 years10. Despite these growths,
Romania (35, 50%) ranks last among the countries of the European Union (67, 60%) in
terms of Internet users11.
On the other hand, if in 2009, Romania was ranked 4th on the world stage by average
Internet speed [12], in 2013 Romania is ranked 3rd in the world and 1st in Europe in terms
of internet connection speed, being exceeded only by Hong Kong and Japan (the United
States was ranked only 14th)12.
Timişoara is currently the metropolitan area with the highest download speed in the world
(89, 91 Mbps over Vilnius at 52, 09 Mbps), followed by Constanţa (in 14th position with
34, 45 Mbps), Bucharest (in 19th position with 33, 57 Mbps), and Braşov (in 27th position
with 31, 01 Mbps) 13. At the same time, in 2013, Romanians were ranked 2nd among

4

Idem.

Românii și Internetul – studiu privind utilizarea Internetului în România și comportamentul internautic al
românilor [http://www.ires.com.ro/uploads/articole/ires_romanii-si-internetul-2011_analiza.pdf].
5

Românii şi internetul: ce mai zic studiile ? [http://www.novafm.ro/index.php/item/489-romanii-siinternetul-ce-mai-zic-studiile].
6

7

Idem.

Românii și Internetul – studiu privind utilizarea Internetului în România și comportamentul internautic al
românilor [http://www.ires.com.ro/uploads/articole/ires_romanii-si-internetul-2011_analiza.pdf].
8

9

Idem.

Românii şi internetul: ce mai zic studiile ? [http://www.novafm.ro/index.php/item/489-romanii-siinternetul-ce-mai-zic-studiile].
10

Românii și Internetul – studiu privind utilizarea Internetului în România și comportamentul internautic al
românilor [http://www.adhugger.net/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/romanians-and-the-internet-study.pdf].
11

12

Internet in Romania [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_in_Romania].

13

Idem.
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Europeans by amount of time spent online (an average of 18, 60 hours / week), 1st place
being occupied by Ukrainians (20 hours / week), and the third by the Turks (with 18, 30
hrs / week)14. Between the years 2010-2013, the average Internet speed in Romania has
been twice as high as the European Union average15. Romania has the highest number of
European Union-certified IT specialists, being ranked 6th in the world by this criterion.
3. General presentation of the Romanian language on the Internet
Non-Romanian Internet users can have qualified first contact with the Romanian through
the means of the following three resources (all of which are roughly in the same spirit, and
have modest content):
(1) Wikipedia – the collective online encyclopedia where you can find articles on: the
Romanian language – general presentation

16

, Romanian writing

17

, Phonemic

orthography 18 , and Romanian grammar 19 . In addition to this, many other relevant
Romanian illustrations (general descriptions, special cases, examples, bibliographic
references) can be found in other linguistic articles (Synonyms, Antonyms, etc.), as well,
lacking anything better, provisional items called "stubs".
(2) Internet Polyglot: Online language lessons20 – a website dedicated to helping users to
learn by providing a way to memorize words in foreign languages and their meanings.
Romanian is linked with 35 languages: German, Amharic, Arabic, Bulgarian, Chinese,
Korean, Croatian, Danish, Spanish, Esperanto, Farsi, Finnish, French, Greek, Hebrew,
Hindi, Dutch, Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Latin, Norwegian, Polish,

14

Românii, pe locul 2 în Europa la navigarea pe Net
[http://www.ziare.com/articole/romani+acces+internet].
Record mondial: Un oraş din România, pe primul loc la viteza Internetului
[http://www.ziare.com/articole/viteza+internet+record].
15

16

Limba română [http://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limba_rom%C3%A2n%C4%83].

17

Ortografia limbii române [http://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ortografia_limbii_rom%C3%A2ne].

18

Ortografie fonemică [http://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ortografie_fonemic%C4%83].

The articles, the noun, the adjective – qualifying and numeral
[http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammaire_roumaine
_%E2%80%93_les_articles,_le_nom,_l%27adjectif_qualificatif_et_l%27adjectif_num%C3%A9ral], the
verb [http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammaire_roumaine_%E2%80%93_le_verbe], pronouns and pronominal
adjectives [http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammaire_roumaine_%E2%80%93_les_pronoms_et_les_adjectifs_
pronominaux], uninflected words
[http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammaire_roumaine_%E2%80%93_les_mots _invariables], the simple and
complex phrase [http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammaire_roumaine_%E2%80%93_la_phrase _simple;
[http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammaire_roumaine_%E2%80%93_la_phrase_complexe].
19

20

http://www.internetpolyglot.com/french/lessons-ro-fr.
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Portuguese, Russian, Swedish, Swahili, Tagalog, Tamil, Czech, Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian.
The content (written and oral) is correct, but quite basic.
(3) Wikitravel21 – a tourist guide written collaboratively, and whose content is free, but
unfortunately very restricted and in a limited number of languages. Some linguistic
excesses aside (Do you have this in my size ? = Aveţi asta în [pe / pentru] măsura mea ?; I
need... sunblock lotion = Am nevoie de... bronzator [cremă / loţiune de protecţie solară];
How do I get to… the youth hostel ? = Cum ajung la... căminul de tinere ? [căminul /
hotelul pentru tineri; hostel]; 17 = şaptisprezece [şaptesprezece]; one o’clock PM = la
treisprezece ore [la ora treisprezece]), the triage of these samples reveals some rather
bizarre scenarios for such a tool, which quickly becomes disastrous (Lasciami stare =
Lasă-mă în pace; Non mi toccare ! = Nu mă atinge !; Chiamerò la polizia / Je vais appeler
la police ! = Chem poliţia; Polizia ! / Police ! = Poliţia !; Fermati ! Ladro ! = Stai !
Hoţule !; Au voleur ! = Hoţul !; Sono stato derubato = Am fost jefuit; Am I under arrest ?
= Sunt arestat ?; Aidez-moi, s’il vous plaît ! = Vă rog, ajutaţi-mă !; C’est une urgence ! =
E o urgenţă !; Je suis perdu(e) = M-am pierdut / rătăcit; J’ai perdu mon sac = Mi-am
pierdut geanta / poşeta; J’ai perdu mon porte-monnaie = Mi-am pierdut portmoneul; J’ai
un malaise = Mi-e rău / Nu mă simt bine; Je suis blessé(e) = Sunt rănit(ă); Je n’ai rien fait
(de mal) = N-am făcut nimic (rău); C’est une erreur = E o greşeală; Où m’emmenez-vous ?
= Unde mă duceţi ?; Est-ce que je suis arrêté(e) ? = Sunt arestat(ă) ?; Je voudrais parler à
un avocat = Aş vrea să vorbesc cu un avocat; Est-ce que je pourrais simplement payer une
amende ? = Aş putea doar să plătesc o amendă ?).
4. Social networking
The interest for correct use of language felt by a number of common speakers, or by youth
eager to do well in their routine examinations (admission to and graduation from high
school), occurs sporadically and with doubtful results on several (very modest) social
networks. It suffices to mention a few forums and blogs:
(1) GRAMMAR and LITERATURE – A virtual community for the Romanian language
and literature. Grammar. Literature. Culture. General discussions on topics of grammar,
linguistics, Romanian language 22 . As expected, this presumptuous project proposes to

21

http://wikitravel.org/it/Frasario_rumeno.

GRAMATICĂ și LITERARATURĂ – O comunitate virtuală pentru limba şi literatura română.
Gramatică. Literatură. Cultură. Discuţii generale pe teme de gramatică, lingvistică, limbă română
[http://www.gramaticasiliteratura.com/viewforum.php?f=24].
22
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clarify a lot of difficulties in the Romanian language without being able to provide the
expected answers.
(2) The blog of the Romanian Teacher. Online Romanian language tutoring23 – addressing
the baccalaureate (high school graduation exam) candidates.
(3) The Romanian orthography. Writing well and expressing ourselves correctly in
Romanian 24 – eLearning platform (therefore devoted to distance education and to
obtaining a labor-market-recognized certificate, issued by the Ministry of Labour, Family,
and Equal Opportunities, and the Ministry of Education, Research and Youth.
(4) Grammar of the Romanian language – all grammar25 – a very basic and rudimentary
course.
(5) Romanian language. Grammar class26 – a digital version of a very modest printed
collection of worksheets published in 200227, mainly targeting candidates for high school
admission, but also other categories of interested individuals (present or future teachers).
(6) Update for Romanian Language or let's restart grammar28 – a lowly improvisation of
school level.
(7) Learn the Romanian language29 – a quite pitiful, fragmentary, and rudimentary project,
with poor information30.
(8) Morfologia.ro31 – despite the very restrictive title, this easy-to-access but ultimately
elementary Romanian linguistic initiation website also deals, summarily, with syntax 32,
phonetics-phonology33, and even lexicology-semantics34.

Blogul profesorului de română. Meditaţii on-line la limba română
[http://meditatiilaromana.wordpress.com/].
23

Ortografia Limbii Române. Să scriem şi să ne exprimăm corect în limba română [http://www.ortografia.
ro/punctuatia-din-limba-romana/doua-puncte/].
24

Gramatica limbii române – toată gramatica [http://www.referatele.com/referate
/romana/online47/Gramatica-limbii-romane---toata-gramatica-referatele-com.php].
25

26

Limba română. Ora de gramatică [http://asla.rexlibris.net/membri/draica_ora_de_gramatica.pdf].

27

Dumitru Draica, Ed. Rhabon, Târgu-Jiu (phonetical, morphological, syntactical, and vocabulary
exercises).
Update pentru Limba Română sau Să reluăm Gramatica [https://www.facebook.com/pages/Updatepentru-Limba-Română-sau-Să-reluăm-Gramatica/198432380236999?ref=stream].
28

29

Învaţă limba română [http://www.busuu.com/g/29822].

30

Only the following categories are shown: the pronoun, the adjective, the numeral, the article.

31

http://www.morfologia.ro/.
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(9) Free online Romanian Language tests with the correct answers 35 – a collection
childish and simplistic exercises.
(10)

THE

ROMANIAN

LANGUAGE

(Generalities,

Geographic

distribution,

Classification and related languages, Dialects, History, The influence of other languages,
Vocabulary, Grammar, Sounds, Orthography) – a site that offers correct, but very limited
general information36.
(11) LEARNING ROMANIAN (The origin and evolution of the Romanian language) –
answers to high-school graduation examinations37.
5. Online Romanian Grammars
This category will be illustrated by two diametrically opposed samples:
(1) Romanian grammar in diagrams and tables38 – a basic and difficult-to-consult manual.
(2) Limba-romana.uCoz.ro39 – a fairly complex site that combines theory, exercises, tests,
and other tools devoted to the study of the Romanian language. Focused on students and
students who wish to hone their skills in Romanian, Limba-romana.uCoz.ro proposes to
organize itself according to the already-established partitioning system in the science of
language. This project quickly fails, mostly due to the melange of compartments: Glossary
(Elements of lexicology, Vocabulary of the Romanian language, Thematic dictionary,
Word formation, Derivative elements of the Romanian language, Small dictionary of
lexical families) Grammar (Morphology, Syntax, Grammar: questions and answers,

32

On the forums, in a separate section. One can find a jumble of unexpected issues relating to rules of the
Romanian language: spelling and punctuation blunders (aialaltă, alaltăieri, compot, creier, conexiune,
contestatar, coreean, delicvent / delincvent, înșela, izmană, mersi, mostră, nu te mai duce / numai te duce,
reflecţie, restaurant, să ştii, serviciu, smântână, s-o facem); noun plurals (baterie, botez, copertă, monede,
olimpiadă, rucsac), the degrees of comparison of the inovator adjective, the agreement (predicate – subject,
attribute – noun), attribute typology (nominal, adjectival, pronominal, verbal, adverbial), the prepositions de
pe vs. după.
33

On the forum: phonetics, the phoneme, the dialogue dash, the em dash.

34

Also on the forum: the paronyms, the meaning of words in context.

35

Teste de Limba Română gratis online cu răspunsuri corecte [http://teste.haios.ro/teste.php?id=26].

LIMBA ROMÂNĂ (Generalităţi, Distribuţie geografică, Clasificare şi limbi înrudite, Graiuri, Istorie,
Influenţa altor limbi, Vocabular, Gramatică, Sunete, Ortografie) dar minimale
[http://jandaru.hexat.com/indexlbrom.wml].
36

ÎNVĂŢĂM ROMÂNA (Originea şi evoluţia limbii române)
[http://invatamromana.blogspot.com/search/label/ROMANA%20ORAL%202011].
37

Tamara Cazacu, Diana Vrabie, Gramatica limbii române în scheme şi tabele [http://www.slideshare.
net/paulmarian75/gramatica-limbii-romane-in-scheme-si-tabele].
38

39

http://limba-romana.ucoz.ro/.
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Spelling, Punctuation standards, Dictionary of linguistic terms, Elements of pragmatic,
Linguistic analysis, Phonetic analysis, Lexical analysis of words, Morphological analysis,
Syntactic analysis, Analysis of punctuation, Analysis language text), Romanian as a
foreign language40. Despite this very unusual combination of topics, the site remains quite
respectable and worthy of being consulted.
6. University-level Romanian linguistic courses
The Internet currently offers many Romanian language courses (correct, updated, easy-toaccess, therefore easily consulted), of which many are course materials designed for
Romanian students attending some form of distance learning.
I have listed here 15, some from the University of Craiova (1-10), one from the "BabeşBolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca (11), one from the "Ştefan cel Mare" University of
Suceava (12), one from the "Alecu Russo" State University of Bălţi – Republic of
Moldova (13), and two from the "Bogdan Petriceicu Hasdeu" State University of Cahul –
Republic of Moldova (14-15): (1) Alina Gioroceanu, Contemporary Romanian language.
Syntaxe41 and (2) The syntax of the contemporary Romanian language. Course material42,
(3) Ovidiu Drăghici, Optional course A. Romanian language 43 and (4) Contemporary
Romanian language. Phonetics, phonology, orthography 44, (5) Anamaria Preda, Optional
course 3. Romanian language45, (6) Dragoş Topală, Romanian literary language46, (7)
Ilona Bădescu, The history of the Romanian language 47 , (8) Melitta Szathmary,
Contemporary Romanian language, lexicon, semantics48, (9) Mihaela Popescu, Optional
course 1. Romanian language49, (10) Silvia Pitiriciu, Contemporary Romanian language50,

40

Limba română ca limbă străină. With a Russian version: Краткая грамматика румынского языка.

41

Limba română contemporană. Sintaxa [http://cis01.central.ucv.ro/litere/idd/cursuri/an_3/cursuri_3.html].

42

Sintaxa limbii române. Note curs [http://cis01.central.ucv....intaxa_an3_gioroceanu.pdf].

43

Curs opţional A. Limba română [http://cis01.central.ucv.ro/litere/idd/cursuri/an_2/cursuri_2.html].

Limba română contemporană. Fonetică, fonologie, ortografie [http://cis01.central.ucv.ro/litere/idd/
cursuri/an_1/cursuri_1.html].
44

45

Curs opţional 3. Limba română [http://cis01.central.ucv.ro/litere/idd/cursuri/an_3/cursuri_3.html].

46

Limba română literară [http://cis01.central.ucv.ro/litere/idd/cursuri/an_3/cursuri_3.html].

47

Istoria limbii române [http://cis01.central.ucv.ro/litere/idd/cursuri/an_2/cursuri_2.html].

Limba română contemporană. Lexic, semantică [http://cis01.central.ucv.ro/litere/idd/cursuri/
an_1/cursuri_1.html].
48

49

Curs opţional 1. Limba română [http://cis01.central.ucv.ro/litere/idd/cursuri/an_3/cursuri_3.html].

Limba română contemporană – Morfologie
[http://cis01.central.ucv.ro/litere/idd/cursuri/an_2/cursuri_2.html].
50
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(11) Bálint Mihály, The syntax of the Romanian language 51 , (12) Vasile Ilincan,
Contemporary Romanian language. Phonetics. Phonology. Orthography. Course for
distance learning 52 , (13) Adela Novac, Contemporary Romanian language (Course
material)53, (14) Svetlana Dermenji-Gurgurov, Romanian phonetics. Course material54,
(15) V. Axenti, The morphology of the Romanian language55.
7. Romanian language courses (for foreign learners)
This part is comprised of some methods, guides, and courses addressed to foreigners
wishing to learn the Romanian language and culture, or to the Romanian diaspora who
want to refresh their language skills:
(1) LinkMania56 – a very modest forum for the popularization of the Romanian language
and culture, with a playful and fun twist (dating from 2005).
(2) Romanian Lessons – Just the Basics57 – a website with hilarious results created by two
American neo-Protestants missionaries who wanted to share the experiences they acquired
during their stay in the western region of Romania (2001-2002), where also lies a large
Hungarian population, with English speakers. Without stressing too much on this
linguistic adventure, everything is sprinkled with comments of the more unusual sort,
awfully naive remarks and, of course, gross mistakes58.

51

Sintaxa limbii române, Semestrul IV [http://extensii.ubbcluj.ro/odorheiusec/tanulutmutat-tav/4%20
felev/Sintaxa.pdf].
52

Limba română contemporană. Fonetică. Fonologie. Ortografie. Curs pentru învatamânt la distanţă, Anul
I, Semestrul I
[[http://www.litere.usv.ro/cursuri/Cursuri%20ID%20pdf/Limba%20romana%20contemporana%20%20Fonetica.%20Fonologie.%20Ortografie%20.pdf].
Limba română contemporană (Note de curs), 2007 [http://studentpenet.ro/campus/cursuri/limba-romanacontemporana-lingvistica/].
53

54

Fonetica limbii române. Suport de curs
[http://www.usch.md/Documents/Note%20de%20curs/Filologie%20
Romana/Note_de_curs_FONETICA.pdf].
55

Morfologia limbii române, 2007 [http://www.search-document.com/pdf/1/6/limba-romanagramatica.html].
56

http://www.linkmania.ro/topic/194452-lectia-de-gramatica/.

57

Pronunciation, Subject Pronouns, Basic Verbs, Plurals, Articles, Subjunctive, Future, Past Tense,
Reflexive Verbs, Possessive [http://www.romanianlessons.com/].
58

Here are some examples: mistakes (Toate cuvintele ale limbi Române = All the words of the Romanian
language – Toate cuvintele limbii române), Hungarian words confused for Romanian words (tćngy =
porumb = corn), dialectal lexical and morphological forms (amu = acum = now, clisă = slănină = fatty pork
rind / fat, îs = sînt = I am), the same for slang words (gagică = prietenă = girl friend).
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(3) Romanian language course59 – a series of thirty lessons (levels A1, A2, B1) prepared
in accordance with the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages
(exercises, texts, illustrations, and, here and there, even some audiovisual tools).
Paradoxically, although made by the Department for Romanians Abroad, and therefore
funded by the Government of Romania, the Department does not claim take any
responsibility for this project 60 . The website's ease of accessibility and its rather nice
interface detracted from by its highly naive and slightly stupid content61.
(4) Dana Cojocaru, Romanian Grammar 62 – a very good descriptive grammar with
exercises for English-speakers63 (available online and downloadable).
(5) Welcome to Romania ! A manual for the Romanian linguistic and cultural orientation
of foreigners II64 – an excellent online Romanian language self-teaching platform, created
as part of the project Romanian Language – an opportunity for social and cultural
integration, funded by Solidarity and Management of Migration Flows program –
European Fund for Integration of Third Country Nationals (2008).
(6) ILR – Linguistic Applications. The Romanian Language Institute of Bucharest 65 has
several tests on their website, aimed at verifying foreign speakers' knowledge of the
Romanian language. Namely, there are 67 tests grouped together according to the levels of
communicational competence, developed in accordance with the standards of the
European Language Portfolio.

59

Curs de limba română [http://www.dprp.gov.ro/elearning/].

60

The content of this website does not represent the official position of the Department for Romanians
Abroad / Conţinutul acestui site nu reprezintă poziţia oficială a Departamentului pentru românii de
pretutindeni.
See in this respect the discrepancies between the audio and written text: România este situată în sud-estul
Europei Centrale, cu o suprafață de 237. 500 Km2. Populația României este de peste 22. 000. 000 de
locuitori – audio // România este situată în sud-estul Europei Centrale, cu o suprafață de 238. 391 Km2 […],
iar populația României este de 21. 680. 974 – written text [Lecţia IX. Modulul A1 [http://www.dprp.gov.
ro/elearning/capitole/lectie/a1/9].
61

62

http://www.seelrc.org:8080/grammar/pdf/stand_alone_romanian.pdf.

63

Developed by the SEELRC Research Center (The Slavic and East European Language Research Center),
under the patronage of Duke University (Durham) and the Univeristy of North Carolina (Chapel Hill).
Otilia Hedeşan, Florentina Leucuţia, Elena Jebelean, Nicoleta Muşat, Corina Popa, Dana Percec, Bun venit
în România ! Manual de limbă română şi de orientare culturală pentru străini II, Imprimeria MIRTON,
Timişoara
[http://www.vorbitiromaneste.ro/download/manual/Manual%20de%20initiere%20in%20limba%20romana%
20si%20de%20orientare%20culturala%20pentru%20straini.pdf].
64

65

Institutul Limbii Române [http://www.ilr.ro/aplling.php?lmb=1].
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(7) AutoDidact66. The purpose of this project, developed by a team of teachers from the
University of Cluj-Napoca and funded by the National Council of Scientific Research in
Higher Education, is to overcome certain deficiencies in the teaching Romanian as a
foreign language, and to compensate for them through its final products, at a time when it
appears that this is most needed. The aforementioned deficiencies are: (a) publishers either
do not have consistent learning programs and methods, or do they do not have sufficient
financial capacity to publish educational materials in accordance with market demand; (b)
generally, the teaching of Romanian in professional institutions within the country and
abroad is done with unsuitable learning materials (outdated, inadequate, and insufficient).
Structured in three parts (units, exercises, grammar), this course, the graphical interface of
which is enviable, and which is dubbed in French and English, is currently the best of
what you can find on the subject on Internet.
8. Online Romanian dictionaries
The Internet offers the following monolingual Romanian dictionaries:
(1) DexX67 – a general explanatory dictionary for the use of the general public (Romanians
or those interested in the Romanian language) and developed by researchers from the
Institute of Romanian Philology "A. Philippide" of Iasi (Romanian Academy), researchers
from the University "Al. I. Cuza" in the same city, and by researchers from pre-university
education. Regularly updated with more general or niche dictionaries 68 , this work is
distinguished by its reserved attitude towards the most recent orthographic norms imposed
by the Academy.
(2) Explanatory Dictionary69 – a work done by voluntary and free contribution from
the DEX online database (see below), systematically enriched with material collected
from other dictionaries70.

66

http://granturi.ubbcluj.ro/autodidact/index.html.

67

http://www.dexx.ro/.

Dicţionar de medicamente, Dicţionar de neologisme, Dicţionar de omofone, Dicţionar de omografe,
Dicţionar de omonime, Dicţionar de paronime, Dicţionar de proverbe, Dicţionar de termeni internaţionali,
Dicţionar explicativ român, Dicţionar financiar-bancar, Dicţionar mitologic, Dicţionar religios.
68

69

Dicţionar Explicativ (DE) [http://www.dictionar.1web.ro/].

Gh. Bulgăr, Gh. Constantinescu-Dobridor, Dicţionar de arhaisme şi regionalisme, Ed. Saeculum Vizual,
Bucureşti, 2002, Florin Marcu, Constant Maneca, Dicţionar de neologisme, Ed. Academiei, Bucureşti, 1986,
Mircea şi Luiza Seche, Dicţionar de sinonime, Ed. Litera Internaţional, 2002, *Dicţionar ortografic al limbii
române, Ed. Litera Internaţional, 2002, Academia Română, Institutul de Lingvistică "Iorgu Iordan",
Dicţionarul explicativ al limbii române, Ed. Univers Enciclopedic, 1998, Alexandru Ciorănescu, Dicţionarul
70
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(3) Two delicious dictionaries of slang words and familiar and street expressions:
(a) 123urban71 – an amateur work, but a very rewarding resource for those who are
interested in the dynamics of language, and which mimics the popular Urban
Dictionary72.
(b) Webdex – Slang dictionary of the Romanian language73 – a more professional
dictionary than the aforementioned slang dictionary (a), based on DEX online (see
below) and many other dictionaries74.
(4) Two Moldovan-Romanian lexical inventories deliberately written in pamphleteer spirit
which, besides their playful nature (also in perfect harmony with the conventions of
interactions on the Internet), provide a lot of examples of the differences between the
Romanian spoken in Romania and its variant of the Republic of Moldova:
(a) "Moldovan-Romanian" Dictionary – The height of stupidity – stupidity portal (this blog
is a pamphlet on stupidity and its forms of presentation)75.
(b) Muligambia – "Moldavan-Romanian" Dictionary76 (This site is a pamphlet !).
(5) Archeus.ro – Language resources for the Romanian language 77 – the best online
digital language auxiliary for the Romanian language available at this time. Indeed, the
etimologic român, Universidad de la Laguna, Tenerife, 1958-1966, Florin Marcu, Marele dicţionar de
neologisme, Ed. Saeculum, 2000, *Noul dicţionar explicativ al limbii române, Ed. Litera Internaţional, 2002.
71

http://www.123urban.ro/def/argou.

72

www.urbandictionary.com.

Dicționar de argou al limbii române
[http://www.webdex.ro/online/dictionar_de_argou_al_limbii_romane/].
73

Dicționarul explicativ al limbii române (DEX 75, DEX 84, DEX 96), Supliment DEX (DEX-S 88),
Dicționar de sinonime, Dicționar de antonime, Dicționar ortografic al limbii române, Noul dicționar
explicativ al limbii române (NODEX), Dicționar de arhaisme și regionalisme (DAR), Dicționar gastronomic
explicativ (DGE), Dicționarul etimologic român (DER), Dicționar al limbii române actuale (DLRA),
Dicționarul limbii române contemporane (DLRC), Dicționarul limbii române moderne (DLRM),
Dictionnaire morphologique de la langue roumaine (DMLR), Dicționar de neologisme (DN), Dicționar
ortografic, ortoepic și morfologic al limbii române (DOOM, (DOOM 2), Micul dicționar academic (MDA),
Marele dicționar de neologisme (MDN), Dicționarul limbii române literare vechi (1640-1780) – Termeni
regionali (DLRLV), Dicționarul limbii române literare contemporane (DLRLC), Dicționar enciclopedic,
Dicționar de argou al limbii române.
74

Dicţionar "moldovenesc-român" – Culmea prostiei – Portal despre prostie (Acest blog este un pamflet
legat de prostie şi de formele ei de prezentare) [http://www.culmeaprostiei.ro/prostie/prostii-inspirate-de-lavecini/dicionar-moldovenesc-roman.html; also found on the ROMANIAN HEAVEN AND EARTH blog
(CER ŞI PĂMÂNT ROMÂNESC) [http://cersipamantromanesc.wordpress.com/tag/dictionar-romanmaldavan/].
75

Dicţionar Moldo-Român (Acest site este un pamflet !) [http://muligambia.md/index.php?do=static&
page=dex].
76

77

Archeus.ro – Resurse lingvistice pentru limba română [http://www.archeus.ro/lingvistica/main].
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dictionary, which does not answer to either the Romanian Academy (which was not
interested in the project), or any other institution, is a complex of interconnected linguistic
instruments, a product of the research conducted by a group of enthusiastic IT experts, and
of specialists in computational linguistics78. Due to a lack of financial resources, only one
member from this group of volunteers (Archeus.ro) remains ! (not a linguist, a former
employee of Google). Archeus.ro therefore comprises: (a) an Explanatory Dictionary of
the Romanian language 79 – that is to say a digital transferal of this dictionary's paper
version (although seven times richer than its 1998 counterpart, since it is extensible
through volunteering) as well as several other prestigious Romanian dictionaries (any
search can be performed starting from the basic form of each word, as well as from any of
its derivatives, with or without diacritics; the is accompanied by: a Users guide for the
Romanian language, as well as a Collection of articles on the Romanian language); (b) a
Lemmatizer which can generate a list of basic forms for each word, starting from an
inflected form, the word being translated simultaneously in English, and receiving an
automatic grammatical description; (c) a Wikisource feature – literary texts where you can
see the search term in context; (d) a similar feature, but limited to the text of the Bible
(Bible – text search); (e) an Aid for flection; (f) a feature for Adding diacritics; (g) a
feature to Add accents for texts in Romanian, designed to facilitate the learning of the
language; (h) a Romanian-English translator, and vice versa.
9. Romanian language books – entire texts
As for books on the Romanian language which can be found on the Internet, the research
results are rather disappointing. Only a few titles, not necessarily the most representative 80,
are found online, thanks to the laudable efforts of a few passionate volunteers: *Dicţionar
ortografic al limbii române pentru elevi 81 , *Dicţionar ortografic românesc 82 , Adina

78

As a side-mention, I would to add that in 2011, the Academy published the full version of the "Treasure"
Dictionary of the Romanian language (Dicţionarului Tezaur al Limbii Române) – 19 volumes and 17,000
pages (the original version, developed within 105 years, had 37 volumes). These quite bulky and unwieldy
volumes have a cost that surely is not for everyone (over 500 euros). It is nevertheless true that a variant in
electronic format is being developed by the Institute of Romanian Philology Romanian of Iaşi: "Treasure"
Dictionary of the Romanian langauge in electronic format (Gabriela Haja, Elena Dănilă, Corina Forăscu,
Bogdan-Mihai Aldea, Dicţionarul Tezaur al Limbii Române în format electronic – eDTLR
[https://consilr.info.uaic.ro/edtlr/wiki/index.php?title=Despre_proiect; http://profs.info.uaic.ro]).
79

Dicționarul explicativ al limbii române (DEX online). Voir aussi: http://dexonline.ro/.

But there is an exception here, as well: Rodica Zafiu, Diversitatea stilistică în româna actuală
[http://ebooks.unibuc.ro/filologie/Zafiu/index.htm].
80

Ed. Litera Internaţional, Bucureşti – Chişinău, 2001
[http://diacritica.wordpress.com/2010/03/07/gramatica-ortografie-resurse-online/].
81
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Dragomirescu, Ergativitatea: tipologie, sintaxă, semantică83, Dana Cojocaru, Romanian
Grammar 84 , Florica Dimitrescu, Dinamica lexicului românesc – ieri și azi 85 , Gabriela
Pană Dindelegan (coord.), Aspecte ale dinamicii limbii române actuale 86 , Ilie Ştefan
Rădulescu, Erori frecvente în limbajul cotidian 87 , Ion Coteanu, Gramatica de bază a
limbii române 88 , Mioara Avram, Ortografie pentru toţi. 30 de dificultăţi 89 , Narcisa
Forăscu, Dificultăţi gramaticale ale limbii române90, Rodica Zafiu, Diversitate stilistică în
româna actuală91.
10. Scientific publications
Several volumes of prestigious scientific journals can now be viewed online.
Unfortunately, only a small portion of these periodicals has been posted on the Internet.
I have noted: (1) the title of each publication, (2) the year of its first publication, (3) years
of publication that exist on the Internet and (4) the content of the listed numbers (title page,
table of contents, abstracts, entire issue = summary + full issue ± summaries). More
specifically, these publications emanate92:
(1) From language institutes subordinated to the Romanian Academy, that is to say, from
the "Sextil Puşcariu" Institute of Linguistics and Literary History of Cluj-Napoca (a), from
the "A. Philippide" Institute of Romanian Philology of Iaşi (b, f) and from the "Iorgu
Iordan – Al. Rosetti" Institute of Linguistics of Bucureşti (c, d, e): (a) Dacoromania93 (1st

Academia de Ştiinţe a Republicii Moldova, Institutul de Lingvistică, Ed. Litera, Chişinău, 2001
[http://diacritica.wordpress.com/2010/03/07/gramatica-ortografie-resurse-online/].
82

Ed. Universității din Bucureşti, 2010
[http://www.unibuc.ro/prof/dragomirescu_a/docs/2011/mar/30_23_30_
09Adina_Dragomirescu_Ergativitatea_2010.pdf]
83

84

SEELRC, 2003 [http://diacritica.wordpress.com/2010/03/07/gramatica-ortografie-resurse-online/].

85

Ed. Logos, București, 1994 [http://www.logos.tm.ro/gratuit/973-95560-4-3a.pdf].

Actele colocviului catedrei de limba română, Universitatea Bucureşti, 2004 [http://diacritica.wordpress.
com/2010/03/07/gramatica-ortografie-resurse-online/].
86

87

Niculescu, 2006 [http://diacritica.wordpress.com/2010/03/07/gramatica-ortografie-resurse-online/].

Ed. Albatros, Bucureşti, 1982 [http://diacritica.wordpress.com/2010/03/07/gramatica-ortografie-resurseonline/; http://limbaromana.altervista.org/13141224-Gramatica-de-baza-a-limbii-romane.pdf].
88

Ed. Litera Internaţional, Bucureşti – Chişinău (Biblioteca şcolarului)
[http://diacritica.files.wordpress.com/2010/03/avram-mioara-ortografie-pentru-toti-cartea.pdf].
89

Universitatea Bucureşti, 2001 [http://diacritica.wordpress.com/2010/03/07/gramatica-ortografie-resurseonline/].
90

91

Ed. Universităţii din Bucureşti, 2003 [http://ebooks.unibuc.ro/filologie/Zafiu/introducere.htm].

With a sole exception: Langue roumaine – Chișinău (Limba română – Chișinău;
http://limbaromana.md/; 1re parution 1991; 2003-2012: textes).
92

93

http://www.dacoromania.inst-puscariu.ro/.
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release, 1st series from 1920 to 1948, new series 1994 -; 1994-2013: full issue); (b)
Yearbook of linguistic and literary history94 (1st release 1950 -, from 1956 to 1963, issue 2:
1964-1973, 1976-2011: full issue); (c) Linguistic research and studies95 (1st release 1950;
from 2002 to 2009: table of contents, 2009-2012: table of contents, summaries); (d)
Romanian language96 (1st release 1952; from 2006 to 2008: table of contents, 2009-2010:
table of contents, summaries, 2011-2012: full issue); (e) Romanian Review of
Linguistics97 (1st release 1956; from 2013 to 2006: full issue); (f) Philologica Jassyensia98
(1st release 2005; from 2005 to 2012: full issue);
(2) From universities (scientific bulletins and annals): (a) Annals of the University of
Bucharest, Romanian Language and Literature99; 1st release, 1st series from 1893 to 1942,
2st series from 1956-1960, 3st series from 1969; from 2002, 2003: table of contents, 20042011: full issue); (b) Studia Universitatis Babeş-Bolyai, Studia Philologia100 (1st release
1956; from 2000 to 2012: table of contents, 2012 [starting with no. 4]-2013: full issue); (c)
Annals of West University of Timişoara 101 ; 1st release 1963; from 2003 to 2010: full
issue); (d) Scientific Annals of "Ovidius" University of Constanţa. Philological series102;
1st release 1990; from 2002 to 2007: table of contents, from 2008 to 2012: full issue; (e)
Annals of the University of Craiova. Philological sciences series. Linguistics 103 (1st
release 1996; from 2000 to 2005: table of contents, 2006-2010: table of contents,
summaries); (f) Annals of the University of Oradea, Romanian Language and Literature
Fascicule104 (1st release 1996; from to 1967 to 1968: title page, from 1969 to 1973: table
of contents, from 1975 to 1976: title page, from 1977 to 1979: table of contents, 1991:
table of contents, from 1992 to 1993, 1996: table of contents without title page, from 1997
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Anuar de lingvistică şi istorie literară [http://www.alil.ro/?page_id=10].

Studii şi cercetări lingvistice [http://www.lingv.ro/index.php? option=com_content&view =article&id=
73& Itemid=92].
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Limba română [http://www.lingv.ro/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=71&Itemid=90]
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Revue roumaine de linguistique [http://www.lingv.ro/RRLindex.html].
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http://www.philologica-jassyensia.ro/arhiva.php.

Analele Universităţii din Bucureşti, Limbă şi literatură română [http://aub.unibuc.ro/index.pl/arhiva_
2011_ro].
99

100

The "Babeş-Bolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca [http://www.studia.ubbcluj.ro/arhiva/arhiva.php].

Analele Universității de Vest din Timișoara, Seria Științe filologice [http://www.litere.uvt.ro/
vechi/stiintefilologice/2003.htm].
101

Analele ştiinţifice ale Universităţii "Ovidius" din Constanţa. Seria filologie [http://litere.univ-ovidius.
ro/Anale/cuprins.php].
102

Analele Universităţii din Craiova. Seria ştiinţe filologice. Lingvistică [http://cis01.central.ucv.ro/litere/
activ_st/lingvistica.htm].
103

Analele Universităţii din Oradea, Fascicula Limba şi literatura română [http://analeromana.uoradea.
ro/archives.html].
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to 2000: table of contents, 2001: table of contents without title page, from 2003 to 2005,
and from 2007 to 2009: table of contents without title page, 2010: title page, 2012:
summaries); (g) Annals of the University of Craiova, Philological sciences series,
Romance languages and literature 105 ; 1st release 1998; from 2001 to 2003: table of
contents, from 2004 to 2008: table of contents, summaries, from 2009 to 2010: full issue,
from 2011 to 2012: table of contents, summaries); (h) Romanian language and literature.
Philological series 106 (1st release 1999; from 2007 to 2009: full issue); (i) Annales
Universitatis Apulensis107 (1st release 2000; from 2000 to 2007: table of contents, 20082011; table of contents, summaries); (j) Studia Universitatis "Petru Maior". Philologia108
(1st release 2002; from 2002 to 2011: table of contents, summaries, 2011 [starting with no.
11]- 2012: full issue); (k) UniTerm 109 (online-only; from 2004 to 2009: full issue); (l)
Philological studies and research. Romance languages series110 (1st release 2007; from
2007 to 2010: full issue, from 2011 to 2012: full issue); (m) Studia Universitatis,
"Humanistic Sciences" Series"111 (1st release 2007; from 2007 to 2011: full issue).
11. Websites on various aspects related to the history of the Romanian language
This section catalogues several sources (of wildly different qualities) that provide
information on the substratum of the Romanian language:
(1) Honorable (if brief and outdated) sources regarding the original of the Romanian
language, as well as regarding the Dacian language and its relation to the Albanian
language: (a) List of Romanian words of possible Dacian origin (with references)112; (b)
List of Dacian names (Anthroponyms, Toponyms, Hydronyms; with references) 113 ; (c)

Analele Universităţii din Craiova, Seria Ştiinţe filologice, Langues et littératures romanes [http://cis01.
central.ucv.ro/litere/activ_st/lrl/anale_franceza_ro.htm].
105

Anale. Limba și literatura română. Seria filologie, The "Spiru Haret" University of Bucharest
[http://www. spiruharet.ro/anale/litere/].
106

107

The "1st December 1918" University of Alba-Iulia [http://www.uab.ro/reviste_recunoscute/index.php?
cale=philologica].
The "Petru Maior" University of Târgu Mureș [http://www.upm.ro/ cercetare/studia%20 website /html
/arhiva.html].
108

109

The West University of Timişoara [http://www.litere.uvt.ro/vechi/uniterm.htm].

Studii şi cercetări filologice. Seria limbi romanice, The University of Pitești [http://www.philologieromane. eu/index.php/ro/arhiva/].
110

Studia Universitatis, Seria "Știinte Umanistice", The Moldova State University, Chişinău [http://usm.
md/studiau/?page_id=25].
111

112

http://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Listă_de_cuvinte_românești_moștenite_probabil_din_limba_dacă.

113

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Dacian_names.
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Bogdan Petriceicu Hasdeu, Who are the Albanians ?114; (d) I. I. Russu, Autochthonous
elements in the Romanian language. The common Romanian-Albanian substratum (The
history of research regarding the ethno-linguistic Romanian-Albanian relations, and the
substratum)115; (e) Gheorghe Mihăilă, Words of autochthonous origin in the Romanian
language 116 ; (f) George Pruteanu, The Thraco-Dacian language 117 ; (g) Dan Alexe,
Germisara – About the unseen relations between the Romanian118; (h) Dan Alexe, About
the unseen relations between the Romanian and the Albanian languages119.
(2) Decent, yet modest general presentations (with the purpose of popularisation)
regarding the Dacian language, as well as the relation between the Romanian and
Albanian languages (amateur authors): (a) Ion Teodorescu, Similar words in the Romanian
and Albanian languages

120

; (b) *The Albanian language – About Albania... in

Romanian 121; (c) *Dacians. Romanians. Albanians – continuity and migrations 122 ; (d)
*The kinship between the Romanian and Albanian languages123.
(3) Delirious posts belonging to eccentric adepts of protochronism, who promote the
supremacy of the Romanian language and civilization over all others: (a) *Words of
Dacian origin124; (b) Dragoş Anunnak, The Romanian language spoken on the planet. The
Cine sunt albanesiĭ ?, Analele Academiei Române, Seria II, Tom. XXIII, pp. 103-113
[http://ro.wikisource.org/wiki/Cine_sunt_albanesiĭ%3F].
114

Elemente autohtone în limba română. Substratul comun româno-albanez (Istoricul cercetărilor privind
raporturile etno-lingvistice româno-albaneze şi substratul), Ed. Academiei RSR, Bucureşti, 1970, p. 14-47]
[http://soltdm.com/langmod/romana/russu/elemintro.htm].
115

Cuvintele de origine autohtonă în limba română (Text redactat de Elena Solunca Moise; Coordonator:
Brănduşa Armanca [http://www.9am.ro/stiri-revista-presei/2006-01-30/cuvintele-de-origine-autohtona-inlimba-romana.html#ixzz2nNZGtkwK].
116

117

Limba traco-dacilor [http://www.pruteanu.ro/4doarovorba/emis000-protv-960325-traco-daci.htm].

Germisara – Ce ştim de fapt despre limba daco-geţilor ?; Dan Alexe’s Flea Market
[http://cabalinkabul.wordpress.com/2013/01/14/germisara-ce-stim-de-fapt-despre-limba-daco-getilor/].
118

Despre legăturile subterane ale românei cu albaneza (summary of the study published in Essays in
Memory of Ioan Petru Culianu, Volumes I-II, Bucureşti, Nemira, 2001) [https://www.facebook.com
/note.php?note_id=229309630419924].
119

Cuvinte similare în limba română şi limba albaneză; Asociaţia Liga Albanezilor din România (ALAR)
[http://www.alar.ro/n53/caleidoscop-c356/cuvinte_similare-s642.html].
120

*Limba albaneză – Despre Albania… în limba română [http://albaniaperomaneste.wordpress.com/dategenerale/limba-albaneza/].
121

*Daci. Români. Albanezi – continuitate şi migraţii; Dacii – istorie şi civilizaţie / The Dacians – People of
Ancient Times [http://www.geocities.com/cogaionon/articol9.htm].
122

*Legăturile de înrudire româno-albaneze; CER ŞI PĂMÂNT ROMÂNESC
[http://cersipamantromanesc.wordpress.com/2013/09/10/inrudirea-originara-dintre-popoarele-roman-sialbanez/].
123

*Cuvinte provenite din limba dacă; article signed by: Proud Dacian OM (Corneliu OM dac/get mândru
de strămoşii lui !, master degree, hobby: music, tattoos, true history !)
[http://dacmandru.blogspot.com/2009/12/cuvinte-provenite-din-limba-daca.html].
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Romanian language comes from the Sanskrit language of the Dacians. The first human
beings on the planet originated in Transylvania (Ardeal) !125.
12. Conclusions
One has a mixed first impression at the end of this overview on Internet resources for the
description and learning of the Romanian language. It is immediately apparent that this is
only a snippet of the entire Romanian language text that was posted on the Internet. It is,
more accurately, fragments randomly selected from a large corpus that was formed
homogeneously over time. Let us note, in passing, that you can currently find an entire
legion of humanistic faculties: 30 faculties of fine arts, 36 faculties of communication, 20
faculties of education, 20 faculties of theology, 8 faculties of cultural studies, 8 faculties of
arts, 11 faculties of journalism. There are numerous professor-researchers associated with
these faculties, but their works (doctoral theses, books, articles...) are not found online.
Apart from this, the corresponding data that the Internet makes available for its users must
be considered in a reserved and careful manner. This is because they come, in great part,
from non-linguist volunteers, the efforts of whom are certainly commendable. For this
reason, some of the databases are accompanied by apologies with regards to the reliability
of their data: (1) This information represents opinions and do not have an official
character. The authors / operators have no responsibility for the accuracy and consistency
of information provided, and do not assume responsibility for actions resulting from the
use of information presented126; (2) Webdex assumes no responsibility for acts resulting
from the use of information presented on this site, and assumes no liability for the
accuracy and consistency of information presented127.
While these warnings may be acceptable in this specific case, especially within the context
of customary practices on the Internet, it is less usual to find such disclaimers on sites with
high professional standards, made by real experts: This information does not constitute
Limba română vorbită pe planetă. Limba română provine din limba sanscrită a dacilor. Primele fiinţe
umane pe această planetă au fost în (Ardeal) Transilvania !; Fără secrete: Site dedicat reptilienilor anunnaki.
Conspiraţii, ezoterism, ocultism, spiritualitate, istorie, OZN şi multe altele / No Secrets: Site dedicated to the
Anunnaki. Conspiracy theories, esotericism, the occult, spirituality, history, UFOs, and much more
[http://www.fara-secrete.ro/limba-romana-cea-mai-veche-limba-vorbita-pe-planeta-limba-romana-provinedin-limba-sanscrita-a-dacilor-primele-fiinte-umane-pe-aceasta-planeta-au-fost-in-ardeal-transilvania/].
125

Informaţiile reprezintă opinii şi nu au caracter oficial. Autorii / operatorii nu au nici o răspundere cu
privire la corectitudinea şi coerenţa informaţiilor prezentate şi nu îşi asumă responsabilitatea pentru faptele
ce rezultă din utilizarea informaţiilor prezente. [http://www.dictionar.1web.ro/].
126

Webdex nu îşi asumă responsabilitatea pentru faptele ce rezultă din utilizarea informaţiilor prezente pe
acest site şi nu are nici o răspundere cu privire la corectitudinea şi coerenţa informaţiilor prezentate.
[http://www.webdex.ro/online/dictionar_de_argou_al_limbii_romane/].
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advice of a professional legal, medical, engineering, sociological, psychological,
educational, etc. nature. If such support is necessary for you, look for specialists with
professional competence that offer such a service. Neither the authors of the website, nor
its affiliated institutions guarantee the accuracy, completeness, usefulness, or effectiveness
of the material, and no party shall be liable, directly or indirectly, for any secondary or
accidental damage or effect caused by the use of the information provided. The tools on
this site [... ] are offered as is and without warranty. You use these tools at your own risk,
and only of your free choice. We assume no responsibility for any direct or indirect
consequences of the use of these tools (programs)128.
Subsequently, the choice of informational material is unreliable since there is no authority
that constantly and firmly assumes the role of supervisor. In principle, this task would
belong to the Academy. From its inception, its Statute129 stipulates expressly that one of
the institution's major goals is to ensure the cultivation and promotion of the Romanian
language and literature130. I would note, moreover, that the Department of Philology and
Literature is first among the Academy's sections 131 . The point is that, through a
coordinated and systematic general mobilisation of Romanian linguists, the information
about the Romanian language found on the Internet could be greatly improved (both in
terms of quantity and quality), coming closer, thus, to the level at which other languages
are represented on the Internet. This certainly does not entail a curtailing of the freedom of
expression in the online environment of those who are interested in the Romanian
language (be they specialists or simply amateurs).
Thus we could easily adhere to the confessions of a (rightly) disgusted and disappointed
user (this situation has not changed much since then): Romanian grammar nonexistent on
the Internet. Trying to find something on Google on the preposition to [la], I found that

Aceste informaţii nu constituie sfaturi de specialitate legale, medicale, inginereşti, sociologice,
psihologice, educaţionale etc. Dacă este necesar un astfel de sprijin, căutaţi specialişti cu competenţă
profesională care oferă un astfel de serviciu. Nici autorii sit-ului web şi nici instituţiile afiliate nu garantează
acurateţea, completitudinea, utilitatea sau eficacitatea materialului expus, şi nici una din părţi nu va fi
răspunzătoare de vreo pagubă, un efect secundar sau accidental, direct sau indirect, prin utilizarea
informaţiilor oferite. Instrumentele de pe acest sit […] sunt oferite ca atare, fără nici o garanţie. folosirea
acestor instrumente o faceţi numai dacă doriţi şi decideţi astfel şi numai pe propriul dumneavoastră risc. Noi
nu ne asumăm nici un fel de responsabilitate pentru consecinţele directe sau indirecte ale folosirii de către
dumneavoastră a acestor instrumente (programe). H.-N. Teodorescu, L. Pistol, M. Feraru, M. Zbancioc, D.
Trandabăţ, Sounds of the Romanian Language Corpus (SRoL) 2012, from the "Al. I. Cuza" University
[http://www.etc. tuiasi.ro/sibm/romanian_spoken_language/ro/disclaimer_ro.htm].
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129

The Statute of the Romanian Academy [www.acad.ro/acteNormative/doc/SAR.doc].

130

Chapter 1, Article 12.

131

Ut supra.
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there is absolutely nothing about the Romanian language. Well, sacred Romanian
Academy, what the hell are you doing ? In-depth university research ? Consequently,
there is NOTHING on the net about the correct spelling of the Romanian language rules.
Not a single school teacher had neither desire nor the inspiration to publish in electronic
format, on the net, how one should write correctly. Accordingly, we find crime and
punishment on the net. [... ] And this is in 2011132.
If Romania language is not sufficiently present on the Internet (observing the growing
interest of Romanians in the Internet), this is also a consequence of a fact that I will only
mention. The young generation can easily do without the Romanian language, because the
use of the English and the Russian languages (the latter in Moldova) is more than apt for
the needs of users in the virtual space, the use and cultivation of the national language
become more and more diluted among the young generations, while the prestige of the
institutions that are meant to safeguard this cultivation, unfortunately, is in great decline.
In this context, it is understood that the idea of adopting the Romanian language as the
universal communication language in cyberspace, as computer scientist Alexandru
Bogdan Munteanu proposed, cannot be discussed: Romanian is the most suitable language
to become a universal language because of its intrinsic characteristics that make it very
easy to learn and use, both by computers and by humans. While this statement may seem
to stem from nationalistic beliefs, the reasoning behind the idea is exclusively
pragmatic133.

Gramatica limbii române, inexistentă pe Internet. Încercând sa caut ceva despre prepoziţia la pe Google,
am aflat că nu există absolut nimic acolo despre limba româna. Atunci, trăi-ţi-ar Academia Română, voi ce
mama dracu’ faceţi acolo, studii academice aprofundate ? Dar nimeni nu publică pe Internet nimic pentru
limba asta ? Drept urmare, nu există pe net NIMIC despre regulile de scriere corectă a limbii române. Nici
un profesor de şcoală generală n-a avut chef şi nici inspiraţia să publice în format electronic, pe net, cum
trebuie să se scrie corect. Drept urmare, pe net găsim crimă şi pedeapsă. […] Şi asta în 2011.
[http://www.piticu.ro/gramatica-limbii-romane-inexistenta-pe-internet.html]
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Alexandru Bogdan Munteanu, Limba rumînă în epoca informaticii: Limba rumînă este cea mai indicată
pentru a deveni limbă universală datorită caracteristicilor sale intrinseci, care o fac foarte uşor de învăţat şi
de utilizat atît de către oameni cît şi de către maşini. Deşi această afirmaţie poate părea ca izvorînd din
convingeri de tip naţionalist, la baza ei stau exclusiv argumente de ordin pragmatic.
[http://www.mecanica.utcluj.ro/tc/1-Comunicarea%20in%20limba%20romana-2013-TC.pdf] See also:
MUNTEALB [http://muntealb.orgfree. com/vatra.htm].
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